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| BY LIAISON 

oe Eg Honorabis John A. McCone 
᾿ Director 
ia ᾿ Central Intelligence Agency 

. | Washington, D. C. 

let Deay Mr. HeCone: 

In the course of our investigations we have. 
learned that Ladislav Kotzman, Czechoslovakian Arbassador 
Designate to Brazil, recently made the following comments. 

The Czechoslovakian Governmont fears that the 
Castro regine in Cuba may make song zash move in Brazil 
which will antagonize the new Brazilian Government and =~ 

| possibly involve the Czechoslovakian Governnent in an “Be 
embarrassing situation. As a result, Kotzman has been 

! instructed by his Government, that in such an event he is 
i to “ignore the Cubans" and do nothing to antagonize the . 

ΐ present Brazilian Government headed by Castello Branco. 

Because of the sensitive nature of οὐχ source, 7 
which has furnished reliable information in the past, we | 

Dy . have classified this communication “Tép-Seeret.'* This 
τῷ information is being furnished to other interested officials . I 

! of the Governnent. = 
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Honorable John A, McCone 

‘NOTE: . 

Classified "Top-Seeret" because unauthorized 
disclosure of this information could result in exceptionally 
grave damage to the Nation. Source is NY 694-S*, Infor- 
mation extracted from New York airtel 6-23.64, 
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ἜΤ ΘΟ ΤΕΤΟΑΤΈΘΝ ἈΠΤΉΘΕ ΤῈ DERIVED FROM: 

ETE 1:-07- 2011] 

1 ~- Mr. Belnont 
+ . πος L - Mr, Evans 

Mat TN 7 TANTRA TON ~ Mr, Sul! af ROUTE iN. Ἢ EN PY HL OF ἯΙ toi, Saumgerdner 

Ste ‘The Attorney General July 9, 1964 

I 1 - Mr, Shaw 
Director, FBI ᾿ 

COMMUNIST PARTY, USA 
INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS. 
INTERNAL SECURITY «Ὁ 

‘Gus Hall,. General Secretary, Cormunist Party,. 
USA, has expressed concern that the recent decision of the 
United States Supreme Court which declared unconstitutional. 
the passport section of the Internal Security Act of 1959, 
will result in a mass exodus of the leadership of the 
Communist Party, USA,. to Woscow,. Russia. Hall was most 
‘apprbhensive that. such action would convey the public 
inpression of "Moscow agents. running to get their instructions." 

In view of the foregoing, Hall plans to advise the 
nconiinist Party of the Soviet Union that only those conrades 

Sy froncthe Communist Party, USA, who have received official 
credentials from the Communist Party, aad are to.be treated 
as.’ “Buests” by the Soviets. 

‘ HAM 4935 

HOt: 
The above information was furnished by sources 

which have. furnished reliable information in the ἜΜ ke ] 

7 cation. is being: classified "Ton-Sncrct οἷν 

100-428091:- 

1 - The Deputy Attorney General 

NOTE:. ᾿ " 

Classified "Top-Seeret" because unauthovized - 
“disclosure of this information. cotild reveal the identity of 
the source (CG 5824-S*) wlio is of continuing value, and 
such. revelation could ‘result in exceptionally grave damage 
to (the! Nations, source tisi referred to herein as sources. to. 

further protect hissSecurity.° Information extracted from 
Chicage- letter 7-1-64 captioned — "Solo, I8-C." See also cover 

Caspar - memorandum, ‘Baumgardner to - NC, εὖ, Syllive , 7-8-64, also bearing 
| Golitken—. the Solo. caption dy Unda! [6 77) τς 

vied gaat | 
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UNITED STATES GOVSRNMENT τ Ἂς “" ΤΕ 
Casper pantie 
Callahan nerrtminn Me eMmor anc ROUTE IN: ENVELOPE. ΠΡΟ 
Evgns =. 
Gale ᾿ 

TO? Mr. Coma] “DATE: ee 2, 1964 = 
fa T = 4 

Tele. Room - 
Holmes ὦ SEM ie. F, Downing : 7 
Gandy = 

someer Gogo? ΕΣ ; \ ᾿ ce) Ino) 
INTERNAL SECURITY -- Ὁ τ τον; ἫΝ ee 

On 7/1/64 at approximately. 3: 30. Ῥ, Mi, Supervisor 
G, Edward Jones, New York Office; telephonically furnished ες 

. the text of two messages the informant desired to send ‘and - τ 
requested they be enciphered, * At approximately "5330 P eM. - 
the same day, SAC Roney was. telephonically furnished 
the enciphered texts. } a ; . He A " Ac 

The plain ‘texts: are set’ forte below. The | x 
cipher texts are. attached, οι ες - 

MOST URGENT, PLEASE CONTACT BAY ̓  iT LOSS OF ὰ D6 
UEST THAT THEY. NOTIFY (repeat) - fr" 
THAT. SHE MUST: ‘NOT LEAVE’BAY (Cuba) ἘῸΝ COVE * μ 

«ἂς. répeat) NOT TO LEAVE, THERE 15 EVERY POSSI-.- 
BILITY THAT SHE WILL BE ARRESTED IF SHE SHOULD COME TO 6 yi 

Us COVE (U.S.A.). DETAILS WILL: ‘BE FURNISHED, IN. NEAR FUTURE, 
BIRCH (Gus 8611) 

MOST URGENT, THIS MUST. BE FORWARDED TO TUFT (Fidel Castro) =~ 
IN. BAY. Cuba) AND" ALSO: MOST URGENT TO NOTIFY FAY (Beatrice 2.2 
Johns6n) ‘OF THIS. ACTION, . ‘BIRCH (Gus Hall) te 

ACTION: 7 

For informat ἴδῃ, 

‘Enélosure 
ω 

~ Mr, Belmont 
~ Mr, Sullivan (Attention: ‘Mr, J. A. Sizoo, Mr. W. G.. Shaw) 
- Mr, Conrad =. ἐκ “ 
~ Mr, Downing CO- FG DEO ΄Ξ ς Y: ΖΦ, 
- Mz, Newpher REG. 1 L2EO4 7 f Gls ως 
τος Paden ™ oe 
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56313 36973 85039 89345 88263 73534 43104 77314 26598 
27097 96409 25588 68213 05304 41194 25499 56534 96401 
32263 92529 15413 40606 44045 85419 81870 15133 71709 
41785 15322 47666 64479 15678 39401 78775 17734 49743 
55319 98706 30284 90615 22144 23541 82567 93086 14785 
45966 57500 45779 73986 12755 72133 96670 35830 63695 
32189 11100 20564 75929 35467 04141 82340 55328 51643 

05616 64283 54065 56893 55072 72874 44137 33466 90989 
35741 09144 21261 85468 94278 36378 95792 01224 74701 
84540 67549 88384 62068 05490 22763 75906 67377 13439 

νου ΒῦΣλ, Nyy. 29) -YOIT 
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; 1 ~ My. Shaw 

_ (BY 106-a2000% 

Date: duly 6, 1904 Solo 

"fo: Dircetor «BY LIAISON 

Casper -- = 

.Burocaw of Intelligencd and Rescarch 
Department of State 

Fron: _ sobn Edgar. Loover, Director Ὸς ora 

‘Subject: SENO-soviLT RELATIONS Ί ie 

Thore is, a fourenan secret comission of the 
Conunist Party of the Sovict Union which prepares documonts 
wotting forth the Soviet ‘position in the Sino-Soviet dispute. 

, This commission ‘also. prepards docunonts to be used for apy 
foxthconing mootings which the.Comunist Party of the 
Sevict Union may have with the Comminist Party. of Ching. 
The Soviet commicnion is undor the dircet supervision of 
Soviet Pronior Nikita 5, Khrushchev; Leonid F. Ilichev, on) 

_ the Commindst Party of the Sovlot Unions ‘and Boris Ponomazov, 
head of tha Intornational Department of thé Central Commitee ! 
of the Comniinist Party of the Soviet Union. 

a mombor of the. Sécrotariat of the Central Committed: of 

The above-ricntioned Soviet. eecvet comission -has 
—writton most of tho important editorials and statesents 
which have beon made. by. Khrushchev, Zlichov ond Fonomivov. 
Usually, the statenonts proparcd by tha Soviet secrot. commission 
‘axq attributed to the Central Comittee of the: Communist 

the sensitive nature Q earth SOUTCES, this. communication js 
boing: classified * ‘By 

‘ ‘Trotter : 
Teles 

_ Holme 
Gandy 

‘1 «= Director 

Party of tho Sovict Union. Recently the secrot comission 
propared a series.of articles on the subject of Anericanh SS aa 
dnporiclicn in rolation to tho Sino~Soviot dispute. με Ὁ} - 

᾿ The above information was supplied by sour 6 
have: furnished reliable information in the past. powmeer ated ὦ . 

Ree 15/0 42801 g 

Central ΜΕΝ Wadney - ak 4, Ade 

Attention: Deputy Dircctor, ΓΝ εἰν » JUL 9 “Hey ΤΊ 

WGS: pw LOP—ERORET nee steed 
(8) SEE NOTE, PAGE 2 
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Director 
Buréau; of Intelligence and Research: 
Department. of State 

‘NOTE: ον 

Classified "ToptSerret" because unduthorized 
disclosure of this information could reveal the identity 
of the source, who is: of continuing value,. and ‘such. 
revelation could result in excéptionally grave damage to, 
the. Nation. Sourcé is NY 694-S*,, who is referred to as. 
_"gources" in order to further protect his security ..- Infor- 
mation extracted. from New York. airtel 6-23-64,, ‘captioned 
Solo, 18:0," which. discloses. that NY 694-S* obtained this 
information from Timur Timofeey, ΟΣ the Soviet. Academy of -- 
Science,. while.on Solo ‘Mission 15 in the Soviet Union, 

F 
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ROUTE IN ENVELOPE =}: Bsn" 

(IS). 100=428091 
‘alte 

Date: July δ, 1964 

fo: Director tor LIAISON) 
oe Bureau. of Yntelligence and Research. 

7 a ‘Departrient - of State 

( i \Fron: Sohn Edgar Hoover, Director ἑ 

Subject: FOREIGN POLITICAL. MATTERS ~ ALGERIA 
i UTERHAL SECURITY ~ ALGERIA © 

: Sources,. which hive supplied relia e information . 
‘in the past, furnished the following information during . 
dune, 1964, 

At a recent: secret: meeting of the staff of the 
"Yorld Harxist. Review," theoretical journal of the 
international communist novencnt, the General Secretary of 
the Algerian Communist Party. reported that in the latter 
part. of 1957 and in early 1958 there were two arnies in — 
Algeria fighting ageinst the. French forces. One arny was. 
organized’ and controlled by the National Liberation. 
Moveneht, and the other army was organized and led by. the 7 
Communist Party of Algeria. In 1958, the Algerian. Communis: 
Party agreed to merge its army with that of the National 
Liberation Movenent: in return for a concession: on the part. 
of the National. Liberation forces that ‘the Cormmnist Party — 
would be pernitted re Gisseninate communist propaganda in 

τς Algeria, © ele REC 16 [98 - Y2G04/ ~ “0 7 
Innediately after the decision to nerga thedd. Hasek: 

farmiés was nade, HAO Tse~tung, Chairman of the Cénmmbist 
Party of Chins, summoned the Algerian. Communist, Party 
Leadership to Peking,. China, and told then they nies madera Hl ες a 
mistake in agrooing to merge the conmunist-led : 
the Nationa? Liberation forces, NAO indicated that thé Jui 9. jy F 
Algerian Communist. Party ekdership® δᾶ “yeakened thenselves" 
by taking this action. As a result of HAO's criticisa;"a—__ eel 

| split took place in the Jeadenship: ogithe Comm 
Algeria, ᾿ Caspet : 

᾿ Callahan ‘anaes. 
. ‘Conrad 
. DeLodch ~ 

Evans 
Gale 
‘Rosen —_— 
Sullivan a, 
Tavel 
Trotter po, τ» δ WAYS 
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Director 
Bureau of Intelligence and Research 
Departnent of State 

After the war had been won, however, and the 
wisdom of the mevgor enalyzed, the Algerian Communist Party. 
leddership concluded that thé war would have been lost if 
the Commmist Party of Algeria had not merged its army with 
that of the National Liberation forces. Algeria would have 
been defeated by the French forces and would have been 
destroyed as a nation, 

Despite the fact that the Algerijan Conmunist Party. 
is not currently in. control of Algerin, nevertheless it has 
excellent relations with Algérian Premior. Ahined Ben Bella . 
and plays an important role in Algeria. 

Because of the sensitive nature of our sources ̓  
we have classified this communication " te" 

. Te Director (BY LIAISON) a 
Central Intelligence Agency: iP - 

Attention: Deputy. Director,. Plans 1 mu es 

NOTE; 

Classifiéd "Top-Secret' because. unauthorized: 
disclosure of this information could reveal the identity 
of the source, who is of continuing value, and: such 
revelation could result in exceptionally grave danage to 
‘the Nation, Source is NY 694-S*, who is referred to as 
‘*sources” in order to further protect his sécurity. source 
obtained this information while on Solo Mission 15 from 
Norman Freed, Canadian Communist Party representative on the. 
World Marxist Review," Information was extracted from 
New, York airtel 6-23-64, captioned "Solo, IS-C,' enclosing 
Letterhead, memorandum, entitled tAlgerian Armies Opposing 
French in ᾿θδγ 1958," 
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1 - Mr. Belnont- 
1 = Mr, Sullivan 

ΒΝ . i 1 - Mr. Baumgardner 
O\TIME TAT GAT Τ (VD: 1 -- Mx, Simpson ROUTE IN ENVELOPE 472%: 

. 1 = Mr. Shaw 

my July 6, 1964 
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Honorable John Ae HeCone 7 tas ἢ μι. 9 
Director at at - = 
Central: Intelligence Agency“ Δ So os 
Washington, D D.C, ze 

Déar ‘Hr. HcCone: 

Material contained, an. the enclosed memorandum 
captionéd "Soviet Relations With United States’ Trade~ 
Union Leaders" was supplied by sources which lave furnistied 
reliable information in the past. 

The, enclosed memorandum sets forth the results of 
contacts between Igor Michaclov, a uenber of the International 
Department. of the Central Committee of the Communist Party. 
of the Soviot Union, and United States trade-union leaders , 
Harry Bridges,. Victor Reuther and Joseph Curran. 

᾿ Because of ihe sensitive nature of our sources, 
this cotmunication and its enclésure are classified “Tor 
Seexret." This ainfornation is being furnished to other. 
interested officials. of the Government, 

Sincerely yours, - 
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Honorable John A. HéCone 

NOTE: - : 

Classified "top-secret" because unauthorized 
disclosure of this information could. reveal the identity of 
the source (NY 694-S*) who is of cortinuing value, and 
such revelation could.result. in exceptionally grave damage 
to the Nation. NY 694-85: is referred to as "sources" in 
order to. further protect his identity. See memorandun 
Mr. Baumgardner to Mr. W.. Ca Stllivan, 7-2-64, captioned 
"Solo, Intérnal Security - ‘Communist, and New York airtel 
6-23-64, also bearing the: ‘Solo. caption. 
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Type in plain text or code) 

REGISTERED 

(Priority) 

i 

ee ee 

Tl tie, 

a ee ee ee μ ΜΌΝΟΝ 

ef τῳ. edie DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

γ 

“ 

upon his 

"ἢ πα τε ὦ 

FROM : SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637) 

SUBJECT: Soro) 
15.0 

~ 

The following information was furnished by NY 694-s* 
return from his recent trip abroad. No LHM is being 

prepared concerning this specific information because, by its 
nature, it would disclose the identity of ΝΥ 694-S*. The 
information concerns the operation by the Central Committee of 
the Communist Party of Czechoslovakia (CC, CPCZ) to fraudulently 
conceal the informant's travel to the Soviet Union and to Cuba, 

arrived in Rome, Italy, that same day, 
NY 694-S* left the United States on 4/19/64 and 

The informant stayed in 
Rome, Italy, and Paris, France, until 4/27/64, on which date 
he arrived in Prague, Czechoslovakia. On 4/28/64, he departed 

Moscow until 5/18/64, on which date he departed for Cuba, via 
from Prague and arrived in Moscow that same day. He stayed in } 

Murmansk, and arrived in Cuba on 5/20/64. The informant 

remained in Cuba until 5/29/64, on which date he departed for 
Moscow, arriving there thatyBSte. Informant remained in WA 
Moscow until 6/4/64, on which date he departed for Prague, 
Czechoslovakia, and arrived in Prague that same date. He 

on that date, whereupon he immediately departed for New York, 
and ern in New York 6/5/64. 

departed from Prague on 6/5/64 for Zurich, arriving in. Zurich / 

5) \AOBRS oa 
1 - Chicago: (134446-Sub B) (AM- 
L - NY 134-91 (INV) (42) 
L = NY 100-134637 (41) 
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NY 100-134637 

When the informant arrived in Prague on the morning 
of 6/4/64, he was met by a representative of the CC, CPCZ named 
ENDITCH..(ph), who took the informant to the Prague Hotel, and ~ 

there fixed the informant's papers to cover his whole travel, 
between 4/27/64 and 6/4/64. YENDITCH altered the papers of 
NY 694-S* to show that all his time had been spent in Czechoslovakia, 
and at no time showed any travel to the Soviet Union or any other ~~ 
place. According to the passport of NY 694-53, the informant 
was shown to be actually in Prague from 4/27/64 to 6/4/64, and 
the informant was instructed by YENDITCH that if anyone should 
question why he had been in Prague for such a long time, he, 
the informant, should say that he had been sick with influenza, 
that he was attended by a doctor, Dr{ALIVINSKY (ph), and stayed 
during the entire period in Room in the Intérnational Hotel 
in Prague, Czechoslovakia. YENDITCH also instructed NY 694~s* 
that he was to say that his reason for coming to Czechoslovakia | 
was as a businessman, a manufacturer, interested in photographing 
equipment for his business, and that he had talks with the 
photographic representatives of the Czechoslovakian photograph 
industry. 

NY 694-S* stated that at the time YENDITICH was preparing 
his papers, and briefing him on his purposes for being in 
Czechoslovakia, they took a luncheon break, at which time the 
informant was taken to the CC, CPCZ, where YENDITCH introduced 
him to B, LASTOVICH, Head of the International-Department of the 
CC, CPCZ, and the three of them had lunch together. During the 
lunch, LASTOVICH and the informant exchanged greetings from both 
their parties and discussed the current difficulties experienced 

- by the Soviets in Romania and Cuba, all of which matters have been 
previously reported, 

NY 694-S* advised that when he atrived in Cuba 5/20/64, 
jthe only individual who handled any. of his documents was ROBERT 
ic LNDEZ D1A7, Chief of Protocol in the CASTRO (Cuban) government. 

he informant stated that he did not go through-any Immigration 
ox other offices, either upon his arrival or his departure from 
Cuba, and that when he departed from Cuba, he was taken directly 
from his car into the plane leaving for Moscow. The informant 

~ 2m 
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NY 100-134637 
-᾿ καὶ 

‘stated that his visa-and papers of entry to Cuba were considered 
"Floating." - 

The foregoing is being furnished the Bureau for its 
information. 

Pd ~ 
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, OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10 
By ma 1942 ἘΘΊΤΙΟΝ 

UNITED STATES: GOVERNMENT 7 ἘΞ 

MemorandumROUTE IN ἘΝ VELOPE ee 
DeLoach 

Gale 

Evans 

Rosen _— ᾿ 
δι) να , οἷς... ΐ 
Ἴανθὶ μἐμαν 
Trotter aN, 

Tele. Room — 

Holmes —asenescemen, 

10-104 
iy. 

im - 

: Mr, We. δι sullivan wpe _ DATE: July 7, 1964 
i-My,. Belmont 
l-Mr, Sullivan ye : My. Ἐς ὅς a 

“μα 
CStro> (SGoseer: 

1~Mr, Baumgardner δον 

| ne aie 3 ΠΝ 

INTERNAL SECURITY .- COMMUNIST 

ee ἐἢ 

My ‘memorandum of 6/10/64 set forth in detail receipts Of uf 
funds from the Soviet Union and Red. China by the Communist Party; 
USA (CPUSA), and the: disbursements of these funds during: May, 1964. 
The following schedule shows the present status of these funds 
together with receipts and disburseménts. during June, 1964, - 

SUMMARY : 

Total received from Soviet Union 9/58 to 6/30/64..++++0$L,979,991, 
Total received from Red China 2/60 to. 6/30/64, seeaneeae . 50: 000, . 

Grand total received ‘9/58 to 6/30/64. sesviveresvececces, 2,029; “O91, 

Total disbursements to 6/30/G64.o.6 00 oc νιοιφιο 0,0 δι 0:0 0.0 o-n.00 ne wh} 547. “396, 

Balance of Fund. 6/30/64. 0-0 « cioie.06 οἷο ὁ eee ee oe nee ὅ 5.9 ᾿ 483 ;595.% 

*$390, 595 maintained by NY 694-S* in 
New York City; $92,000 maintained ee 
‘by CG 5824-S* in Chicago ' τις - 

‘DETAILS: 

Total received from Soviet: Union 9/58. to 5/31/64. 0.e00$1,! 979.,991,. 
Total received from. Red China 2/60 to 5/31/64. os ecceeeé . 50. OG * 

Grand total received 9/58 to 5/31/G4.sccccscsceceneness 5; 029 ,o9l. 
Total disbursements to 5/31/G4.e cesciccnsccscescereceses 

Balance of Fund 5,317 64. vececccsecconceeseeeeese 

1) 547 1228, 

Receipts during JUNE, LIC4 occccccvevecessecnes eeeese ee 

Disbursements during June, 1964:. 

6/10/64 - To CG 5824-S* to cover expenses incurred abeGegl4 150, 
result of visit of Gus Hall, .CPUSA General O24 . 
secretary, to. Chicago, ALiinois. and Northerd ἘΠ eon [-ηὸ 20 
Wisconsin, : 

6/10/64 - To (CG 5824-S* to cover bostage and qe of, fia i JY atl βιὰ ; 
books sent abroad» § 3: ui. 

Total disbursements - June, L964 a ceneesevsecceseveseers . 

‘Balance 62. Fund 6/30/64 ea cvccccssecesenenscccssaes 482,995. 

5 lo, 



_~ACTION: 

. 0 ef 

- ‘ * 

Memorandum to Mr. W. C. Sullivan 
RE: SOLO 
100~428091 

None. This memorandum is submitted for your information. 
An up~to-date accounting of Solo: funds will be brought to your 
attention each month. Details of the accounting of these funds 
are not to be disseminated. 

Ἂν 
τ 
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FD-36 δον, 10-29-63) wre 9 0 
ROUTE IN ἵὶ 4 ὯΝ Tk ΟΡ 

Date: 7/2/64 

Transmit the following in 
(Type in plain text or code) 

[ fe. AIRTEL REGISTERED | 
> Orr OO ἐἕἷὯἕ͵5Ε Ἕ , .Ἅὅὔ 

:- - ν (Priority) t Sasa arama a —— 
TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100- 428091) 

NEW YORK (100- 134697) 

Enclosed for the Bureau are four copies of a. LHM 
entitled "Relations between CPUSA and Cuba." A copy is also 
being designated for the information of the-Chicago Office. 

The information contained in the LHM was obtained by 
NY 694-58} during his recent trip abroad. NY-694-S* obtained 
this information in talks he had with FIDEL CASTRO; Premier of 
Cuba, and NIKOLAI V. MOSTOVETS, head of. the North and South 
American Section.of the International Department of the Central 
Committee of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union, in. May 1964. 
NY 694-s¥'s conversation with CASTRO took place. in Cuba and” 
those with MOSTOVETS took place in Moscow. 

The information contained in the LHM ‘has been } 

paraphrased.and briefed and classified 'Top-Setret," because, vw 
by its nature, it tends to disclose NY 694~S* as the source 
thereof, The contents of the memorandum are-known only to the 
Soviets, CASTRO, GUS HALL and the informant. This informant 
provides extremely shigh~Level information and continued 
acquisition of this information is vital to the national defense 
interests of this country. 

dh, — ΥΩ ἀοτοι gat qf My 
25 - Bureau (Enc. 4) (RM 

1 = Chicago- Ἔα Β) (Enc. 1) (AM~RM) 

ERG gee ee 
JDO:msb i - 2 ΚΣ φρο 

a ona FECT aN oof 
\ .ΨᾳΨῃ * JUL 9 1964: 
Yu ἥ 

Approved: Sent — Pert =A 
Specral Agent in Charge - , | “3 
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NY 100-134637 

- The information in the LHM has been paraphrased from 
the following discussions had by NY 694-54 with CASTRO and 
“MOSTOVETS : 

FIDEL CASTRO stated that in an attempt to maintain» 
better telations between, Cuba and ‘the CPUSA and in order to make 
contact between their parties, the CPUSA. should set up a means 
o£ communication with the Guban Mission to the. United Nations. 
CASTRO indicated that when the CPUSA designates a person to 
contact the Guban Mission to ‘the United Nations, they are to 
notify the Cubans who the. person is and the Cubans will then 
designate a person. in their Mission to contact the pérson so 
designated by the CPUSA. 

NY -694<s* in discussing this oroposal by CASTRO with 
MOSTOVETS advised that MOSTOVETS agreed: that the Soviets should 
assist in fostering better relations and communications between 
the CPUSA and Cuba, MOSTOVETS agreed that extra copies of | 
"The Worker! and similar literature of importance could be sent 
to Cuba by: having the CPUSA air mail ‘the literature to ART 
SHIELDS, the Moscow correspondent for “The Workex", in Moscow, 
and that SHIELDS immediately upon receipt of ‘the literature 
Will readbess it and place it on the. plane which flies directly 
from Moscow to Havana. MOSTOVETS stated that the Soviets will 
see to it that SHIEIDS, who is not in Moscow at the time, will. 
be briefed on this arrangement and will get all the necessary 
physical help from the Soviets to carry out this pldn. It was 

-agreéd by the informant and MOSTOVETS: that by having ART SHIELDS 
handle the redélivery-of this material to Guba to BEATRICE JOHNSON, © 
CPUSA représentative and correspondent for "Thé Worker’ in Cuba, 
the plan ‘would not involve the Soviet Union; but would-appear to. 
be a routine contact between two correspondents working for the 
same paper. . 

MOSTOVETS indicated that in the event there are more 
important documents to be transmitted: between the CPUSA: and Cuba, 
they can be transmitted through the closed channels of ‘the ec, CPSU, 

MOSTOVETS also agreed to have the CC, CPSU print and 
publish in "Pravda" much more material regarding the CPUSA, ~ 
particularly statements made by GUS HALL, so that the Cubans will . 
tealize that the GPUSA is an important factor in the political - 

| n 26 
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In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No. 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

Washington, Ὁ. Ὁ, 
July 2, 1964 

100-428091 

Relations between Comnunist Party, USA and Cuba 

A source, who has furnished reliable-information in 
the past, advised that. Nikolai V. Mostovets, head of the North 
and South American Section of the International Department of 
the Comminist Party of the Soviet Union, made the following 
statements in Moscow in May, 1964: 

The Soviets, in order to enhance better relations 
between the Communist Party, USA (CPUSA) and the Cubans, will 
arrange to help the CPUSA have more of its literature and 
publications sent to Cuba by having this material sent to - 
Moscow in the first instance. The plan is to have the material 
sent to "The Worker" correspondent in Moscow, who will, in turn, 
be assisted by thé Soviets in having the material flown into 
Cuba. In line with this policy, the Soviets also will assist 
in having more important documents relating. to matters between 
the CPUSA and Cuba funneled into Cuba through its own channels, 
The Soviets, in order to enhance better relations ‘between the 
CPUSA and Cuba, will print more material than it. has been in the 
past. about the CPUSA arid- statements made hy its leaders so that 
the Cubans will be impressed with the important role the CPUSA 
is playing in political matters, 

#h4s document oontains neither 
recommendations nor conclusions 
of the FBI. Τῷ is the property 

. of the FBI and is loaned to your 
agency; it and its contents are 
not to be distributed outside 
your agency. 
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δ Memorandum 
Hr, Wy. C, Sullivan w(p- a" pate: June, 17, 1964 

FROM : }fr, <-> A,, Sizoo 

cml Soro >) 4 

The attached memorandum. ‘from you to Mr, Belmont in the captioned 
matter relates to the appearance of information in a column by 
Victor Riesel on May 14, 1964, in the "New York Journal American," 
which contained information of a highly confidential character 
concerning the Soviets' financing of Communist. Party, USA (CP USA) 
jactivities. in this connection the Director asked to see the 
May 14, 1964, Riesel article. 

A copy of the pertinent article is attached to the yellow of 
a letter dated May 18, 1964, to Riesel over the Director's signature, 
both of which are. attached, 

The Director approved having two mature,, informed Agents from 
the New York Office thoroughly interrogate Riesel for information as 
to the source of his highly sensitive information, I have today 
instructed: ASAC D, E, Roney of the New York Office to select two 

ifhighly competent Agents and’ proceed immediately to interview Riesel 
gin ‘line with this recommendation, πσππτοΠσἔΠτσσπ 

RECOMMENDATION: 

You will. be advised of the results of New York's interview $ 
with Riesel.” * . 

“¥ 

ar . 
Enclosures tian 4a AAT... ᾿ς 

ἢ . ~ ~ 

mas:imbG@) . ous eusrind Κα - 
L ~ Mr. Belmont 
1 =- Mr, Mohr | UM Be HOn0 ur 2s d—-IO2, 

Mr, Sullivan 1 = 

1. ~ Mr, Baumgardner 
1 = Hr, Gurley 
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Memorandum 

TO Mr, A. H. Belmont DATE: June 12, 1964 
. 1 —- Mr. Belmont 

οὗ ,π 1 - Mr. Mohr 
FROM: Mr. W. Ὁ, Sullivan W τ 1. My. DeLoach - 

1. - χα, Sullivan ον 
1 -'Mr. J,A,Sizoo 

SUBJECT: SOLO 1 - Hr. D.E.Moore 

INTERNAL SECURITY ~ C i= Mr. Baumgardner = 

portent 

SECURITY OF THE SOLO OPERATION: 

= 
- _— ‘ π΄ . ΝΒ 7 ane ne 

This week RY  694-8* requested” éhrougti the -New.-York Office to 
see me to discuss an extremely grave matter which had developed during 
his recent trip to Soviet Russia. On conferring with you I went to 
New York to see him. The results of this discussion will be found set 
forth below under pertinent captions. 

= 

As you are well aware, for many months now I have been gravely 
concerned about the. security of the SOLO operation because of information 
appearing in the néWspapers which 15 information so similar to that 
furnished us by the SOLO operation that for all practical purposés it 
might just as_well be the same. This entire matter has been thexsubject 
of memoranda, In view of what NY 694-S* has told me this week μα: ‘ 
think we had better take a very detached, cold and rational 106% at, this 
entire matter-and determine whether or not the Bureau wishes te continue 
it successfully as a very clandestine, long-time, permanent operation 
against the Soviets or whether the Bureau wishes to expose ie and: Bring 
it to an end. If we wish to continue, then we will have to ~find*out 
the source which furnishes the press with data similar or identical to 
that. furnished the FBI by SOLO, On doing this, we will need to control 
or neutYwlize this source. ENCLOSURB 

VIGIOR REESEL: Fy REC 15 00-344 /~ ΣΟ) 6.3. 
“Ὁ Σ Victor Riesel, ‘In a column dated April 14, 19g sun gtiess 

"New York Journal American, " discussed the agenda of a y secret 
Nation#1 Executive Committee meeting of the Communist Party, DSA 6 nesta 
CG 5824—s* had furnished us material which was essentially the same 
as ἐμοῦ παρᾶ by Riesel. This Riesel article caused Gus Hall to say to 
NY 694-S* that one of the very few people in attendance at the meeting 
must have leaked the information to Riesel and that he, Hall, "would 
leave no stone unturned to identify that individual." CG 5824-S* was, 
of course, our highly placed informant at this meeting, attended_only 
by a relatively, few communists; and he and his brother, NY 694-5 
were tremendously upset over) this Riesel column. vines 

in New York NY 694-S* told ne that he regarded himself as 
having been betrayed by the FBI or somebody else when, while in Moscow, 
he was made aware by the Soviets of another article by Victor Riesel ‘4 ἃ 

WCS: Sasi | oy Ee AL 



NY 694=-5* made it very clear to me that he 
onts this articie coming out while he was in Soviet Russia was not 

| 

| 

Memorandum for Mr. Belmont 
RE; SOLO 

the “New York Journal American" of May 14, 1964, which read in part, 
‘There are those cynics who jest about tNoscow old,* but to some of 

only going to destroy the entire SOLO’ of operation but was going to cost 
him his life. He said he just cannot understand how any such thing 
could happen; that his mind flashed back to a series of incidents 
relating to material appearing in the press which he believes imperils 
his operations, However, he said his main concern at the moment was 
to save his life, 

I told ΝΥ 694~S* that this information appearing in the. Riesel 
article definitely ας did not ; cone fromthe FBI. He” said “he didntt ~ 
duestion this,. butt the fact remains that whether it came from the FBI or 

the Soviets ‘know he is in possession of this type of information, Ὁ 
Therefore, for all ii practical purposes, ; it may just as, well,have,.come 

παρίδῃ A μιν 

from the. Bureau. | He then told me what happened to him in Moscoyw. 

ARRIVAL IN MOSCOW: 

On arriving in Moscow NY 694-S* was assigned to a man about 
40 years of age known only to him as Comrade X. This man told NY 694-S* 
he was to be given a new code and stated the sum of $300,000 would be . 
delivered to him. He also discussed the matter of Soviets contacting 
NY 694~S**s brother in New York on May 15, 1964. Lastly, Comrade X 
told NY 694-S* that lessons would be given him regarding a new code which 
would be used.in transmission of messages and that he would be so 
iustructed by a Soviet code expert. Arrangements were made to meet again 
on May 15, 1964. However, on May 15 NY 694-S* was told that the 
meeting with Comrade X had been postponed until Monday, May 18. When 
they met on that day, Comrade X said there would be no code expert 
present and no lessons given. He advised NY 694-5* that a very serious 
situation had arisen and that he was not to receive an instructions 
n code, He told NY¥_694-S* the.very..serious situation, hac j"arisen ain 

New York and was extrenely_disturbing,.to.the Soviets. . “He “told NY 694-S* 
the "New York. Journal American" columnist Victor Riesel had written an 
article on May 14 reflecting that, "According to the Head of the FBI, 
the latter ‘knows exactly how the ’ American CP is getting its money from 
Moscow and that he ‘could name names, places and furnish proof in detail | 
as to his allegations.'" -.Because of this article, Comrade X told 
NY 694-S* that the Soviets in.New.York had decided that 811 his | contacts 
ith the.Soviets had to cease and there re would be no delivery of money~as 



Memorandum for Mr. Belmont 
RE: SOLO 

NY 694-S*'S REACTION: 

NY 694-S* told me that he was literally “shocked and stunned" 
and for a moment, which seemed to him like an hour, he wondered what 
to say and do, He realized the Soviets would undoubtedly investigate 
the matter and knew that the lives of his wife and himself were at 
stake. He thought the only hope was in going on the offense and "to 
fight like Hell.“ At the same time, he said he was “sick to the stomach.” 
He repeated he thought he had been betrayed. I repeated he had not 
been betrayed by us; that we had given him every kind of protection 
possible, 

Going on the offense to the Soviets, he protested the whole 
‘matter and told Comrade X that the. Soviets in New York were wrong and 
that arrangements showld go on as in the past;. that the American Party 
badly needed and must have this money, While in the middle of this 
heated argument with Comrade X, a message was recelved from Nikolai 
Mostovets, Head of the North and South American Section of the 
International Department of the Central Committee of the Communist Party 
of the Soviet Union, advising ΝΥ 694-S* that the Cuban Embassy had 
arranged a vise and that he was to be at the airport to leave for Cuba 
within the next two hours, NY 694-5* said as he left for Cuba he was 
‘in a terrible state of mind for he didn't know whether or not the 
Soviets had decided to have him executed in Cuba if they believed he 

‘was an informant for the FBI. Because of this, he thought it best that 
his wife go home, providing the Soviets would allow her to. 
[ener etiretc set doereatinn an sh EN Ale aac tanenmn re neat TE = ee 

THE RETURN OF NY 694-S*'S WIFE: 

He told his wife to immediately get ready for return to the 
United States. He then prepared a note which he instructed his wife 
to give to his brother, CG 5824-S*, in the event she was able to leave. 
In this note he protested the Riesel article. 

NY 694-S*'S NOTE CARRIED BY HIS WIFE TO CG 5824=S*; 

"Dear M: 

"Rush will tell you why she will get home before me and 
about the last minute leaying for the beach, I cannot tell 
you very much at this moment (must grab the plane within 
minutes) but let me just say this. Its a hell of thing for 
one to go -away on a vacation and hear that sales have snafu'd 
as usual---was there no way in which that advertisement could 
have been avoided??? Am so goddamn mad now its indescribable. 
Will do my best to get home and back to the business as soon 
as possible...." 



Memorandum for Mr. Belmont 
RE: SOLO 

At the time she delivered the note, NY 694~-S*'s wife said 
that the advertisement referred to in the note related to a newspaper 
column which had caused the Soviets such concern that they discussed 
the matter with NY 694-S*, 

ALEKSEY KOLOBASHKIN: 

Prior to his departure, NY 694~S* had arranged with Aleksey 
Kolobashkin, his Soviet contact in the United States, to meet with 

| CG 5824-S* during the time NY 694-S* would be out of the country. A 
meet between Kolobashkin and CG 5824~S* had been arranged fox May 15, 

| 1964, Kolobashkin did not show up for this meet. During their discussion 
with NY 694-5*, the Soviets told ἣν 694-S¥ they πα called off this meet 
because of their concern after reading the, newspaper article. NY .694—5* 
told his wife that he had hada "knock down, drag out” discussion with 
the Russians because of their failure to make the scheduled meet with 
CG 5824-S* and they had finally agreed that Kolobashkin would. meet with 
CG 5824+S* in New York City on May 28, 1964, The Russians told NY 694-5* 
that they had some "stuff" they desired to pass to the Communist Party, 
USA, NY 694-S*'s wife told 0G 5824-S* that the above was the extent 
of the explanation given to her by NY 694-S* at the time he handed her 
the note, NY 694-S*'s wife said that to the best of her recollection 
he gave her this note on approximately May 20, 1964. It is interesting 
to note that although the Russians agreed with NY 694-S* that Kolobashkin 
would meet with CG 5824~S* in New York City on May 28, 1964, he. did not 
make this meet and no. substitute appeared in his place, although 
CG 5824-S* was at the appointed place ‘at the. appointed. time. 

RETURN TO MOSCOW FROM CUBA, MAY 30, .1964: 

‘On returning from Cuba NY-694-S* called on Boris Ponomarev, 
Head of the International Department of the Central Committee of the 
Communist Party of the Soviet Union. Again he went on the offense and 
toid Ponomarev that the decision of the New York Soviets not to furnish 
him money would cripple the Communist Party, USA, and would he 
especially harmful because of the coming Presidential election. While 
in Cuba, NY 694-S* had developed some valuable information for the 
Soviets, of which Ponomarev was aware, and he congratulated NY 694-S* 
on doing this, This tended to reduce the tension. He repeated, however, 
to ΝᾺ 694-S* that they regarded the New York situation to be a serious 
one. NY..694-5* replied that the decision of the New York Soviets 

' veflected upon the integrity ofthe leadership of thé Communist Party, | 
USA, and tipon“thé “élandestine apparatus suidéd“and“cotitrolled*by”Gus Hall, 
by his brother and by himself. He emphasized to Fonomarev' the important 
work doné by this apparatus down through the years, and thet its very 
record spoke for itself, Ponomarev listéned attentively and said he would 
reconsider the matter, 



Memorandum.for hir., Belmont 
RE: 

NY 694-S* was told that his New York contact, Aleksey 

told 
Kolobashkin, was in Moscow having arrived the day: before. He was 

Kolobashkin was in Moscow because of this same article by Victor 
Riesel on May 14, 1964, concerning the Soviet connections with the 
Communist Pa S N rty of the United States and also because of the Nosenko 
defection. He was again told the article had created "a very serious 
| Situation and there had beentalk about it. in Washington™ (by Soviets). 

THE PRESENT SITUATION: 

NY 694-S* told me he believes that for the time being he has 
come out of this situation as well as can be expected, hut that the 
operations have been damaged.. He said that he bélieves beyond’ any 
doubt that the Sovlets will have bim.under surveillance in New York 
from time to time during the next few months. Further, ‘for the’ first 
time since he has been working for © Bureau the Soviets have asked 
him for the location of his two cover addresses. Because of this we 
will have to make changes in this phase of our operations. Also, it 
clearly indicated’ to NY 694-S* th 
made for transmission of money. 

EVALUATION: 

ξ Β natter whether 
info © Victor Kiesel οὐ to some other news 
matter is that “important material for al) 

hat there would have to be new arrangements 

I don't need to labor the point that it is extreme] 
v8 EXtremeiy 

tegretable for the Bureau and the security of this country that the 
above development, took place. If wa wish to continue this highly 

ofessional, sensitive and effective operation, we will have to identify 
the source and to prevent some way ox another this damaging information 
Yon reaching τ the pisses it ress. it does not, ma: ‘tie source firtishes 

Paperman, What does 
practical purposes identical 

with what NY 694-S* furnishes us gets into the press. In regard to 
" Victor Riesel, as we all know he is only a second or third-rate 
columnist at the best and is believed only by readers who think as he 
does, 
Bureau, 

it is my understanding that Riesel purports to be a friend of the 
If he is, and if he does have a highiy placed source that 

furnishes him information from inside the Communist Party,. 
out who it is. 

ye better find 
I think we should send out two mature, experienced 

“Agents from the New York Office to thoroughly interrogate Riesel and 
ask him for his source. If he gives 1% to us we can proceed from there, 

[| ena if he does not give it to us, certainly Riesel is no friend of ours 
and we should not have anything more to do with hin. 

REMEDIAL STEPS: 

arent 

ΞΕ 7 eo 

Because this entire SOLO apparatus has now been badiy shaken 
[Ξὲξ because the Soviets ΤΙ erect some.changes in regard to” 

ansmission of money, and, further, because of their knowledge of 
Wy 694~S*'s cover addresses and the surveiilance he bell aves will be 

σΊ 



Memorandum for Mr. Belmont 
RE: SOLO 

Placed upon him, it is time to re-examine our entire SOLO structure 
and to take some remedial or corrective steps if we wish to continue 
the operation. In view of this fact, I Believe strongly that we should 
have a joint meeting in New York sometime around the middle of July 
to go over this entire matter. This meeting would include CG 5824—3*, 
SAC Johnson of Chicago, NY 694-S* and proper New York representation, 
as well as myself from the Bureau. We can then go into this whole 
matter in depth and come up with some new security measures, as well as 
| Seed out our guidelines to correspond to any changes which the 

oviets will put into effect during the next couple of weeks. We should 
walt until the middle of July in order for the situation 6@ "jell" and 
to see what helpful information we can develop during the next few 
weeks, Fortified thusly we can work out the problems now facing us at 
the Conference, 

RECOMMENDATION : 

(2) That authorization be given to instructing New York 
to send out two. extremely mature, informed Agents to thoroughly 
interrogate Victor Riesel for the source of his highly sensitive 
information on the Communist Party which he is putting into his 
articles. » 

Owen + 

al 
" (2) That authorization be given to holding the Conference 
as déscribed above around the iiiddle of July. Following this Conference 
‘it is likely further ¢#ecommendations will be made to provide the kind 
of security which this SOLO operation must have, 

OAK . 

ADDENDUM (AHB:hmm) 6/15/64: I:agree as to recommendation number two 
on hoiding the conference in July. As to recommendation number one, 

{I do not think we will accomplish anything by interviewing Riesel, I 
do think it is imperative that henceforth the Bureau adopt the policy of 
making no mention whatsoever of Soviet financing of the Communist Party, 
Es including letters to the publi eeches, paraphrased press , 
material or in any form "᾿ az Vv 

= 6 
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Sullivan to Mr. Belmont memo. 

RE: SOLO, 6-12-64 

ADDENDUM (CDD:bsp) 6-15-64: I share the concern of Mr, Belmont and 

Mr. Sullivan concerning the threat to this operation. I also thoroughly agree. 

with Sullivan's statement made to our informant that this information did not 

come from the FBI, While it would be extremely hard to pin Riesel down, I 

| must agree with Mr. Belmont that.I do not think we: would have accomplished 

anything by interviewing Riesel. The last time we tried to pin him down as. to 

a source he told us that he had an informant’in the hotel in which a meeting of 

‘| Athe National Executive: Committee was held in April, 1964. Whether or not he 

did-we don't know. He is: obviously receiving this information.from some good 

source. He has not, however, and I wish to emphasize this moStsstrongly, 

| [received any information-concerning the [LO operation, or handling of funds’, 

from FBI Headquarters. Asa matter of.principal, we find it absolutely 

necesgary to be most careful in-any conversations: with Riesel because of his. 

extremely close connections. with Guthman and the Department. He has of late 

been serving as.a,personal propaganda agency for the Attorney General. Riesel 

also has.close connections on the Hill, Our association. with Riesel, while 

necessarily being maintained, will be kept on an infrequent. basis. At the present 

time he calls us, we.do not. call him. 
wt 

ap? 
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12:30 Tele. Room . 
Holmes 
Gandy 

MR. TOLSON vA 

IT advised Mr. Belmont's Office of your 
notation and the Director's. Mr. Donahoe said he 

would tell Mr. Belmont on his return. 

I called Mr. Wick in Mr. DeLoach's 
absence and he said he would call New York to call 

off the interview if it had not already been conducted. 

Mr. Wicincalled back and said he 
talked to SAC Malone who advised they have an 
appointment for 6:30 tonight. Mr. Wick advised 
Mr. Malone this seems a little awkward since we 
acknowledged the column and told Mr. Malone not 
to do anything until he talks to Mr. Belmont. 

s 

SF ρν 

Ry ἸΣ: Ἵ g 4.9. 9δὲ 
Mr. DeLoach called in and said to tell. yousif — ou desire hé on take this-up-with Riesel rather than 

having a wh a Agent do so. \ Δ 

ον “δ, eh (- 
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UNITED STATES ἴξιν 

'S Memorandum : 553 
TO : Mr. Mohr DATE: June 19, 1964 / pip | 

otter — L 

FRoM : €, Ὁ, DeBoach ele. ova 

Gad y .................. 

Ω 
ΞΌΒΙΕΟΤ: SOLO Ν 

Pursuant to instructions, I called Victor Riesel, the.syndicated labor 
columnist, on June 18, 1964. I told Riesel that several of his. ‘columiis recently had 
made it appear that he had some rather good sources. I made the point that he had 
been friends with the Bureau for-over 15 years and that we have done him many favors, 
including the time that he had been blinded by acid and of our thorough and painstaking 
investigation which had reflected the individuals back of this.incident. Riesel stated 
this,was true. and that as I knew he would be willing to. go to'bat'for the Director and 
the: Bureaurat any time. 

-Ξ IT asked Riesel if he would mind giving me the identity ‘of his source 
of his ‘columns in the past. I mentioned specifically the column dated May. 14, 1964, 
‘in the: "NewYork J ournal-American, "which discussed the: agenda ofa highly secret 
National Executive Committee meeting ‘ of the Communist Party. Riesel laughed at 
| this point and stated that for the last seven years the night clerk at the- hotel, where 

:{ the meeting in question took-place, had been a good paid informant. Riesel’ ‘tated this 
was’a "labor" hotel, meaning that labor people frequented this hotel. He,. therefore, 
needed informants at such a place. Concerning the meeting in question, Riesel stated 
the night clerk had told him the identity of the individual arranging the meeting 
andihad also recognized several people attending the meeting. Asa result, Riesel 
stated, he put two and two together and figured it was a meeting of the National,” 

| Exécutive Committee of the Communist Party. Riesel Specifically stated that-he  , 
| would appreciate our not releasing any information concerning the identity of: ‘his ς a 

informant. He was told not to worry about this. DN 
3. ~ χω 
*  Iveferred Riesel to his. May 14, 1964, column which concerned, Soviet 

financing Of the Communist Party, USA, 1 asked him where he got details in this 
regard, L specifically mentioned the phraseology ",... definite); documented 
tracing of routes, techniques and personalities who funnel Soviet cash. into Communist 
Party’ coffers. " J told Riesel this would seem rather detailed. I asked him where 
he got his ‘ifformation in this regard. He replied that the answer-to this was. easy. LEA 
He stated We-had sent him Appropriations Testimony indicating that the Soviets chad " 

‘| to somezextent financed the CPUSA and.that afterwards he had used considerable 
speculation as well as-having several conversations. with sources up on the Hill. He} pista 

| then wrote his article. He stated for the most part this was: speculation on his ἢ wart 
-, Mr. olson 

ἫΝ "Mr.. ‘Belmont 1 - Mr. Baumgangbet — 4” O-wrsod qi = Yo: t 
1s ‘Mr. Sullivan 1 - Mr. Jones μὰν REG: 
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DeLoach to.Mohr 

RE: Solo 

however, he has written about the Communist Party for-such an extensive number-of 
years, as well as.the labor movement for a long time, that he now can speculate 
quite accurately. Riesel added the quip, "The FBI is not the only one who has sources 

within the Communist Party." 

I asked Riesel if he would like to tell me inconfidence the identity of his 
sources.on the Hill or in the Communist Party. He-stated that he has always 
cooperated most thoroughly with the FBI but that as I well dmew he must refuse to 
reveal the identities of such.sources. 

Riesel asked the reason for all this questioning, I replied in-strict 
{confidence thatat times speculation on his part might hit a sensitive point with us. 
He asked if I would like for him to refrain from bringing up certain matters in the 
future. I told him that I, of course,. could not ask a.newspaperman-to refrain from 
printing information he received from sources other than the FBI; however, I thought 
that he, Riesel, could read between the lines.concerning ‘our conversation. Riesel 
replied,. "Say no.more, I will not mention in any future columns the matter-of' 
finances in the Communist Party."' ‘Riesel stated that any tine in the future that he 
got.tips of sensitive operations within the Communist Party, he would try to remember 
to call me first before printing such matters, In conclusion he stated he would like | 
to reiterate that the FBI is not the only outfit that has a considerable number ‘of sources, 
He stated that he-also recognized that other syndicated writers, particularly in the 
labor field, had Sources and that his greatest fear was that he would be scooped from 
time to time on matters. . 

Riesel asked his best regards be extended to the Director. He stated 
he wanted the Director to know that he had personally mentioned his name in quite a 
number:of speeches recently made in the mid-west. He stated the Director's name 
always drew applause upon being mentioned. 

ACTION: 

For information. 
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i Bate; July 8, 1964, _ ᾿ BY ΣΙΊΛΊΒΟΣ 

it To: Director 
- Bureau .of Intelligence and Research 

Departnent of ‘State 

Fron: John Edgar. Hoover, Director \ ut te 7 
| So A “ack 

Subject: COMMUNIST PARTY, USA ian 
_ XRTERNATIONAL. RELATIONS , 

Nikolai V. Hostovets, head of the north and 
South Anerican Séction of the International Department ἢ 
of the Communist Party: of the Soviet Union, recently madsé 
the folioving comments concerning relations between the 
Comsunist Party, USA (CPUSA), and Cuba. 

xiGOu so aos 
ΜΝ τε gi ὁ 

Tho Sovicts, in an effort. to inprove relations 
hetween the CPUSA and the Cubans, will assist the CPUSA 
in having more of its literature sent te Cuba. The Soviets 
have devised a pilin whereby in tha future the CPUSA, will yz 
send its literature destined for Cuba to Moscow, Russia, 
‘addressed to the Moscow correspondent of “The Torker," 
United States cast coast commmist nowspaper. ‘The Sovicts 
will assist the. Moscow correspondent of “The Worker" by 
arranging ‘to have the literature of the CPUSA destined for. 
Cuba flown directiy from Noscow to Havana, Cuba. In 
addition, the Sovicts will: assist ‘in having inportant docunents 

., relating to official matters between the CPUSA and the Cubans 
funneled into Cuba through the Hoscow-to-Havana channel. | 

ey, ° Tho Soviets also plan to print nore material than 
they have in ‘the past concerning the CPUSA so that the Cubnns 
will be inpressed with the inportant role the CPUSA is pl ay3 
in political matters. REC- 4840 4 - Ζ 2E Hf rf OLS 
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FEP-SECRET 

Director 
Bureau of Inteliigence ‘and Research 
Department of State 

; The above information was furnished by BOuxvces - 
which bnve furnished reliable information in the past. 
Because Of the “sensitive nature of οὖν sources, this 
communication is peing classified Mep=fesset ἵν . 

᾿ Ἅ« Hixector (By LIALSON): : “3 
Central Intelligenca Agency % ὲ ] 

᾿ . { ἢ 

Attentzon: Deputy Director y Plans. ἣν 2} 

Ἅ.- Lok Je Walter Yeagley | 
Assistant Attorney General 

"NOTE: 

Classified Nnog=seEret" because unauthorized: 
disclosure of this information could reveal the identity 
of the source, who is of continuing value, and such 

; revelation could result in exceptionally grave damage to 
the Nation. Source is NY 694-S*, who is referred to as 
"sources" in order to further protect his, security. Infor~ 
mation was extracted from New York airtel. 7-2-64 captioned 
"Solo, IS=C,". enclosing letterhead memorandum entitled 

- "Relations Between Communist Party, USA, and Cuba." —~ - - 
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(38) 100~428091 

Datos. δαὶν 8, 1964 | BY LIAYSOY 

| Va To: Director 
ra Bureau. of Intelligence and Research 
i” - Popartneat of State f 

Froat -John Edgar Kooyer, Director | 1 “Ar 4 
oe 

Subject: COMMUNIST PARZY OF GREAT CRITAIN pee 
INTERNAL SECURITY ~ GREAT DRITAIN - 

John Gollan, Gonoral Secretary, Communist Party 
(cp) of Great Britain, bas indicated that the CP of 
Great Britain currcatly has. 47,000 monbers and hopes to. 
be ablo to reach the. Zisure of 50,000 nembors by mobilizing Q 
the youth in. Great. Britain. a 

Gollan hag. expressed ‘tho view that he docs not 
agree fully with the way the Soviets dro handling their 
diopute with the Chinese. Goklan. was of thd opinion that 
thore sliould be a full discussion of the dispute within 
ali. comminist parties, and folloving this, it would bo in. 
ordor to call an internatiozal conference concerning this 
matter. Although Gollan doos not disagree with tha Soviets* 
position in thoir dispute with the Chinese, he has a vory 
strong dotermination to avoid any split within the inter- 
national cosmunist. oven XI RE 8. δῦ - 42 F0 O49 of ONG 

Gollon: also tas’ oxprossed tho view that the 
Soviets should have consulted the CP of Great Britain on 
the matter of how to handle somo of the small Afsican 
colonial countries since the British Zor tany ycars. have 
cdéait with these colonial countries. Gollan waa of πὸ. 
opinion that if tha Soviets vould bave consulted the oT 
Gront Britain relative to this matter, the Sovicts would JUL 9 ἼΩΝ 
not bo in thoir present situation whereby thoy havo lost® 
Kenya and ate about to lese Zanzibar, Aithourh Gollan ; 
convoys tho inpression to poopld outsidd/oF the Ὁ of π΄ 
Great Britain that he is antictoviet, HG δἰ ppports the Sovict | 

= position in. evory respect. ena Po ας σ᾽ ὴ 

τῷ ‘ a ̓ SEE NOTE, PAGEY’2 
i : he Δ 4E: 
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Director ote 
Bureau of intelligenca ‘and Research 
Dopartnent of State 

Gollan indicated that the ΟΡ of Groat Britain 
is contemplating publishing in the near future. an article, ᾿ 
or series of articles, on the ΟΡ oxganization an Great Britain 
slong Marxist-Leninist ines. in. this connection, thoxe 
is enclosed an article vecently prepared: by Gollan entitled 
‘Which Road?" The article séts forth the program of the 
CP of Great Britain, "Tho British. Road to Socialisn," which 
outlines the strategy for social revolution in terms of ; 
the actual political conditions in Gréat, ‘Britain, 

Gollan was, scheduled to go to Australia in June, 
1964, πὸ attend the Australian CP Convention; He planned 
to .xetiixn to Groat Britain by the Way of India, While in. 
india, Gollan. indicated he was going to .endéavor to Kelp | 
straighten out tho "mess" that the CP of India was-in as. 
ἃ ΧΟΡΌΣ of internal Party factional disputes. 

a 

Tho aboyé.information wad rirnished by sourcés. | 
. ‘whieh have furnishéd reliable information in the past’. 
Because of the sensitive nature of our sources; this 

- gommindcation is being classified “fop-Bedvet.” In.order 
‘to protect thé security of our sources, the enclased .* 
docunent is not to..boe disseninated : outside your Depattnont. 

Enélostixve ; ΝΣ : Ae Wa 
“ νὰ . 

Ἃ Ὁ Dixectoy (Ξπολοξαχϑ) (BY LIAISON) ie 
Central Intelligence Agency ~ 1. av 

, At€ention: Deputy Director, Plana 7 ' κι 

NOTE: Classified "Pop-Serret™ because unauthorized 
disclosure of this: information could reveal the identity of 
the source, who is of continuing value, and such revelation 
could result in exceptionally grave damage. to the Nation. 
Source is. NY 694-S* who is referred to as. "sources" in 
order to further protect his identity. NY 694-81 obtained ~~ 
‘this information. in conversation with Jolin Gollan; when — 
Gollan. arrived. in Moscow on 6-1-64 .en. route to Australia. 
See New York airtel ‘6-19-64, captioned "Solo, Is=C,"" i 
enclosing Letterhead memorandum entitled "Communi st Party 
of Great Britain," . 
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Transmit the folowing in 
(Type in plain text or code) 
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) FROM: EW YORK (100-134637) Ὅ ἈΝ 

(eee ) Ν ' 

we od ) ἢ 
Enclosed for the Bureau are four copies of ἃ entitled, 

py? “Soviet Secret Commission Prepares Documents Reflecting Soviet 
Pi Position In Chinese-Soviet Ideological Dispute." One copy of this 

LHM is being furnished to the Chicago Office. 

The source of this information is NY 694-S* who furnished 
the said information to SAS JOHN DENNIS O'CONNELL and ALEXANDER C. 
BURLINSON between June 8- 17; 1364. 

This information is being classified "Tnp-Secret" because 
by reason of the nature of the information it tends to identify 

*/ 
NY 694-S* as the source thereof. This informant provides extremel 
high-level intelligence information, and continued acquisition of 
this information is vital to the national defense interests of this 
country. 

To give added security to NY 694-S*, the LHM is being 
given a Washington, Ὁ. C., Daligeee 

Lev dArozel 7! | 
Saeed 4 / 

(9. Bureau (Enc- vegan 050" fet. be joo YOU a 2 27 
1 ~ Chicago (134-46-Sub B)(Enc-1) ( 
1 - NY 134-91-INV (#41) a a 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT’ OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION " 

7 Ia Reply, Pes Refer, . ᾿ Washington, D. C. ΝΞ τ π . . 

ΝΣ re Suhe 28». 1964 - ee 

100-428092 _ ; ΝΞ TE sa οι 

yn. ne = τς - - eo ΝΣ . : 

τ τοῦ “soviet Seerét Coinitissicn, ‘Prepares a _ ol 

Po : τς , ‘Documents Reflecting Soviet -Positicén. 8 
Τῇ Chinesé+Soviet Tdéological Dispute 7 - 

oe = 

A source, who has furnished reliabie ihfovimation. in: the- - 
ἢ pasts furnished “the following information in. June , L96HE figs 

In, the late Springof 1964, < nik Mmofeey.,” Deputy, Divecton, , 
Institute _for—World Econo omy and International “Affains, Academy. of 
Science of “the 1e_USSR,_ made the following comments: He is a membér 
of a four-man secret commission of the Communist Party of the Soviet 
Union which prepares documents reflecting the Soviet position, in 
the Chinesé-Soviet dispute, This commission also prepares documents 
to ‘be used for any. forthcoming meétings which. the. Communist. Party’ 
of ‘the Soviet Union, may ‘have..with the Communist Party. of China. ! 
The said’ commission works under. ‘thé: ‘direct supervision Of Premier 4 
Khrushchev, Leonid Ἔ,- Ilyichev, member .of the Secretariat and 
Départment Head of the Central Committee in ‘charge of Domestic ἡ 
Propaganda; and Boris, Ponomarev, Head of the ‘International 

- Department ™ ὍΕ- the Central Committee of the Communist Party of the 
Soviet Unions, _~ : ΝΝ = 

The. aforesaid secret “ commissiot has gnitten most. of: the’ - Ν 
; _important editorials, and. statements which have been, made by - ‘Khrushchev; - 

- .Tlyichev and Ponomare¥ and whichtlave been: printed in “Pravda”. - 
Usually the statéments prepared by the secret- commission. are - 

τ attributed to the Central, (οι thee of the Communist Party of the 
“Soviet Union.. . . 

. .- Reeently ‘the secret .commission prepared a series of articled - 
- , On American _impérialisn in, rélation’ τὸ. the Chinese~Soviet dispute. 
_-  ‘imofeev himself Was, really the authér..of this anticle which wilh 

goon be published“in “Ppavdal ‘and- in "The Kommunist," an of ficial 
- organ of the. Central Committee of the Comnuniist Parity, of the Soviet - 
* Union. - os a 

* This document contatiis: neither 

- recommendations nor. cone lusions 
of -the FBI. It is the property ~ 
of the F8I.and is loaned ta: your- 
agency i. ἀξ and its contents. are ς 

not tobe distributed outsidéd ~~ 

your agency. + + 



UNITED STATES πιὰ ROUTE IN ENVELOPE 

Memorandum ἴ 

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) DATE: 7/1/64 

{7 SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 

Guo) 
is -C 

On June 29,°1964, CG 5824~-S* advised SA WALTER A. 
BOYLE that during the time he had been in contact with GUS 
HALL in Minnesota HALL had discussed with the informant some 
of his observations relative to the possible ramifications 
resulting from the Supreme Court ruling of June 22, 1964, 
concerning the passport provisions of the Internal Security 
Act of 1950. As a result of this discussion, HALL instructed 
CG 5824-S* to prepare a message for transmittal to the Central 
Committee.of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union, to be “2 
Signed in the names of HALL and ELIZABETH GURLEY FLYNN, Y 
incorporating some of the points which HALL had made during 
this discussion and including some decisions which HALL had 
made in this regard. Acting upon HALL's instructions, upon 
his return to Chicago, CG 5824-S* prepared a message to be 
transmitted to the Central Committee of the Communist Party 
of the Soviet Union upon the occasion of NY 694-S*'s next 
contact on July 2, 1964, This message, a copy of which is a 
enclosed herewith for the Bureau and New York, was furnished 
telephonically to the New York Office on June 29, 1964, in 
order that they would have as much time as possible to prepare 
the. message for transmittal. 

7 

At the time CG 5824-S* furnished this message to be 
made available to NY 694-S*, he advised that NY 694-8* should 
be told that in the event there is anything in this message 
which NY 694-S* believes should be changed or deleted based 
upon his discussions with GUS HALL, NY 694-5* should do so, 
This information was also telephonically furnished to the New 
York Office. 

Relative to the travel of various Party leaders now 
that the passport ban had been defeated in the courts, HALL 
was most apprehensive that a mass exodus to Moscow would take 
Place which could create the impression of "Moscow agents running 
AON their instruc ue ἢ] yy exp ressed particular concern 2 

foe (Enc. BGK ΤᾺ Ree 48 (9R fA 2G ὅ77.- 104 
Ζ “New York (100-134637) (Enc. 1) (ΒΜ) 
-~Chicago . 
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CG 134-46 Sub Β 

that some of the Party leadership would travel to Hoscow - 
where. they would "tell tales out 6f school." Among those 
whose travel worried him were JIM JACKSON and JOE BRANDT - 
because they. might be expected to complain about the lack 

‘of money in the treasury of the CP, USA and HALL did not 
want. the Communist Party of the Soviet Union to engage in 
any discussions with them concerning Party. funds. Thus, 
by means of the enclosed message, HALL intends to insure 
that the Communist Party of the Soviet Union Will not engage 
in any discussions ‘on official topics with any of these 
CP, USA leaders, except those who are sent theré by the . 
CP, USA in an official capacity. 

+ 
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‘Contral Comittee 
Communist Party of the Soviet Union 

4 5 

}As you undoubtedly know, the CPUSA and its progressive ailies 
"have achieved some partial gains for democratic liberties in the 
recent rulings of the Supreme Court, The latest such ruling was on 
_the passport section of the McCarran Law which was challenged by our 
Party in the porson of Elizaboth Flynn, our Chairman, - ΠΕ 

τος he purpose of this message. is not to clarify facts about the 
law or shout victory but rather to let you know that the struggle 
against ‘the xeactionary WcCarran Law is not yet over. - For example, 
the trials of Comrades Hail and Davis are still on the calendar 
as are the citations of 37 othexy communist leaders and Zriends. 
Cut a substantial step forward for democracy has been achievod 
the congue, as, the struggle continues, lead ἐσ sore legality for 

Ae ΝΕ - | 

The struggle against the McCarran Law at this. point is not unre- 
lated to the coming election battles in the USA. It is our opinion _ 
that the Johnson Administration and his Attorney General Robert Konnedy 
will not, move to drop the law before the November elections and it is 
at this moment questionable if they will do so at that time. ᾿ 

τς in the meantime, the CPUSA will take advantage of every legal | 
possibility including the convening of broader moctings of its Ieader= | 
ship (in attendance), Tho National. Committeo in plenary session wilt ~ 

τς -eonveno in. July for the first time in nearly two years. Plans for a 
convention will also be gotton undorway though it cannot be-called. . 
before the: first. part of tho next year. ~ . 

The Suprene Court's ruling on the passport. provision of the ; 
NeCarran, Law will now inspive many comrades to travel (it will bo much 

 Gasler) but. some. of our leading porsonnél will still find legak as weil | 
as hidden obstacles in the way. Comrade Gus fall, in, behalf of our “ 

-Seeretarlat, has asked that you be informed about the above facts, 
We are not ovorly concorned about the legal facets which our attorroy, 
John Abt, who is now visiting Europe, can-axplain. We are concerned 
about cortain political impressions in the US that can affect our | 
arty... “4 . a . wt 

-.. τ) He want to inform you that only those: comvades whe have _ 
received official sanction and credentials from the CPUSA be given 
the hospitality as giiests of your Party. All others who are able. 
to, travel will do so unofficially and privately as tourists and do not: © 

_Bpeak for the CPUSA, We are trying to minimize the bourgeois slander 
~ about "the exodus to Moscow" ox the chargé of "Noscow agents running 

to got thoir instructions," 
-Ἔ 

᾿ 2) We Ῥολλονὸ that this is also the time to ask. for your coopora- _ 
tion regarding contact and discussions with visitors from the USA (even. 
if they are CP members. and in tlie leadership). Woe want. to repeat. that 
the security of οὐχ Party is still a most important problem and -that the 
Low legal skirmishes in our favor have not dono away with the need for 
pociini ty . There are some matters that aro only discussed by ‘your 
eadership and Comrade Hall and with two or threo other comrades. We 

en ees ~ Aa 

- - ΒΝ 

. won 
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will ask your conradely cooperation xogarding those nattoris as in, ~ho 
pest, in fact, wo beliove that with widér travel cur security needs | 
λα attention and, therefore; excopt for gonoral political discussions 
yith visitors, some very-concrete problers be best left alone. Then - 
Cotrade Fiynn will make hor tour in a fow conths from now, we hope sho 

- will amplify. Anything concerning security, ὈΧ any other related 
concrete matters should be taken up with Comrade Gus Hall and those 
Zow ‘who handle such problezs in cooperation with hin. 

Varnost, comradely greotings. and 
personal rogards from Comrades — 
Gub Hall and Elizabeth Fiynn 

P.B. would you please do’ Us ἃ favor and convey the essénce of this: 
- nOSSage, particularly the part concerning travel to othor Partics © 
such ag the CP of Czechoslovakia, CP of Poland, CP of Hungary, CP of 

 Bulga¥ia, ‘and to the World Marxist Revicw, it 15 mich more. alseicult 
ες for us to reach alt, of those Parties. ‘Separately ina hurry. 

᾿ Rs, 
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Date: 6/23/64 

(Type in plain text or code) 
[ 

ATRTEL REGISTERED | 
(Priority or Method of Mailing) I Sos 

TO ; DIRECTOR, FBI (100-~-428091) 

YA 

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are 4 copies of Ν 
a LHM entitled "Soviet Contacts With. United States Union W- 
Leaders." A copy iS also being designated for the information { 
of the Chicago Office. 

The information contained in the LHM was obtained 
by NY 694-S* during his recent trip abroad. NY 694.S* 
obtained this information from IGOR MICHAELOV, member.of the 
International Department of the. Central. Committee of the 
Communist Party of the Soviet Union (CPSU), specializing 
in US trade unions,,in Moscow during May, 1964, At the time. 
NY 694-S* obtained this information from MICHAELOV, V. G. 
KORIANOV, First Deputy to BORIS PONOMAREV, Head of the | 
International Department of the Central Committee CPSU, 
was also present. 

The information contained in the LHM is classified 
" pecause by its nature, it tends. to disclose 

NY 694.S* as the source thereof. The contents of the LHM 
are known only to MICHAELOV, KORIANOV, GUS HALL and the 
informant. This informant provides extremely high level 
intelligence information and continued acquisition of this. 
information is vital. to the national defense interests of this 
country «. 

To give added security to NY 694-S*, the LHM is being 
given a Washington, D.C., dateline as have been the case of κά 
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. UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

ΠΕΣ | - ‘Washington, D.¢,. In Reply, Please onl aay ᾿ 
feo” June 23, 196k 

100>428091 

Soviet Contacts With United 
“States Union Leaders 7 - 

The - following information -was. obtained from a’ 
source, who -has furnished Feliable information in. the past: 

Igor Michaelov, member of the Tritenational 
Department of the Centval Committee. of the Communist Party 
of the Soviet. Union (GPSU)., while in Moscow-in May, 1964, 

' Stated. that when-he came té the United States in the first. 
part of 1964, 85 part- of a Soviet trade union delegation, 
he came to ‘the United States. for the purpose of faving . 
American tradé uriions send. large delegations of American 
workers. to thé’ Soviet Union, Michaelov. stated that his 
purpose was to recruit. these trade union delégates among’ 
those who had no. corneétion with the Communist Party, USA. 

Igor . Michaelov- stated that while he was in the 
_ United ‘States, he talked. to ‘Harry. Bridges, President. of the 
International Longshorements and Warehougemen's Union, - 
Victor Reuther of the United Automobile Workers (HAW); and 
Joseph Curran.of the National Maritime Union, Michaelov 
statéd that of the three, he considéred Harry: Bridgés 
to bé thé best sinée Bridges understands the situation: 
and evén agrees. with thé Soviets on. the ‘Chinese dispute, 
‘Wichaelov stated ‘that all three of the labor leaders. were 
most cordial in their dealings with him and they ‘Spoke 
of objective trade Union matters in relation. to. both ‘the 
United States ‘and the Soviet Union. ᾿ 

This. documént contains: neither 
-recommendations nor conclusions 
of the FBI. It is the property 

of the FBI and is loaned to your 
agency; it and its contents. are 
ποῦ to be distributed outside 

your agency, 
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Soviet Contacts with United -- π τ ἜΝ 

Michaelov stated ‘that . Yietor. Reuthe? 4 indicated 
to him that at. the conclusion of’ the UAW. convention, - they. - = 
were conteniplating sending @ large delegation of UAW ὁ - .- - 
as tourists to: the Soviet Union. Michaelov ‘stated that 
Curran, although cordial; indicated. there was: 1ittle’ | 

_he gould do to send .8. ‘delegation to the Soviet Union :at 
this time, that. he would have τὸ wait until the situation . 
was. much better. Michaélov also stated “that Curran promised 
‘to try to help then in regard to- the threat. by. the - 
LongShoremén'!s: Union t6: plage picket ‘lines-.on ships. delivering: ν 
wheat to the, Soviets; ‘Michaelov stated that-Curran’” - 
coneludéd: that: everitually their relations ‘with the Soviet 
Union. would ‘be better. than ‘béfore and that. at “Was just. 8 

" matter of fimings « ἘΝ - : τ τ 

gor Michae lov. andi¢ated ‘thet. white he: was “in, ᾿ 
the ὦ United. Tees ote he: could. hot speak as an individual ‘since: 
“He was. 8, member of 8. delegation nor could le spend the. 
amount of tine he: would: have: Tiked to with. these trade union 
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INTERNAL SECURITY ~ COMMUNIST 

member of the Central Committee of the. Communist Party of the Soviet 
Union, who made the following comments concerning Soviet relations with 
United States trade-union leaders, \ ° 

Michaelov stated he came to the United States in the. early! 
part of 1964 as a member of a Soviet trade-union delegation for the 

purpose of having United States trade-unions send large delegations 
of workers to the Soviet Union, While in the United States, Michaelov 
talked with Harry Bridges of the. International. Longshoremen's and | 
Warehousemen's' Union, Victor Reuther of the United Automobile a 7 
Yorkers (UAW), and Joseph Curran of the National Maritime Union. 
Michaelov found all three union leaders to be most cordial, but 
considered Bridges to be the. "best" since Bridges “understands the 
situation" and even agrees with the Soviet position in the Sino-Soviet 

dispute, 

HMichaelov stated that Victor Reuther indicated that at the 
conclusion of the UAW convention, the UAW was contemplating sending 
a large UAW delegation to the Soviet Union as tourists. Michaelov 
stated that Joseph Curran indicated that until the "situation was much 
better" there was little he could do to send a delegation to the 

the Soviets in regard to the threat, made by the "Longshoremen's Union™ κ 
Soviet .Union at that time. However, Curran promised to try to help 

ΙΒ picket ships scheduled to delivery ΠΕ to the.Soviet Union. Lu 
OO -YF BE OG / FFB Pie wai 

ACTION: SG [50-7 73. ὃ 
am oa" é . . 

a That the attached lettersy classified % - to 
protect our source, be sent to the Honorahle Walter W, Jenki 

_ Speci4j, Assistant to the President; the Honorablé"Dean Rusk, the. 
Secretary Of;State; the Honorable John A, McCone, Director, Central . 

" 
r te δ᾽ 

τ 611 16 ποθ" Agéricy’ii the. Honorable 'W, Willard, Wirtz,),the Secretary 
ofpLabor Cand the Attorney General andDeputyVAttot id General. 
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DECLASS IFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM: 

PRICAUTUMATIC DECLABS TOR Ce 
DATE 1Z-08-Z011 

οι Mr. Belmont 
~ Mr. DeLoach 

- Mr. Sullivan 

- Mr, Baumgardner 

July 6, 1964 

1 
1 
1 
με ROUTE IN ENVELOPE 

i - Liaison 
i - ur, ‘Shaw 

SOV TET RELATIONS WITH UNITED STATES TRADE<UNION LEADERS 

During the late Spring of 1964, Igor itichnsiov, 
& nenber of the International Departnent of the. Central 
.Committee of the Commumist Party of the Soviet Union,, made 

’ "the following comments concerning Soviet relations with. ᾿ 
_ United States tradeennion leaders. 

Michaclov stated he cane. to the United States in 
the early part. of 1964 as a ménher of a Soviet trade-union. 
‘delegation for ‘the purpose of having United States trade 
‘unions send large delegations of workers to the Soviet Union. 2 
He indicated it was his objective to recruit trade-union 
delegates in the United States who had no connection with : 
she Communist Party, USA. 

While in the United states, litehacloy stated he ; 
. talked with Harry Bridges of the International Longshorenen's 

| and Warehousemen's Union, Victor Reuther of the United 
| Autonobile Workers, and Joseph Curran of the National Haritine 

Union. Michaelov stated that of these. three union leaders; 
. he. considered Harry. Bridges to be the “best" since Bridges 
“understands. the situation" and even agrees with the Soviet 
position in the Sino-Soviet dispute. According to Hichaclov,. 
all three of these labor leaders were nost cordial. in their 
dealings with hin and they spoke of objective trade-union. 
batters in relation to both the United States and. the Soviet Union. 

. Wichaclov stated that during his contact. with Victor 
Reuther, Reuther indicated that at the conclusion Of the 
United Automobile Workers Convention, this union was contere- 
plating sending 2 large United Autorobile Workers delegation 
to the Sovict. Union as tourists. Hichaelov stated that 
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SOVIET RELATIONS WITH UNITED STATES TRADE*UNION LEADERS 

Joseph Curran, although cordial; indicated there was little he 
could do to send a delegation to the Soviet Union at that 
time as. he would have to wait until the “situation was much 
better.'t Michaelov also stated that Curran promised to try 
to help the Soviets in regard to thé threat made by the 
‘Zongshorenen's Union" to picket ships’ scheduled to deliver 
wheat to the Soviet Union. Michaelov stated that Curran 

NOTE: 

concluded that eventually "relations with the Soviet Union 
gut be better’ than before and that it was just a matter 
oO ng. 

Michaeiov Andicated that while he was in the 
United States, he could not speak a5 an individual since he 
was a member of a delegation, nor could he spend the amount 
of time he would have liked £0 With these ¢rade“union Leaders. 

Classified ΠΝ because unauthorized 
disclosure: of this information: could result ‘in exceptionally 
grave damage to the Nation. Source is NY 694-S* who is 
referred to as "sources" in order to. further protect his. 
identity. See memorandum, Mr, Baumgardner to Mr. Ws C. 
Sullivan, 7-2-64, entitled "Solo, Internal Security ~ 
Communist ," which sets forth the dissemination of this. 
letterliead memorandum, 
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~~ S\ tate; July 9, 1904 BY LEATSON Ho tage 

tos . Chief Posten Lonsstor --. τό ΑΝ γι | b a 
Post Office Dosartnont ἥ | 1 i 

Fron: John Edgir Eoover, Director : 

Subject: ECONOMIC MATTERS - CUDA 
| INTERNAL, SECURITY « CUBA . 

In ‘tho course of ouy investigations wo bave 
Jeaxned that Cuban Promier Fidel Castro made the following 
coments in the Into Spring of 1064, 

Castro is of tho opinion that lio can circumvent 
tho recent United States law prohibiting tho sending of 2. 
parcels fron the United States to Cuba. According to. 
Castro, this law doos not prevent a family in Cuba fron 
writing ἃ lotter to a fanlly in tho United States requesting. 
cortain kinds of medicino. Castro. zeasoncd that by means 
of this lotter, thd farfly in the United States could. got: 
permission to. sond medical items to Cuba, Castro-indicatad 
he could got one thousand students to write Jettezs to Ὁξ 
fonilies in tho United States asking for cortain ‘medical 
items; and in this manner, Cuba, deapste tho law, ‘could, I’ got 
the mddicine 4¢ needed. ὦ 

The forcgoing is furnished fox your siteranfion 
only, and it 45 xequosted that it bo handled on a“strict 
neddeto-know basic an view of tho Bensitivo nature of our 
sourco. 

Kal? Ε ᾿ β ate _REC..43 “06. yoo 1B) 
NOTE; - 

‘This information is being given to Post oreibe 10 1964 
7 Department. pursuant to the request. made by Gharles B.. ϑϑρ 

τοῖν ἔς Clements, Director, Investigations Divis Yon} Office-ofe τ" 
Export Control, Bureau of International Kor merce, by letter 

oro dated July 7, 1964. 
ite ye io 

4 ἘΠ 

| Seated NOTE, CONTINUED, ῬΑ 
Evong~———— THO 

Se πτσίτσσστα 

mi νδερπομθ ee) 
S65. ἀπ, ὯΝ : Holm . 

ΜΑΙ, ROOM Ἐπ teLetyes uit] ᾿ Gandy — 



Mr. H. Β.. Montague 

NOTE, CONTINUED 

Classified "Pop-Secret'™ because unauthorized 
disclosure of this information .could reveal the identity 
of the source (NY 694-S*) τό is Of, continuing valine, and 
such revelation could result in exceptionally grave damage 
to the ‘Nation, Information extracted from New York airtel 
6~22-64, captioned "Solo, IS-¢." 
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UNITED STATES οδλκνμεντ Gelnont Gf 
COS PRT nee, 
Hahan ... τιν... Memorandum a 

TO Mr. A. H. Belmo DATE: June 25, 1964 
pie Ζ ἢ 1 - Mr. Belmont 

) an 1... Mr, Mohr 
FROM: Mr. Ἢ, C, Sullivan %- 1 - Mr. DeLoach 

1- Mr, Sulliva: 
‘ an 1 - Mr. J.A,S5izoo 

SUBJECT: 7 SOLO 1 - Mr. Baumgardner 

Reference is.made to the enclosed memorandum from 
ΠᾺΡ _ or, ,Dehoach to. Mr. Mohr dated June 19, 1964; 

I would be reniss in my obligations if I “did not say 
simply and directly that I am markedly unimpressed by what Victor 
Riesel told Mr. DeLoach. Mr. Riesel impresses me as being a brazen 
liar and I would like to know who he thinks he is fooling by giving 
this kind of response to the serious issues raised by Mr. DeLoach. 

It is noted that Riesel has stated a night clerk had 
told him the identity of the individual arranging the meeting and 
had also recognized several people attending the meeting. As a 
result, said Riesel, he put two and two together and figured it 
was a meeting of the National Executive Committee of the Communist 
Party. ,He went on to say he would appreciate our not releasing 
the idéntity of his informant. I would like to point .out he has 
not identified his informant other than saying he was a night clerk 
elo hiétel, and it is likely they have more than one such Bight 
clerk. 

” Ὁ In view of the above, I think it is highly desirable 
that either Mr, zDeLoach or an Agent of the New York Office go 
back -to. E . Riesel and ask him for the complete identity of his-source. 
What this man has published in the newspapers could have very: ‘well 
destroyed our SOLO operation. As it is, it jeopardized the life 
of our source ir Soviet Russia and has created totally unnecessary 
problems with this operation. 

UNRECORDED COPY FILED N@Z_ Zavoe- 

I muzt repeat, in light of what is Enown here, I would have 
no faith whatsoever in what Riesel says where Me ΡΣ are at 
Stake. | “fs Ζετγρου ον μεθ | ΞΕ 2635. 

RECOMMENDATION ; JUL 10 I964q}" 
2 8 Tes 9 11964 
£ . That either an ΕΝ of the New York Office or Mir, DeLoach 

Zon ἀρ βάρος in view gf the mn n : has been ether in the past 
by “us. 

' A 
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- ° Token moo UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT | Nebr 
OS Pl -νν............. 

Memorandum ROUTE IN ENVELOPE 
Evens 

rm ΠΑ͂ΤΕ: duly 8, 1964 Fo 

ILO. | 
INTERNAL SECURITY - C 

Captioned case ‘involves the Bureau's highly . . 
valuable confidential, informant NY 694-S* who has been : 
receiving communications transmitted to him by radio. ἊΝ 

᾿ On. 7/7/64, a trangmission. was heard by Bureau's 
radio station at Midiand at scheduled time and frequency 
at which time a message NR 364 GR 22 was sent. it 

The plain text of the message is set forth below 
‘The cipher text is attached, 

NR 364 GR 22 τς ᾿ 
YOUR INFORMATION ΟΝ ADA DRISTAS. WAS SENT TO BAY (Cuba) [WK 
FOR TUFT (Fidel Castro) AND FAY (Beatrice Johnson) ON. . 
JULY 4, ; | ᾿ 

, . ~ ADA DRISTAS as, probabil identical with. Ada ~ A 
| Dritsas. who is a correspondent. for. thé Worker, communist. . ᾿ 
east coast newspaper, in Havana.*- ς΄. » _ ᾿ 

. ~ACETON: ᾿ Fi εἶ oe " = 

τι & For information, ἐλ ᾿ ἦτο ΝΣ 
= na) of . te a . - - ~ . 

Enclostre wo. τ οἷς εἶ ; 

. pee. 4g 29° POY — 4033 
+ - oO 3 ΒΝ * ; a a ἢ ΗΝ σι 

͵ ΠΥ τς ὙΜΕΊΟ 64 
1 τ Mr, Belmont ΄ αν 1 - Mr. Conrad . ΝΕ τ προ ) να ἢ 
‘2 Mr, Sullivan (Attnogy Mr, ας ἃς Sizoo, Mr, W. G. Shaw): 
1. τ Mr. Downing ». Ὁ ἰὼ: ὶ SETS - ‘oe 
1 - Mr. Newpher L, 7 ἃ, our 

G9 JUL 16 19 

Δ = 1 aa 

Von: aan ΟΝ 

> Aix. Pad ga) 

tamm ἢ 

Ww 

aye 
64 



ae ΤΠ 

---- - ᾿ a —$— . 
wet ea Rate . Tob eee ee re et wea τ Sef wr ee ae wo ee Se κυ ς- Soe tame τ Boom 

July 8, 1964 

NR 364 GR 22 33192 90716 06083 02497 55816 68345 63438 
72930 63767 ‘76620 14302 19425 92147 45113 38641 50553 
57945 64722 59816 72146 72948 36144 

(60 - £28097 — 4 3 
ENCLosop ὁ 
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ΡΥ δ᾽ tor = 6g) . 
pan L = Hr, Belmont 

᾿ ROUTE IN ENVELOPE 1 = i. Sullivan 

L = ur, Baumgardner 
2. — Liaison 
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| J KC Pate: July 2, 1964 - Cody) “ { 

To: Director . BY ἹΦΑΊΒΟΣ “al 
tnvéstigations Division le 
Office of Export Control. 
Bureau’ of International Corinérce —— Ξ Ξ 

“ Department of .Comerce. yw _ Co om 
; 

7 

Fron: John: Edgar Boover, Director ~ ἦν w > — 
=> w 

Subjects: ΣΟΟΤΟΣΣΟ MATTERS ~ CUBA μι5. 5, 
TUTERNAL 1 SECURITY = CUBA 3 ΞΕ 

| 
x = 

. In the course of our Anvestigations We bave 
earned that Cuban Prenier Fidel Castro made the folloving 
comments an thé date Spring of 1964. 

Castro is of the opinion that he can circunvent 
the recent United States 150 prohibiting the sending of 
parcels fron the United States to Cuba. According to 
ontting this 1531 does not prevent a ganily at Cuba fron He pout 

ἣν The Lorcgoing. face ished for your information  ~ 
a ch only, ‘and it is Teques αὶ it be hendled on a strict « 
ΜῚ necd«to-knoy’ basis in wal a the sensitive eae of our 

source. δ ΣΦ 
ας | iL - The Connissionor Yo (oe (BY ΔΙ ΟΣ Vee Ae ́. O34 Enmipegtiqns and {eturalization Servis 9. BE Pi ’ . ‘Tofson.— -- 

,, Betmont τις τως 

Casper 
. ee 

Callahan wa : flies es 

Coned-—-—— WGS : pwdi¢ Be phke Ὁ 
BVONS, pen (12) SEE NOTE, Gale "" 

. Sulliven 2 τῷ 
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ee 16.196 
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Director _ | 
XJavostigations Division 
Office of Export Control 

΄ ). 
1 ω. Deputy Comifesioner (BY LIAISON) cae 

Division of Investigations. and Enfarconont Hoary ® Ges 
Bureau of Customs. 4 fo ' 

Ὁ 

1 = Wy. Frddorick H. Schaidt (ΟΥ̓ LIATEON) } f 
Director of Security 4| Η͂ 6 
Dopartmont of Health, Education and Weim 

NOTE: 

‘Classified ep —secret" because unauthorized 
disclosure of this information could reveal the identity of 
the source (NY 694-S*) who is of continuing value, and 
such revelation could.result jin - exceptionally grave damage. 
to the Nation. Information extracted from New York airtel 
Gu 2264, captioned “Solo, Internal Security - Communist." 
See also ‘cover memorandum Mr.. Baumgardner to Mr. Ws. C, 
Sullivan,. 7-1-64, also bearing the Solo: > captions 
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Date: 7/2/64 

Transmit the following in 
(Type in plain text or code) 

Via ___ AIRTEL REGISTERED 
(Priority) 

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

SO] FROM : SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637) 

p SUBJECT: Coro) | 
IS-¢ Ἰὴ 

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are three photostat 
copies of a letter prepared by BEATRICE JOHNSON, dated May 28, 
1964, addressed to GUS HALL, commenting upon NY 694-S*'s visit 
to Cuba. A copy is also being designated for the information 
of the Chicago Office. 

The original of this letter was given to NY 694-s* 
by BEATRICE JOHNSON for delivery to GUS HALL. The letter thanks 
HALL for having taken notice of her problems in Cuba and sending 
her-his personal representative, to whom she refers in the letter 
as “guest. " 

explanations are pertinent; 
‘In connection with the letter, the following sof 

ty 
Ros 

Poland, and e ventually t to in the 1]. S. 
This information was furnished the Bureau by airtel, 6/26/64, 
under above caption. 

\audl EAP | nm 
\ ~ Bureau Ene Ss 

1 = Chicago-(1 mor B) (Enc. 1) (AM=RM) 
1 ~ NY 134-91 CV) (41) -- 2 
L = NY 100-134637 . (41) “PEG 18 106 -YBA 7 , 

JDO: b ᾿ ει r, | ᾿ ° ᾿ 
5 τ 

(2 ms ne | JUL 18 1984: _, 

7 ft mt | sent a M a ABZ. Approved! 

65 JUL age 



ΝΥ 100-134637 ᾿ 

ΝΞ The reference to. "LES" in the 6th paragraph of. the ΝΙΝ 
letter is LESLIE MORRIS, General-Secretary of the Canadian CP, - | 

ω- oo ~ 2 . 
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"Dear Gus: | 

2) Nay ecken ᾿ 

I cannot’. tharik you ‘enough for. my. guest. “He brought t me. home» 
. and. up to date and I'was proud of the boldness and..directness of" 
-your leadership. ον I would love. to pitch in and hélp do. the 

 .* gobs you plan. T consider. myself part’ of the’ plans and will do 
io: Ty best here. to: realize: them on an: international. level, 5. 

And special thanks for ny particular: guest. -. He is as ereat, 
guy. I have oniy.seen him twice in the’ past thirty, years, but. 
we thought. and acted in. unison on every. question. “e has what- 
it -takes.in every respect, _ And believe me this was no pushover. 

co He will inform you of. the details and all his conclusions are βάσεις 
also mine. ‘We upheld: the: @ignity οὗ ours, we.-were principled, . 

‘Sand at the: sane. time conscious of who we were dealing with and under: " 
what sircumstances.. | It is all to the? “good and will help me ereatly. ον 

I feel ‘fully. justifiea in. having asked for the. sacrifice the - 
I voyage. entailed, for it is of utmost,importance that you be’ aware | 

οὖς οὗ what I have found and how I am’trying to deal with it. Its 

οτος Peaches. you. eres 

ee A eI tire in - τ--- nm nr rrr nar 

ἢ ΜΝ . + a 

, 4 . κὸν - 

a complex of political ideological. and personal problems.. Time will a 
χα tell how it. will be regulated, but one thing is sure, at.this 
stage, that a great. deal depends on us, on the support we: muster 
for them and on how we deal with those who have lied about us, and: 

᾿ τι have gained their’ confidence 85. their champions. 

He will inform you of a multitude’ of. things: and problens, ‘and τ 
I am sure you will, give them your attention. I shall wait with’ ~~ 
as much. patience;4s I have learned here ,for your reactions and. sugses~_ 
tions. I. shall be seeming some people γ᾽ understand us to explain’ 
what: is. being done at howe | and the nature of: our problem here.: Rod.. 
is so far the best. person, a very. “busy one and. not in.-too: much -of- Ἔ 

εὐ position. to do more. than give advise, but "very valuelto τ me for that. 
. reason. | 

Oe By. the wa} a bee Ὀ ng soon, ‘and I am thankful that 
~ my good - aot) a | fe) oo ae hel : gs first | 

᾿ and most important. venture. away. rom.me. aS. be 
rou will learn.and- I: am: st ou will all help “if bic 

deeides to. stay-or if wants to return om . 
“governed solely by own needs to be. eful ‘person: " I -can always | 
manage, You. will hear the detatis of program. when. our ᾿ friend - 

I am. trying to arrange for ‘a visit: ‘to: ‘Canada ;: for Ἵ think it 
yaa’ be.most important for us to'meet. .At this moment with. the alert 
that is. not possibly but 88. soon 1 ἐν can be done: Τ' wilt write to 
τς 198. πο | | . ie | 

$0; ‘eorigratulations. for picking the right man Ὁ for: the. “right 
τς 260 and I send with Him my very best’ to you-and the rest of the folks. 

-My. job is.clearer;. the ‘direction ‘straight, altho there: will be many . 
. “@urves and. detour: to. get to the goal, but I am a good driver. As τς ΟἿΣ. ’ friend told: me, we have. more ‘than 80 years between us. 

Ὁ Bfectionately, 5 ‘Beatrice | γι La 
ΕΝ τος ----ὄ..-...-..ὲβ......- .......-.---. nn nt ee ee te a bt 



FD.36 (Rev. 12-13-56) 

Pa, a I inv SOBER, 

Date, 7/8/64 
na j : Transmit the following in (Type in plain text or code) 

Ι Via ___ATRTEL REG τ ... ὦ Ὁ ὁ, (Priority or Method of Mailing} | 

ber TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 
| ea FROM : SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637) 

supgEct/ C¥0L0 : (3 
AH | ἀν. 

On 7/2/64, NY 694-S* advised SA ALBXANDER C. BURLINSON 
that on his recent visit to Cuba during the period 5/20-29/64 he 
had occasion to talk to BEATRICE JOHNSON, CPUSA epresentative in 
Cuba, concerning ALFRED c AerERN and MARTHA DoDb(SrER (Bufile 

~I00-57453, NY file - 68), Ν ; 

JOHNSON advised that the STERNS had been in Havana for 
several months and that he is presently 1 an 
overnment nstruetion engineer, ee | ἊΝ | They are accepted in “high cireles®™ and they 
avisily entertain officials from other countries. BEATRICE 

JOHNSON advised that she is of the. opinion that the Chinese may be 
"winning the STERNS over" as far as the current Russian-Chinese 
ideological dispute is concerned. JOHNSON furnished no specific 
facts to justify above conclusion. 

BEATRICE JOHNSON advised informant that when the 
hurricane hit Cuba, the STERNS gave the Cuban government $10,000.0) 
for relief, and this has put them in very good favor with the 
Cubans. JOHNSON further stated. that she does not think that the 
STERNS would be returning to’the United States. 

(am gn Ν / 4 - Bureau (RM) _ 
1 - Chicago (134-46-Sub B)CAH-RM) get, 38 
1 - NY 134-91 (INV) (41) 
1 - NY 100-134637 (41) O-YLE GO Ly peop | 
GEJ:msb / θ LEO 4 OB 6 

δὰ 8 (8) 4 WL 18 184: 
nn ΒΝ ΟΝ, 

" 

Νοκ 

Sent 



SECLAGSSTEICATION AUTHORITY ῬΈΒΤΕΕΡ FRON: 

{FE ~LUTOMATIC DECLASS IF OGETION ΠΕ... . SE 

ἢ DAZE 12-98-2011 
Ὦ ὡρ δον, 10-29-63) 

δὺν O OQ 
{Ἀπ ΟΡ 

, ROUTE IN EN Date: Ἢ 

Transmit the following in. 
(Type in plain text or code} 

Via AIRTEL | 

{Priority} | 

~ eee eee ..----.. _ 

το : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 
An 

FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) ᾿ 

poe . ᾧ ἜΟΙ, 
is ~ C ; δὲ 

Ae | | 
μ , Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are the original 

and three copies and for the New York Office one copy of a 
/ ' letterhead memorandum entitled "COMMUNIST PARTY OF INDIA." | 

The information which is set forth in the enclosed 
letterhead memorandum was furnished by CG 5824-S* on 7/6/64 
to SAs RICHARD W. HANSEN and WALTER A, BOYLE. This informa- 
tion was developed during the course of discussions held in 
Toronto, Canada, with representatives of the Communist Party 
of Canada, namely LESLIE MORRIS, General Secretary, and 
WILLIAM KASHTAN, Organizational Secretary, and CG 5824-5*, 
KASHTAN it is to be noted had recently returned to Canada 
following visits to Prague, Czechoslovakia, and Moscow, USSR, 
where he had met and talked to leading representatives of the 
world communist movement. , 

The information in the enclosed letterhead 
memorandum has -been classified "TOP-SECRET" because it was 
received from a source furnishing information on the highest 
level concerning the international communist movement and 
because disclosure of this information would jeopardize the 
continued future. effectiveness of this source and affect the“ 
national defense interes of the United States. 

©. rR Gro Pb μ. PE 452 
1. - New York (¥00-134637) (Enc. 1) (RM) 
1 = Chicago & JUL 13 1964 

RWH:b11 Flere aS PIT γε; 
Libre TIE 
Fit ZZ 
pb BY, SK νι 

Dep ND, 
Approved: —— Ι 4 Sent MO Per  .. 

G5 JUL-16 80} Oe or 
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CG 134-46 Sub B 

For the additional protection: of this source, 
the enclosed letterhead memorandum has been shown as 
having been made at Washington, D.C. 



ῶ 7 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

In Reply, Please Refer to Washington, D.C. 
File No, July 8, 1964 

COMMUNIST PARTY OF INDIA 

A source, who has furnished reliable information in 
the past, in ἣν July, 1964, advised as follows: 

Les lie} orris, General Secretary, Communist Party 
(CP)_of-—Ganada, remarked ‘in early July, 1964, that he had 
learned that at the last meeting of the Central Committee of 
the CP of India, a body consisting of approximately 100 members, 
30 of these individuals had taken a pro-Communis Party of 
China position. These 30 members, led by E. M, gl, Βα δανοοδιτάνεα, 
a leading member of a pe οὶ Σρθ18. CP of India, from the state! state’ of Kerala, ales nda 
walked out of thé meeting. Reportes ing, Reportedly these individuals will ς5--- 
not come back unless Amrit Shripat} ange, Chairman of the CP. 
of India, resigns his position an ra hers “in’ the leadership «| leadership « 
admit opportunistic tendencies. 

According to Morris, based on information he has 
received from John Gollan of the CP of Great Britain, the 
CP of India is definitely split. The most important industrial 
sections, for example the state of Kerala, side with the 
Chinese. There is a good chance of the pro-Chinese winning a 
majority and creating a pro~Chinese, anti-United States, and 
anti-Soviet Union party. 

This document contains neither recommendations nor 
conclusions of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. It is the 
property of the Federal Bureau of Investigation and is loaned 
to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed 
outside your agency, 



πὶ CLASS TPICAaATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM: μ 

: ἜΣ: C DECLASSTFICATEE 
SATE Qe=08-20 RL A . 
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FBI 

Date: 7/8/64 

Transmit the following in 
(Type in plain text or cade) 

REGISTERED MATL Vio______ ARTEL 

| 5 FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) (7 

( 

ον 

[ἢ Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are the original \ 
and three copies and for the New York Office one. copy of a 
letterhead memorandum captioned, "Communist Party of Japan." 

The information set forth in the enclosed Letter- 
head memorandum was furnished by CG 5824-S8* on 7/6/64 to-SAs 
WALTER Δ. BOYLE and RICHARD W. HANSEN, The information was 
developed during the course of conversations héld in Toronto, 
Ontario, with representatives of the CP of ‘Canada ; - name Ly, 
LESLIE MORRIS, General Secretary, and WILLIAM KASHTAN, 
Organizational Sécretary, on 7/2/64. KASHTAN, it is. to’ be 
noted, had returned to Canada during the latter part of “6/64 
following a visit to Prague, Czechoslovakia, and Méscow,;: USSR; 
where he had met with some leading representatives of the world 
communist ‘movement. 

The enclosed letterhead memorandum has been classi- 
fied "TOP SECRET" since the information set forth therein was 
received from a source furnishing information on the highest 
level concerning the international communist movement and 
because the disclosure of this information would jeopardize SO 
the continuing effectiveness of this source and endanger the 
national defense terest of the U.S. ase in joo -¢2.8 0%/-YORS 

For the additiohE > te of this source, this 
letterhead memorandum has been shown as haying been made, at 
Washington, D,C.o δ DE ae eee 

- Ch 
Bureau (Enc. 4) (RM) af ? Ss 

“New York (100; “iRasoeel. Gre) ΣΕ: JUL 13 196’ 
1-Chicago ὯΝ ὧν 

ἈΝΕ: ΜῊΝ 
» any AY: a 

capped? /7 ΐ h AWS i ; 

| 65 JUL 16 oF Adent in Charge 



File No. 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

Washington, D. C. 

July 8, 1964 

~FOP=SEERET 

COMMUNIST PARTY OF JAPAN 

A source, who has furnished reliable information 
in the past, in earZy July, 1964, advised as follows: 

William-Kashtan, Organizational, Secretary.,Communist 
Party (CP) _of Canada,. during the latter part of June, 1964, 
réturned to Canada after having traveled to Prague, Czecho- 
Slovakia and Moscow, USSR, where he had met with a number of 
‘Iéading personalities connected with the. world communist 
movement. During discussions with the individuals noted, 
Kashtan learned that the various Communist and Workers Parties 
throughout the world are being asked to encourage those leading 
personalities who were recently expelled from the CP of Japan. 
These expellees are now in the process of forming a new Marxist- 
Leninist Party, one that will be "anti-Peking, anti-nuclear 
war." The people working on the formation of this new party 
have considerable support in their fight against the present 
CP of Japan's current pro-nuclear -war, pro-CP of China policies. 

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions 
of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your 
agency; .it and its contents are not to be distributed outside 
your agency. 
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i - Mr, Shaw 

SaC, Chicago (134-46 Sub B) July 10, 1964 

Director, FBI (100-428091). 

ANTERWAL SECURITY = C 

Reurlet 6-10-64, 

Relet. on pare 21 states that the Bureau should 
increase by $15,631 its over-all total relating to funds 
received by the "Communist Party, USA (CPUSA), fron the 
Communist Party of the. Soviet Union (CPSU) and disbursed 
by the CPUSA, “7,2, 

7 297 ̓ The Bureau is in agreenent with your observations 
that the $15,631 should be added to tho funds constituting 
a direct Financial subsidy from the CPSU to. the CPUSA, 
However, in order to balance our tabulation, it will be 
necessary to account for the manner in which these funds 
were disbursed. 

As your office is aware, the Bureau maintains 2 
tabulation of 211. funds received through the Solo operation 
which constitute a financial subsidy fron the CPSU: to the 
‘CPUSA. This tabulation is made. fron the monthly letters 
submitted by Chicago and New York setting forth in detail 
veceipts and. disbursenents of these funds, 

T | Your office ΠΡ ΕΙΝΝΝ ΤΑ͂Ν “Ὡς ἐπ ANG {72 Les | vi 
detailed infornation relating to the disbursenent™o: ἔτ, 
$15,631. | me JUL LOTSA 

NOTE; We recently had Chicago and New York condtict“a — 
file review in order to obtain. an accurate up-to-date 
accounting of all funds transferred through the Solo apparatus 
by the Soviets which havé not previously been considered as 
constituting a direct fifiandial:subsidy from the CPSU to the 
CPUSA, .Chicago in relet: advised, that a total of $15,631 

᾿ς should be added to the funds éonstituting a direct financial 
> Subsidy from the CPBY, toa the . CPUSA, This sum was made up of 

, $13,731 received in July‘, 196( iPro the CPSU for William Z. 
Foster , deceased former Party Chairman, but never given to 
Foster; and $1,900 received from the Soviets from 1958 to 1963 

Holmes δὼ. δ ᾿ ᾿ ᾿ β 
con eee SULA 00 TELETYPE unit Ll 

NOTE, con 



i? ‘ " "ἃ - 

- + 

oes ᾿ : 

Letter to Chicago 
RE: SOLO: 
100-428091 

\ 

ows, comrTED 

to reimburse the CPUSA for outstanding fares and other 
expenses, submitted in the past by the CPUSA. In order: to 
add the $15,631 to our tabulation it will be necessary to 
ascertain. the manner in which this sum was disbursed. 
Chicago is being requested to furnish this informition. 

π 



OPTIONAL FORM ΝΟ, 19 $910~105~05 - oe ΜΝ 
MAY 1162 EDITION 
GSA GEN. REG. NO, 27 

UNITED. STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum 

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) DATE: 4/30/64 TO : 

"ὦ ἥ Ae CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) _ 

ὦ crs Gap) 
Ν Bae 343] 

a 
ReBuairtel dated April 17, 1964, and NYairtel dated 

April 23, 1964, - 

Set forth below is the verbatim text of the document 
referred to in the above communications which GUS HALL had 
provided to CG 5824-S* during early April, 1964, with instruc- 
tions "to see that it got to the right people." 

tly met 8 the name of 1] 
pent much o ife in Japan, as 

ernme th e 
was 

using the stage 
e is quite reluctant to talk 

about this stage in her life, but I believe she made 7 

(who is quite pretty). ring s time she was 
engaged to a fellow American. They were engaged for 
almost 2 years (I'm not sure of this though). The 
man, whose name she refuses to tell me, was or is an 
agent for the C.I.A. She wasgvorn to secrecy by this 
chap and will not mention his) name. 

"What makes this of any importance is the fact 
that this agent, who speaks fluent Japanese - and is 
posing as an American student - is suppo have 
completely infiltrated the C.P. of grant] 
Ce cead soporte that the head οὗ] ese C.Pyg {2967 f Yor: 

t could be other left parties, as is not tha hic 
aware politically, and could mistake the SP's or any~ __. ᾿ 
thing else left for C.P.) visited[ hon ee eee 
where she was living to deliver a marital gift. . 

(ὦ Thatithis agent is a good friend of the C.P. leadefs WL 14 i964 
\ and is himself a member or close to it. 

@}Bureau (Enc. 15 (RM) 
1-New York (100-13 4637) 
1-Chicago 

Nee Fi Ng) 
65 JUL 16 961 τ κει, 
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CG 134-46 Sub Β΄ 

"He was to have recently returned to Japan 
and is continuing his espionage wo Least = 
this: is. iia believes. When knew him, 
in his home he had many hiding places for various 
papers, -which shé knows. nothing. about. 

ἜΤ ΩΣ this chap a psychotic, ‘She. . 
has had su icient training & experiénce to. respect | 
her opinion." | 

According to CG 5824. 8., on April 29, 1964, hé had 
furnished a copy of the above-noted item to NY 694-S* on 
April 17, 1964, NY 694-S* was told-at that time that he 
should take this mnatter up with the Soviets. According to . 
CG 5824-S*, ‘he felt the CPSU would be pleased to, get this 
information; however, he did not know what action they would 
be able to take because the present CP of Japan leadership - 
is pro-Chinese, Thé CPSU, itself, may not be in any position 
to check into the information. 

a 

of Los Angeles since both of them were in New York City. in 
early April, 1964, to attend a meeting of the National Executive 
Committee of the ΟΡ, -USA, 



UNIFED-STATES GOVERNMENT ie 
Casper 

— MemoranduggutE IN ENVELOPE <5 
' Evans 

Gale 

TO Mr. W. C, Sullivan weg,” DATE: May 5, 1964 = 
᾿ " : Pater τ τ ΣΡ 

μΌΜ . | - . 1. Mr, Belmont Tele Rou Ι΄“ 

7 “ * My, Εΐ J. Baumgardner 1 = Mr. Conrad. Holmes ' 
\ _ : ee 1. - Mr. Sullivan τ΄ 

SUBJECT: “ ει Δ - Mr. Baumgard ῃΨ" 
JECT: ( “SOLO 1 - Mr. Shaw fmt 

ERNAL .SECURITY - COMMUNIST ΡΥ ΑἸ) ὍΝ 

U.S. Army pu 

oe a he er es =m oon απ γι πα κ - «τὰ τι πὶ ἀμ π κα τ᾽ πεν - 

| Ὁ > OPTIONAL FORM HO, 10 5910108 τι 
-.- MAT 1f42 ΤΌΠΟΝ - 
ne GEA GEM, RO, HO. 27 

You will recall that in early April, 1964, eu ‘Hall, General 
Secretary, Communist Party, USA (CPUSA)., gave CG. 5824- * a one~page, 
unsigned, handwritten document with the instruction that it. be trans~ 
mitted to the Soviets, The document contained information reportedly 
furnished by. one, described as having spent much of κ᾿ 

Ἐν her life in Japan, 

y was or is an agent of the Central TaTSTHGEnee avoney 
(CIA). The document: also. disclosed that[____]had indi¢ated™that-this 
alleged CIA agent had infiltrated the Communist Party (CP) af Japan 
and had recently returned to Japan to resume his. activities in behalf 
of the CIA, We. did not take any action to advise CIA Soncerning ithis 
matter since any inquiries made at this time could seriously jeopardize 
the security of our Solo informants, especially in view of. NY 694-St's 
current Solo mission. 

NY 694-S* took. the above-mentioned. document with him when 
he departed 4~19~64 for the Soviet Union and will turn. the document 
over tovthe Soviets as instructed by -Gus Hall,, ACG 5824=S* expressed 
the “opinion that the Soviets. will be ‘pleased get this information, g__. 
butdoes not ‘know what action the Soviets would be..able to take 
because :the current leadership of the. CP of Japan is pro-Chihese. 

ἂς There is attached a letter. from Chicago. in captioned matter 
dated 4230.64 ‘containing an enclosure consisting of a photographic 
copy of the above~mentioned document which Hall gave to CG. 5824-S*, 
Chicago's letter discloses’ that according to CG 5824-S*, this document 
must have originated on the West Coast and probably had. been given 
to Hall by either Albert Jason (Mick ) Lima, Chairman, Northern 
California District, CPUSA’, or Doro RED jealey, Chairman,. Southern 

t California District,. CPUSA,. Since bo! Ὁ, these Party functionaries 
were in New, York City in early April, 1964, to ὮΝ a.meeting of the oe ΠΩΣ ἡ Expquttvo Committee. «| [60 - 7 PELL AY OU] 
Enclosure 

." BE Tyag ay ΓῪ Ν᾿ Af Υἱ JUL 18 1964- 
100-4280 L bets eve ihe 4° τὰ Νὰ 

παδβιρναβζδ) - Gr ul 
a mh we ἀν ‘ 

© JUL 16 1964 



ee τα ταν πὶ 

Memorandum to Mr. W. C, Sullivan 
RE: SOLO 
100-428091 

It is deémed desirable to ascertain whether Lima or Healey 
prepared the above-mentioned document in order that consideration 
can be given to pursuing the investigation of this matter following 
the return of NY 694-S* from his current. mission, Lima and Healey 
are top functionaries of the CPUSA and specimens of, their handwriting 
are on file at the Bureau. A specimen of Lima's handwriting is 
located in serial 48 of 61-7508, and a specimen of Healey's handwriting 
is located in serial 37 of 100-18459, ‘ 

ACTION: 

_ That the Document Section of the Laboratory conduct a 
handwriting examination for the purpose of determining whether the 
attached document was written by either Lima or Healey, 

AM, 



εν: one 

Mohr .— 
Caspet Memorandum = 
DeLoach : Ἷ 
Evons [ 

το : Mr. Conraa|*, DATE: May 21, 1964 Roses PG 
Sulltven . 
Tavel 
Trotter 

FROM : ἢ, D, Griffith LE : Tole. Roos 
Gandy 

(\Csupyecr: Goro 

INTERNAL SECURITY - Low 

COMMUNIST oe 

The evidence described below was received in the 
FBI Laboratory on May 6, 1964, with memorandum from 
Mr. F. J. Baumgardner to Mr. W. C. Sullivan dated May 5, 1964, 
for examination. 

Qcl3 Photocopy of document containing handwritten message 
beginning "Have recently..." and ending ",.,respect 
her opinion," 

The known specimens of Lima and Healey available in the 
Bureau files referred to are inadequate for comparison with specimen 
Qcl3. However, for possible investigative assistance, differences 
were noted between the questioned handwriting on Qcl3 and the hand- 
writing specimens of Lima and Healey on file. 

Specimen Qcl3 is attached. 

‘RECOMMENDATION: That this memorandum be routed to Domestic 

Intelligence Division for information, 

Β 
Enciosu qos 

i ce 
L00~428091 

lL ~ Mr. Belmont 

1... Mr, Sullivan 

af 
4 

δ JUL 20 1964 

ry uh. ἐξ 

fp OPTIONAL 08 WO. 10 ζο Cc) ἊΣ a 

a” olson a : 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT elmont WA 

ar 



. NO LAB FILE 
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

RECORDED | UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

$/11/64 emh Laboratory Work Sheet 

ou | CS INGER O“ INTERNAL SECURITY - COMMUNIST NST cde 

Ya ba here, eden, Lab 
ΖΦ Ht, —_— ΝΕ 

Examination requested. by: Chicago (134-46 Sub B) let 4/30/64 

Examination requested: Document . Date received: 

Result of Examination: 

ww Ae ane crag 

σον 2. aq lain, hfe moe τὰ pelltzen ζῶ 9 hos 

᾿ apa Ay = fi. 
4 4 / 

handwritten 

Qc13 Photocopy’ of document. containing/message beginning "Have recently..." 

and ending ' ',. respect her opinion." 

{mens submitted for-examination: Copal 
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TO 

Ca C. F. Downing 

an ΤΑ͂Ν 

᾿ ἫΝ 
᾿ ws For information. 

γὼ Enclosure vI ΤᾺ 

\ 

εξ OPTIONAL FORM NO, 10 , 3010-108 
MAY 1462 20ITION ΗΝ 
GSA GEM, £20, HO, 27) 4 Tolson - 

: UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT nee 
Casper 

Memorandum ROUTE IN ENVELOPY se 
DeLoach . 
EV ONS μετττεττισστα. 
Gale - Με. Conrad ke pare uly 9, 1964 4 ¢ ce 
VC] ..ὕ.....β....-.ὄ... 

Trotter -,......... 

Tele. Room 
Holmes 

Gand 

Ζ A! 
he 

INTERNAL SECURITY - C (> 

Captioned case involves the Bureau's highly valuable confidential 
informant NY 694-S* who has been receiving communications transmitted to 
him by radio. 

On 7/9/64, a transmission-was heard by Bureau's radio station at 
Midland at scheduled time and frequency at which time a message, NR 276 
GR 35, was sent. 

is attached. 

NR 276 GR 35 = 
YOUR NEW FRIEND N. IS OK, HE WILL BE GIVEN MESSAGE FOR BIRCH 
(Gus Hall) ON TUESDAY, JULY 14 AT 2.P.M. PLEASE BURN IT AFTER 
READING, 

N. apparently refers to Isadore Gibby Needleman, an attorney who 
Operates for the Communist Party and who has been established as a second 
channel for the passage of documents, | 
ACTION: 

ΒΕῦ- 24 

(00 F2804/— You)» 
1 - Mr. Belmont ni 14 1964 - Mr. Belmon πος 
1. - Mr. Conrad δε 
4-Mr. Sullivan (Attention: Mr, J, Ay Sizoo, Mr. W. αν, Shaw) 
i. ‘Mr. Downing “* 
i - Mr. Newpher 
1 = Mr. Paddock a a : 

be ast μῆναν 

\howpes :blh 
@) Qe pot 

Ye 

65 JUL 16 Yee : 



ΝΕ 216 GR.35. - 

35842 
TTD 
12419 
52914 
35937 
64282 
97208 

21441 
35170 
25689 
94137 
73693 
17793. 
20009 

KNCLOSURE 
(od-Y¥2909/- 4 043 

18527 
65589 
86907 
96114 
89236 
58719 
50113 

39384 
79021 
62572 
43857 
09315 
57408 
T1755 
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‘ hy ; ᾿ ᾿ - 

1 - itr, Wannail 

ROUTE LY ENVELOPE ETHER 

(38) 1200-42809, 

Dates duly 9, 1964 ' BY LYAISOT . 

To: “τς Chariés 8. Clements | 
Director ον μᾺ. 

_ Investigations Division 
Office of Export Control — (AY. 
Bureau of Intoxnational Corzdree γ 
Pepartnent of Comierce: . 

᾿ From John, Edgar Hoover. Director 

Subject :. Ecojoure MATTERS < CUBA 
INTERHAL SECURITY ~ CUBA 

My letter to you. dated July 3, 1964, contained’ 
infornation éorncerning thé plaps of Cuban Premier Fidel 
Castro to cirounvont the United States law prohibiting = —_ | 
the sending of ‘parcols fron the United States to Cuba.. 

. Your nmemexanduri of. duly 7, 2964, requested that wm 
. dissemination of the information contained in my lettor 
be expanded td include- tha. United States Department of , 
State and the United States Post Office Dopartroent.. ~ 

By separate lotten datéd. July 2, 1964, Seerotiry 
of State. Dean Rusk was furnished, the data contained in By 
yxeforoncéed lotter. ae . 

Pursuant to. your roquest j the. ingérnatien. contained 
in ny letter to’ you dated July 2; 1964, was furnishod:to ‘the 

_ Shiof Postal Tnspector » Post Offices Departnont,  byehettar 
dated July 9; 1964, EXI14 ὁ RG & δ’ 280% 

No objection ws dnterposod to your aiseusen fF 
data contained in py ced Jotter with tho Department. 
oF State and the Post éehDepartront provided the 

ett Classification Of this information is maint: ined. 

ΚΦ “PAGE TWO 
! 4 * 8 Tah eH δ 

ΜΝ 5 ee ΙΝ ΤΩΝ 
MAIL ROOM’ Cs TELETYPE UNIT. ΓΞ τι 

ἘΝ woe - ol . ἢ δ 



Mr, Charles B. Clements 

_ NOTE: 

Commerce's letter requests that dissemination of 
information to it under the date of 7-264 be expanded. to. 
‘include. the State and Post Office Departments. Commerce 

μ points out that it will be necessary for the: Post Office 
᾿ Department to undertake a survey to ‘determine the incidence 

“of mail shipments of the type in question and that the 
‘possibility of revoking all ‘general license girt Shipments 
to Cuba is a policy matter which will have to ‘be taken. up 
-with the Department of State. 

. Classified “aby ὃ Ἐπ beéausé incoming’ is so 
; classified and outgoin y neces refers to ‘incoming. 

7 τι Also. bécause outgoing refers ‘to information supplied by’ 
NY, 694=S% and the unauthorizéd disclosure of this infor=- 

- mation ‘could result ‘in. exceptionally grave damage to the. - 
. Nation. ‘ 
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AIRTEL REGISTERED MAIL ! 
(Priority) Ἴ 

WT tenn nnn nnn nnn ne nnn ET | 
TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) ) ! 

FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) DVS | | 
ἢ , 

15.- - 

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are three copie 
and for New York one copy of an informant's statement captioned 
"Results of Discussions with Representatives of the Communist 
Party of Canada, Toronto, Canada, July 1-2, 1964," 

The information set forth in the enclosed .informant's 
statement was furnished by CG 5824-8*, who has furnished* 
reliable information in the past, on 7/6/64 to SAS WALTER A. 
BOYLE and RICHARD W. HANSEN, ΙΝ ‘eo 55 

“-- 

For the information of the Bureau, pertinent portions 
of the information which has been set forth in thé‘enclosed 
informant's statement will be paraphrased and incorporated in 
letterhead memoranda for dissemination by the Bureau to 
interested governmental agencies under a "295» ΞΕ 57 classifi- 
cation. 

For the Bureau's additional information, CG 5824-S* 
advised on 7/6/64 that during the period he was in Canada and 
particularly while in Toronto, he noted nothing and found no . 
indication whatsoever wh sed him to suspect that his bID 
eet Os Getne tart or any other government agency, 
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RESULTS ΟΣ pIECUSSIONS WITH REPRESENTATIVES OF om 
ἜΡΙΣ PARTY OF CANADA, TORONTO, CANADA, JULY 
=2, 1964 ᾿ ΕΝ 

During tho 8... of. July 1, 1984, . KORRIS. CHILDS and: 
“pis wife EVA ontered Canada by personally owned automobile ~~ 
at Windsor, Ontario, and then drove directly to foronto,  - 
Ontario. The purpose for this trip being made was to attonmpt | 
to. make contact with several indfviduals in the leade hip. 7 
of the Communist Party..(cP)=< anada,.mamely, LE FORRIS, | 

- General Beorctary ᾿ ang WILLY SHTAN ; Organizational ecra~ 
tary. Sah inh aan emia tare τυ. 

ΗΝ mee 

When the CHILDS' arrived in Toronto - during the Ὁ 
afternoon of July 1, 1964, they drove directly to the King _ 
Edward Sheraton Totel. where thoy Parked their autonobile and | 
registered in as guests, . . 

* Ags KORRIS: CHILDS. had reviewed the current issue οὔ. 
“the “Canadian. Tribune ,'* the CP of Canada paper, ‘prior to his 
arrival, in Toronto, ho was aWare that the CP of Canada had. 
a picnic’ scheduled for July 1, 1964, in Toronto and that anong. 
guests to be present: was KASHTAN. Therefore, aiter his, arrival, 
he mado no effort. te contact this individual. Instead, CHILDS. 

- went to a pay telephone and pldced a call to the KORRIS residence. 
. When the pkone was answered: by a woman whom CHILDS recognized 
as being SONYA MORRIS, LESLIE KORRIS' wife, he immcdiately 
apologized for having dinled a wrong nimber and bubg up. Being” 
now awaré that soncone wags present at the MORRIS residence,  ΄. 
CHILDS and his wife EVA then proceeded on foot to 166 Carlton 
.Btrest, Toronto, which is located, approximately two Hiles from 

ς΄ the hotel, arriving there aftor darkness. Upon their arrival, ̓ 
- they rang the bell to tha KORRIS apartnont, 1002, and wera 
immediately admitted to thé. building. SONYA MORRIS was found | 
hone and inmediatdly escorted the CHILDS" to see her husband - 
LESLIE. who was 111 atthe time and in bed. At this «ine SONYA 
noted that she had not recognized CHILDS’ voice at the tine 
he had made the earlier telephone 681}. . 

Upon. seoing.KORRIS, CHILDS immediately. apologized 
to hin on bohalf of the CP, USA for tho latter Party not- being © 

- able to send a delegate te the recent. CP. of Canada Plonun. - 
- lle told MORRIS that at the tine tho invitation was received 

_ concerning sich a delegate, GUS HALL was at Rochoster, 
- Minnesota, undergoing a physical examination and that by the 

- time he got back to New York City, it was too late to suggest, 
or send a representative to Toronto; However, HALL felt. it 

en [66 42809) — ΓΝ 
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desirable for cuts to make the trip now to check up on the - 
results of the Plenum and in addition to determiné from . 
KASHTAN whether he had any recent information on the intor- 
national situation since that individual had just returned 
from abroad, In addition, CHILDS told KORRIS that another . - 
reason for this contact was that ho wanted to take up the 
‘proposition of the joint school that was being considered ae 
by both Parties. -KORRI9 indicated he was very happy to sae - 
CHILDS and his wife-and was interestéd in holding discussions © 
With him; however, he was of the opinion that KASHTAN should 
be present. since that individual specifically had the first- 
hand information on thé international situation. Πα; thorofore, 
Buggested that they, he, KASHTAN, and CHILDS, got together . 
on the following day. CHILDS then wrote down for KORRIS' 
bonefit the nane of his hotel, thé room number, and the tine 
of 10:80 a.m, as thé suggested placo and tine for a possible. 
nodting οὐ July 2, 1964. He. indicated emphatically that - 
KORRIS not make any telephone contacts with KASNTAN concerning 
‘hig: prosence in Torduto and that he utilize a nessenger to _ 
complete arrangements for-KASHTAN to bo prosent at. such 2 
BE 3. duly 2, “1904, Konnis agreed to this euggeation 

of Co 

aithough-the CHILDS! ronaitiod at the yours apartmont: 
Ὁ uated approxinatdly. nidnig¢ht, most of the ronaining conversations 
wore purely social: The only pertinont Party information pascod 
on at this tine to HORRIS was that HALL’s recent physical, check~ 
up. had found that individual to bo in good condition. In ~.. 
addition, CHILDS. spent sometime briefing KORRES generally on 
the. significance of the vecont anti-cCarran. Act. decisions | 

_ by the Ὁ. 8. Supremd Court: as. thoy related to tho Party's- 
rogistration and to restrictions om pacsports to Party - nenbers. 

At approximately midnight the. CHILDS' dopartea from 
the KORRIS residence and. returned by foot to the Ring fdward ~ 

_ Bheraton Hotel. 

Tho following: norning at approxinatoly 10: 30° ἃ. oe 
both KASETAN and LO2RI8 arrived at CHILDS" hotel room. Thoy - 
‘noted that they ware cértain that thoy had not been followed 
and. had used discreet moans in arriving at this location. — 

¥arlier curing ἔλθ. διαὶ, at her husband's request, . 
“EVA CHILDS had left the hotel to sightsee ἀπ Torénto in order -. 
that private discussions could be carried out botweon the - 
individuals involved. At this tino tho following wis learned: 

oh 



; According. to KASUTAN, ̓ his original trip to Prague, 
Czechoslovakia, had been for the sole purpose of attending a — 
deminar at ‘the "World Marxist Review" headquarters.. He noted 
that in connection with the seminar, hé was preparing a 
synopsis relating to the discussions and a copy thdreof- would 
be furnished to the CP,-USA. Te noted that whon he was pre~.  ~. 
paring to. ‘depart Prague, that he had talked to various peopic — 
and decided that porhaps it would bo advisable to so to Moscow 
in order to secure tho latest information regarding the inter+ 

national situation, curront relations hetween the Communist 
Party of the Soviet Union (CPEU) and the Comzunist Party of 

. China (CPC), and any information conceriiing the possibility. — 
of holding a& conforerice. of Consunist, and Workers Parties, © 

. .KASHTAN then noted that whom. he: arrived in. Moscow, 
ποιά ῬΟΝΟΜΆΒΕΥ , ἃ nenber of thé Secretariat and Head of the 
intoxnational Dopartnent, Central Comaittea, CPSU, was traveling 
and V. KORIANOV, his First Deputy, was acting in his placo. Ita. 
mada arrangoments and did sée KORIANOY. “le also saw (first - 
name unknown) GREGORY -who heads. up the British Comzionwealth | 
Section of the, International Department. In ‘his digcussions Ἡ 
with the Russians, they told him that they do want 2 conference - 
of world Parties but that such a conferdnce would not be” called © 
under ἃ banner of anti-Chinese or under tho negative slogan . 
of 2 position against. the CPC, The purpose of such 4 conforonce 
would ba, according to KONIZAKOY, +6 analyzo world ovonts and 
outline sore gonoral ‘gins of the world communist. tovetont. 
Undor no. circumstaiices would such a confererice be chiefly 
preoccupicd in conderning the CPC 48 a. nogative νὰν. He dtated 
thet in a positive way: 1) they agree on the need. for 2 conferericd 

. and ἐξ will be-called., In calling such a conference, the CPC - 
_ will be invited, If thoy do not come, 1¢ will be anothor story. 
2) The agenda for this. confersnea will. bo worked. out dan-advanca, 
When drawing up détumorits for the conferénce, thoy wt1l under 
no circumstances. writo in an oxdlugion of China from. tho world 
comminint novyenont ox the world sactalist systen. Tho Russians 
aléo advisdd KASHTAH that they havo initiated somo “new bilateral. 
talks with the Chinese. They say this is not contradictory ὃ to 
calling ἃ world conference. They. fool that by holding such — 
bilateral talks, fewor Parties can say, "You have. this ail. 
arranged. in advanca. You want to get to the Chinese to boelittlo 
then and ruin their dignity." Howovor, the Russians are aware 
that such ‘bilateral taiks will result in nothing. - 

KASHTAN then noted that ho had boon informed that ~ 
before the end of thé present. year. an oditorial commission will 
bs sot up for such a-conferénce and will bo conposed: of repre= ~ 
sontatives of various Parties wid will work on a draft cocunent . 



and agenda, According to KASHTAN, fron infornation he had 
heard,: the CPSU already has a group working on such a draft 
Cocunont. _ 

KASHTAN noted that. the. ‘Russians had raquested ‘the 
Canidian Party ahd had indicated that they wanted every Party 
to answer then in regard to what the other CPs think are tho 
current, theoretical and practical problems that would need. 
to bé discussed at such a conference, The various Parties, 
according to the Russians, should pose problems which the! 
think need theoretical discussion. Some of the theoretical 
and practical problens felt worthy ΟΣ discussion and proposed 
by the Nussians were tha following: 

-a) Can there be an adyance to socialion. without ἃ " 
proletariat, if so how? What has happened in Africa and what : 
is happening in Africa? Were is an exariple of where this is 
mo proletariat, such as Marx, Engels, and Lenin described. In 
fact, they ‘have no yorking class or anddle class. 

b) What should he the attitude ¢ of the communists 
toward One Arab State? 

¢) The problen of the Hurdpean working class, ‘tho 
Connon Market, and the strengthoning of the unity of the working 
clags. Can it be done separately and apart in each stated in 
face of the Common Market? AS part, of this problon, what is the 
future role of the World Federation of Trade Unions? Aldo, as 
a part of this. question, the Russians feel that the question should 
Ὁ considorad as to whether there are contradictions between 

the trade unions of the USA and some Buropean trade unions. Some 
of these contradictions are now obvious, particularly.in Africa, 
not only as between country and country but between trade unions 
and trade unions. 

@) A review of HAO Tse~tung philogophical theories. 
Nhat he has been preaching all these years, is it in keeping. 
else Harzist-Leninist. philosophy-<the phiijosophy of. the working 
clans? - 

8) A discussion of inner-Soviet Life. as well as ἃ 
discussion of the innor-life of other socialist countries. 
Eow docs the socialist state work? What is social democracy? 

In this connection, ‘KASHTAN said -he was told that 
in the future the Russians wero going to permit and encourage 
opposition candidates even if on the sare slate. The Russians 
as. weil as other communists from acress the ΟΡ. with whom he 
cane An contact in Prague told KASHTAN that they ridicuicd the 

a  Ν 



outcone of tho. recort Czech elections, In thoso elections . 
the Czechs said their slate received 94%. of the vote. Kost 
of the conminists from the Western countries said that this | 

. Was ridiculous, you have one slato even if you have a 
coalition of parties, KASITAN also said that οἴμοι" socialist 
countries as well as the Soviet Union would be discussed: and- 
the mattor of how to do away with the artificial things in 
these countries that cause skepticism in Western countries 
should be brought up. 

- £) μα need for the communists to understand the 
workings of social denccracy in capitalist countries. KASUTAH 
noted that this had also been a subject of discussion at tho 
"World Marxist Review" symposium. In conection with social — 
democracy, thé commmists have. nover batisfactorily explained 
to the working class why thoy put social democracy in the Sano 
category ag fascists, whorein they 6811 social democrats social 
fascists. In this way, they lost sight of the differences 

‘between socdal Wenocracy and a fascist dictator. In conndction 
with this problem, the question is baing posed in a number of 
inportant Parties as to whether the Seventh Congress of the 
Cornmunist. International; which dealt with the united front. - 
against war and fascisn, had probably not been held tyo to throo 
years ldto. Even the Seventh Congress' document did not give 
a clear attitudd on social democracy, hat about the attitude 
towards bocial demociacy and the concepts the comminists had 
under Stalin, that. is, that of one Party, a monolithic. party, _ 
which could lead a country to socialism? This concopt oxcluded 
social democracy. This leads to another question, in this case 
then wasn't Lenin wrong? The apology given for Lonin was that _ 
tho world situation was different when Lonin put forth his theorics. 
at the beginning of the Soviet revolution. Yhen the Western _ 
European révolutions wore dofdated, Llonin at that tine was no 
‘donger the sane force, ho was becoming 121 and Stalin wan doning 
%0O power. - Stalin continued this theory born in a different — 

’ 

revolutionary period. 

problems were already hoing discussed within the ΟΡ, The CPSU 
is boginning to rdaico come of these theoretical quostions in- 
thoar writings which aro contained in sono of tha innor-Party 
thcorotical journals, It was KASITANts opinion, based on convdr~ 
Gations hold in Prague a8 woll as in Koscow, that ths world 6 
conferonce would not bo hold Jater than the firat part of noxt - 
yoirs however, tho editorial comuicoion would meot sondtinoe this 

KASHTAN thon ronarked that somd of the above theoretical 

fall. 
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-  KASHTAN furthe: advised that the Chinesé presontly — 
. ᾿ς have ἃ σομρξόχδηδθ in the works scheduled for North Korea 

- which -is to be held yery soon at which they are going to 
= discuss the international situation and the. world ‘conmiinist: 
τ mnovenent, They. are also. going to discuss the setting up of 
οὖν an economic blec to offset Comecon., They will try to do in 
-. . Asia whet: the Russlans did in Europe based on ‘political. and 

economic agreements, 

KASHTAN then noted that this year is the 100th 
Anniversary of the First International and in this connection 
there will bo a celebration héld in Edst Berlin during the _ 
poriod September: 24-28, 1964, hile originally it was planned 
to hold a part of this affair in London, plans were changed ᾿ 

τ so that it.-is now. schéduled for Bast Berlin. Thoy will start 
~ out with a big public meoting which will be followed by "" 

- seientifie sessions which will discuss the 100th Anniversary 
ef the international movement anid changes in the working ΄. 
class in the presont century. ‘The CP of Canada plans to send 

οτος TIN BUCK and ALFRED. DEWHURST as their representatives τὸ this 
Le selebration.. The CP, USA has: been also asked to. send’ Bone 
— delegates. _ 

πο ττὸ ᾿ In elation to ents τρ!συαξέου of the 100th Ὁ 
Fee 

matter ᾿ Ν 
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KASHTAN noted that he learned ‘that “ει was the: opinion 
= + gf the. CPSU. as well as. other Parties that there are many con - 

| tradictions: among the Asians and Asian countries and therefore 
| “=.= τ τ the CPC will be unable to hold these Parties and countriés 

together in. one monolithic bloc. Those.contratictions will show 
τ theriselves in relationships, country ἢ to country, other countries 

oe to China, and CP to cP. - 

| τ ΧΑΒΗΤΆΝ noted that all Partied aro now onco again) ‘boing - 
roduested to encourage those who have recently been expelled 

_ from the CP of Japan. These expelicsd people from tha CP of Japan 
are now in the process of attempting to form a new Party, one s 
that will bo anti-Poking and anti-nucléar war. The people who - ᾿ 
are forming this new Party have considerable support against . 

: the existing ΟΡ of Japan's. pro-war and pro-Peking policies. 

Zn connection with. Now Zealand, KASHTAN noted that. 
it appears that everything is not so rosy in the Party thore. 
‘Reportedly, 40% of the current membership of that Party is 

. τ ᾿ ΝΕ ᾿ 
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presently in opposition to their pro-Chinese line. VICTOR 
WELCOX, General Secretary of the New Zealand CP, cannot expol 
these people from the Party and their numbor is growing. ‘86, 
there is still a good possibility of a swing from within 
which will take the Party away from Poking, but if this deos. 
mot happen, there is still the prospect of a healthy split. 

According to both KORRIS and KASETAN, the CP of 
Canada is propesing somo roundtable discutsions botweon 
various CPs of capitalist countries. The Parties which would 
be included in these discussions would bo those having sinilar 
Problons and would include such Parties as those of Great 
Britain, Australin, Lolland, Belgium, U.8., otc. It was 
Planned that this would be a "freewheeling" type of a conferonce 
with no official docunonts or resolutions to bo drawn up. The 
Scandinavian CPs also. pian to hold such a conference in Octobor, 
®here is also a similar conference being planned by all Cea - 
of tha Middle Zast bocaure here agdin their problems aro tho 
Gane or sinilar, 

οὖ KASHTAN noted that tho CPST had beon made aware of 
the plans of such ἃ conference and agreed that such a conforénce 
idea was good. - 

_. KASHTAN then went on to stato that he had learned 
“that there was a sort of a noutral fooling that is starting 
to sproad in some of the Partios of the Scandinavian countrics, 
that is; in, Norway, Sweden, and Donmark, as well as: in tho 
Parties of Eolland and Bolgium. Tore, sonepcople are saying 
32οὐ the Nussgians and tho Chinese solve their own problems. We 
will hold off in ondorsing one or the othor view. Howover, - 
the tendency of those Parties is to genorally endorse the. 
Mucpian viow. | 

On ‘tho question of rolation of forces, KASLTAN 
wonarked that 62 Commmnist and Workors Parties havé now spoken 
up, In addition, there aro ten or twelve other political groups 
which have spoken up but those hava not besn included because 

_#Zom the point of viow of somo Parties, including the CPST, these 
_GYoups wero not CPs. in the true Marxist sense. Host of these 
wero political parties in countries whore there was no roal 
proletariat, likd in the undeveloped countries of Africa, Host 
of the 62 Parties who have spoken up support the CPSU to. sozie 
dogreo, The only countries supporting China are in Asia, - 
particularly Southeast. Asia. 

KASETAN noted that the Italian and Rumanian CPs are 
in a soparate neutral position and want a situation that. will 
enable them to "publicly ansert indopondence of Hoscow.." They 

-~— ἢ -_ - 
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View things in regard to tho international situation now as a 
Btruggle between the CPSY and the CPC, - Theix official attitude. - 
on a world conference of Communist arid Workers Parties is that 
they think it woltld.bave ἃ négative effect if held because they 
SCc no possibility of coavincing the CPC to attend and join 
in. This is why they favor postponing or not holding a conference 
δὲ all, Howeyor,; Δ} the majority of tho Communist and Workers 
Parties who signed the Moscow Declaration and the Moscow Statenon 
Want or agree of the holding of such a conference, both the 
Italian and Numanian. Parties will go along. 

| - I xregard to Rumania; the CPSU and other Parties ; 
Characterize their so~-calléd connunism of socialism as national 
Communism, KASHTAN renarked that the Soviet comrades were sharp. 
in their discussions on Rumania as were discussions held with 
the Czéchs in Prague. They speak of the Rumanians as falling 
into imperialist hands in asking to join the Common Warket. The 

sians fecl that tho Rumanians have undermined the chanco of 
now and broader trade relations with the capitalist world. ᾿ 

| At. the “World Marxist Review" symposium, KASHTAN notéd 
that tho French and Italian Parties are still in a bitter fight. 
The. French still do not want to clarify their attitude on social. 
‘Genmocracy. The Soviet position on this matter was presented: by. 
A. SOZOLYEV, Executive Editor, "World Marxist Review," who parti- 
CGipatod in- this ‘symposium. Ie was yery sharp on the need to sea 
Ghings ina new way. Ho said sécial democracy and social. 

. Gonocratic parties must be allies in order to build socialisn. 

" 

‘Sho main eneny is not social deésocracy but the imperialists, 
He was of thé opinion that a public statement might be necessary 
to repudiate sone of our cariler theories. In the symposium 
thore woré, also. big. debates on tho question of the Catholics.- 
Here also the Italian and the French Partios were in bitter fight. 
Gus Hall's article and position on this subject was well accepted. 
“he French appeay¥ to: bo, bonding somewhat on their attitude. 
‘Yogarding the Catholics. | 

At the symposium, according to KASUTAN, thoré“was a big 
discussion dealing with the dictatorship of the proletariat and — 
what 1% was in essence. The French were dogmatic on this, aimost 
a5 much so ag the Chinese although they did admit that-the 
Chinése do not have a dictatorship of the proletariat and that 

_. the nost that, can be. said of them is that they have a dictator- 
Ship of working people, There was not enough discussion. dn 
parlianentarianicm, the use of parliamentary means, and the | 
dictatorship of the proletariat in casdencé according to KASETAN 
at the symposiun.. - ᾿ ᾿ 

-“Δοοοχάληρ to LOBRIS, the last plenum of the CP of 
Canada, hold in late Juno; 1994, did not adopt any resolutions, 

τω Bw 



Actually, what they did was to pose ῬΣΟΌΣΘΙΗΒ and the need to 
review certain attitudes of the past. There was an open ; 
debate, opening up evory possible problem for consideration 
without answers. They were even critical at the plenum of 
running come Party candidates in the last election which was. 
argued may have contributed in sone cases. to the winning of 
political positions by the bourgeois candidates rather than 
by tho socialist democratic party. In essence, there had 
beon no real plenum but there had been a, freewheeling dis- 
cussion. Ho: indicated the CP, USA may receive the essence 
of their plenum notes. These notes were not réady since no 
one had dolivered any written reports. . 

KORRIS further advised that they have abolished . 
the Young Communist Léagué and in its place want to bulid 
a broad organization of youth. They have formed Party youth 
clubs of young comminists to work among the youth. They ~ 
also intend, as opportunities presont, to bring these youth 
into Party leadership. ' io 

According to KORRIS, in the vory near future, may 
be within a week, the pro-Chinese in Canada may announce 
their own Party organization in the country. Here, MOMRIS 
jokingly. remarked that for oncothe CP of Canada was .ahead 

᾿ 

of tho Anerican Party. 

- - MORRIS then went into the proposition rolating to 
the possibility of a joint school boing held by tho CP of 
Canada and tho CP, USA. Wo said they wora convinced that 
they. cannot got away fron tho charge of boing labeled foreign |. 
agents as long as they continue to send their people to. the 
Soviot Union for training. In addition, he noted that they 
have come to the conclusion that the curriculum of training 
that thoir people get in tho Soviot Union 15 not in keeping 
with the necds. of the Canadian Party. é said that when these 
people come back from the schools they have attended they have 
recoived a dogmatic education in Marxism which is divorced - 
from datly problems in the country and fron mass work. Therefore, 
they have now come to the conclusion that it would be best to 
havd their own school. It was felt that such a school would 
Jast’porhaps from three to six months and that to begin with 

~ they would porhaps schadule a school three months in iongth. 
They have nade this proposal to the CPSU and informed them that 
to run. such a school it would have to oxpend no lots than 
$30,000. ‘Tho CPSU did-not raise any objection to the idea con- 
corning the school; however, thoy did wonder if it. would pay 
for the Canadian Party to run this school by thomsolves and 
inquired as to whether the Amorican Party night have neod Lor 
Such oducational facilities, Thoy suggested therefore that 
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this. propdsition boa talked over with tha American Party to 
Seo ΔῈ an agreenent could bé reached as to the number of 
Students and-the cost involved. 

; KORRIS noted that initially they figured they could 
Start a school with twenty students equally divided between 
the two Parties. As far as the instructors are concerned, he 
notod that no List had yot, beon. made up and that the American - 
Party could provide any instructors they desired. The person. - 

᾿ thoy presontly have in mind to, head up such a school is ΚΌΠΗΛΗ Ὁ 
fri ἢ JeRaED 4 aoe 

on 

who ig currently the CP of Canada representative to the 
Morid Harzist Roviow.” They would like to gat this matter 
regarding. the school moving and this is why they would like 
40 answer fron, the Anorican Party as soon as possible. 

At this point, CHILDS yvomarked that. GUS HALL had 
Wanted more information on instructors, οἷσι, and up to this 
point had no real objection to thé suggestions submitted. 
in EORRIS' written proposal regarding this school. Ho inforried 
both HOQRIS and KASHTAN that discussions regarding the school 
Would have to bo taken up with GUS HALL as woll as with tho 
head of the educational dopartrient, HYMAN LUMER, and their 
Opinions given considcration. 

ο KASHTAN then sioted that when hoe returned fron Prague 
" he brought back some monoy for TENRY WINSTON and. had sent hin 

& money order for 3382.00. This represented-royalties from the 
“World Marxist Royidw." So far, he has received no word whether 

- this money: had been, recoived and is-anxious to know. He algo 
brought back $32.00 for another person here, name not mentioned, 

_ Who had written articles for the "World Marxist Review." Me has 
not heard from this party either. 

At this point, LORRIS. showed a recent copy of "The 
Worker," a late June, 1964, issue, which carried a picture 
depicting a group of marching Cubans. LORRIS abjected to the 
caption over this picturé and said that he felt the caption 
was holping the Chineso, The caption was-to the effect, "We 
are not afraid of war." We indicated he was at a loss to undex~ 
stand why the CP, USA paper has to run captions like this. 

XORRIS also advised that he plans te take a trip to the 
Soviet. Union in Gctobox, He will dopart by ship ard land at 
Sone Greek Meditorranean port whore he will neet ἃ Soviet tourist 
hoat. He already has reservations for this, After joining this 
-tourist boat, they will havo stops in the Aegean areca, Lulgaria, 
and finally arriyo in the Soviet, Union at Odessa, 

Sonn sae sentauot tat econ aS MERLE ὡς ed in Canada, indicating within las WoW ᾿ ᾿ 

τος ΣΟΝΝΜᾺ τὸ noted that this had affected security up there. 

~ 10 - -ς- 
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_— in vegard to India, KORRIS stated he had learned 
that at the last meeting of the Céntral Committee of the 
CP of India some thirty-mombers. out of an approximate 
menbership of 100 ‘for that. body had sided with the Chinese. 
These thirty individuals, led by E, H. 8, NAHEOODIRIPAD, 
who heads tho Party in tho. Kerala State of India, walked. - 

out, According to JOUN GOLLAN. of the CP of Groat Britain, 
they clain they will not come back unless AURIT SHRIPAT 
DANGE, General ‘Secretary, resigns and the current leadership _ 
adnits. their opportunistic tendencies. The indian Party is 
definitely split. The nost important industrial section, 

- Kerala, sides with the pro-Chinese and the Chinese lave a good 

ἃ pro-Chinese, anti-U.8,, anti-Soviet Union Party. 

KASHTAN ‘then mentioned that he had. recently received 
a lottor from PHIL FRANKFELD in New York requesting that he _ 
“hold up the supply of_"The Morthly Pulletin,'* the supplement . 
to tho "World Harxist Review" for which arranrenents. had beocn 
mado Oarlicr to send down from Canada to the American Party. 
Tho. CP of Canada wondews about this and. the reason fox such 
instructions, _ - ᾿ τιν 

chance of winning a majority in the CP of India and creating 

. " ΟΑΒΗΤΑΝ thon advised. that. the proyious arrangeménts | _ 
Which had beon mado with CHILDS to utilize Dr. HILKA KORMAVIRTA 

' in Tovonto-in setting up riectings had to ‘bo modified slightly. 
- He. noted that this person had how moved and lived at 86 Bloor 
Street, West, ‘Toronto. -Ske can still bo contacted.and can make 
confidential arrangenonts for meatings between CHILDS and either - 

~RASHTAN. ὃν KORRIS: when desired. ce ΞΕ ᾿ ἣν ' 
- , ἢ ~ ων v - 4 . i ᾿ ᾿ -- " 

NORRIS thon advised that soxae WSR, the"Canadian 
᾿ ‘Tribune" correspondent. in the Soviet Wnion, now was definitely ~ 
, going, to romain in the Soviet Union on a voluntary basis and” | 
they will be roplacing him, probably: by the first of the year, 
with the present -editor of thé paper. At First the ΟΡ of Canada 
WaS ‘not going ta agree with WEIR's.dosire to remain in the | 
Soviet Union since he has a family in Canada, Mowever, since 
WEIR now has a now family in the Soviet Union and part of an old 
fanily thore, they. have agreed to let him stay. They do. nét - 

. 

know y 

Both HOES and KASHTAN indicated ‘they would Lino to 
_ visit the U.S. but haye no definite plans for such travel, LOBRIS, 
in particular, is vory intorested in visiting tho U.8. sincd ho 

᾿ Bald ke had some distant relatives living hore. However, KONRIS - 
Said that ho had been banned for life fron traveling to the.U.S. 

em LL . 

ow yot if he will give up his Canadian citizenship but ho will - 
definitely take up permanont rosidence in the Soviet Union, - 



Following the abovoenoted digcussions which. lasted 
for approximately four hours, KACHTAN arid KORRIS departed. 
“She CHILDS" remaitied overnight 4n Toronto. and curing’ the 
carly aim. of duly 3, 1964, doparted a roite back to ὁ ‘Chicago, 
Milnois;, yhore thoy arrived late that Pik 
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is to be noted, had. returned: to Canada during the latter - 
part of 6/64 following a visit to Prague, Czechoslovakia, 
and Moscow, USSR, where he ‘had met with some leading 
representatives af the world comiiunist movement. 

The enclosed letterhead hemoranda have been 
classified "TOP-SECRET" since the information set forth 
therein was received from a source furnishing information 
on the highest level. concérning the international communist - 
moyerient and bécause thé disclosure of this information, 
‘would jeopardize the continuing effectiveness of this source. 
and endanger the national defense interest of the U.S. 

"For the additional protection of this ‘source, 
the enclosed letterhead memoranda have been shown.as having 
been made. at Washington, D.C, 
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“« sentativés of the CP of the Soviet Union which included 

* 

In Reply, Please Refer to Washington, Ὁ. C. 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION. 

July 9, 1964 

COMMUNIST PARTY OF CHINA EFFORTS TO 
COUNTER THE COUNCIL FOR MUTUAL ECONOMIC 
ASSISTANCE (COMBCON) 

A source, who has furnished reliable information 
in the past, in early July, 1964, advised as follows: 

‘William Kashtan, Organizational Secretary,” 
Communist Party (CP) of Canada, returned to Canada during 
the latter part of. June, 1964, following a trip which had 
taken him to Prague, Czechoslovakia, and Moscow, USSR. In 
Hoscovw, Kashtan noted he had spoken with leading repre- . 

v. ‘Korianov, Chief Deputy to Boris N. Ponomarev, a, member 
of the ‘Secretariat: ‘and Head of the International Department, 
Central. Committee, CP of the Soviet.Union; and (first name 
‘unknown) Gregory, Head of the British Commonwealth Section 
of the International Department, Central Committee, CP of 
“the Soviet Union. “Δ .his conversations with thesé people, 
Kashtan was informed that the CP of China is planning to 
hold a conference in the very near future in North Korea 
at: . which. discussions will be held relating to the interna- 
tional situation and.-the world communist movement in general. 

In addition, there will be discussions regarding 
the ‘setting up of ah ASian economic bloc to offset ‘the 
‘Soviet Union's sponsored Council for Mutual Economic 
Assistance (Comecon) in which the Soviet Union, Poland, 
Hungary ; Rumania, Bulgaria, German Democratic Republic, 
and Mongolia are participants. The ΟΡ of China and the 
Peoples ‘Republic of China will seek to do in Asia what the 
Russians have accomplished: in Europe in Comecon through 
political and economic agreements. 
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COMMUNIST PARTY OF CHINA EFFORTS ‘LOP-SEGRET 
TO COUNTER THE COUNCIL FOR MUTUAL 
ECONOMIC ASSISTANCE (COMECON). 

- 

Kashtan further noted that from discussions with 
the named leading CP of the Soviet Union representatives 
and with other Communist and Workers Parties representatives 
with whom he had contact while in Prague, Czechoslovakia, 
he gathered that it was the general. opinion of such people 
that there were so many contradictions among Asians and 
Asian countries that the CP of China and/or the Peoples 
Republic of China would be unable to hold these people 
together in one monolithic bloc. These contradictions, 
they noted, would show themselves in relationships~-country 
to country, other countries to the Peoples Republic of China, 
and CP to CP, 

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions 
of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to 
your agency; it and its contents are not; to be distributed 
outside your agency. 



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

In Reply, Please Refer to Washington, D. Ὁ, 

July 9, 1964 

TOP-SEERET 

INFORMATION REGARDING POSSIBLE FUTURE REGIONAL 
CONFERENCES OF VARIOUS COMMUNIST PARTIES WITH 
COMMON PROBLEMS 

A source, who has furnished reliable information 
in the past, in éarly July, 1964, advised as follows: 

According to ‘Lesiie Morris, General Secretary, and 
William Kashtan, Organizational Secretary, Communist Party 
(CP) of Canada, their Party has been giving consideration to 
proposing some ‘roundtable conference involving certain CPs 
in the capitalist world faced ‘with similar problems. Among 
the CPs they indicated that would be invited to the conference 
they were proposing are the CP of Cafada, CP of Great Britain, 
CP of Australia, CP of Holland, CP of Belgium, cP, USA, .etc. 
‘The conference and its discussions would be of: a ''freewheeling" 
nature and it would not be contemplated that. any documents os, 
or resolutions would be drawn up.on the« ‘basis of the dis~ 
cussions, 

These Same. individuals further noted that already 
the Scandinavian CPs have made plans for a similar conference 
and have set their méeting date for October, 1964, In 
addition, a similar conference is under. consideration and 
in the planning stages for all of the CPs: of the Middle East, 
where again their problems are the same or similar. 

These CP of Canada representatives. noted that the. 
matter of .a conference and the type suggested: had already 
been proposed by them and taken up with the CP of the Soviet 
Union and that Party has agreed that such.a conference was ἃ 
good idea. 

Ms 
μι 

This Gocument contains neither recomendations nor conclusions 
of the FBI, It ‘is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your 
agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside 
your agency. 

exclu automatic. 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

In Reply, Please Refer to 
File-No. Washington, D. Ὁ, 

July 9, 1964 

INFORMATION REGARDING CURRENT SITUATION WITHIN 

THE INTERNATIONAL COMMUNIST MOVEHENT AND POSSIBLE 
WORLD CONFERENCE . OF COMMUNIST AND ‘WORKERS PARTIES. 

A source, who has: furnished reliable information 
in the past, in early July, 1964, advised as follows: 

Willian Kashtan, Organizational Secretary, Communist 
Party (CP) of Canada, recently traveled to Prague, Czechoslo- 
vakia, where he. had participated in a symposium sponsored by 
the “World Marxist Review," official theoretical organ of. 
the ‘international communist movement, and where he. spoke to 

* numerous leading personalities of the international commnist 
"movement. After participating in this symposium,, Kashtan 
also traveled to the Soviet Union where he had met with and 
talked to leading representatives of the CP of, the Soviet. 
.Union which included such people as. V. Korianov, Chief Deputy 
to Boris N. Ponomarev, a member of the Secretariat and Head 
of the International Department, Central Committee, CP of 
the Soviet Union, and (first name unknown) Gregory, ‘Head of 
the British Commonwealth Section, International Department, 
Central Committee, CP of the Soviet Union. 

Following his trip ‘abroad, Kashtan returned to 
Canada during the latter part of Jutie, 1964, Τὰ connection 
with the various discussions held both in Prague and Moscow, 
Kashtan noted the following: 

According to the Russians, they definitely want to 
hold a world conference of Communist and fforkers Parties, but 
such a ‘conference; they ‘say, is not. going to be cailed.:under 
a banner of anti-Chinese or under the. negative. slogan. of a 
position against the CP‘ of China. The purpose of such a 
conference, according to Korianov, must be to analyze world 
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INFORMATION REGARDING CURRENT SITUATION TOP-SECRET 
WITHIN THE INTERNATIONAL COMMUNIST 
MOVEMENT. AND POSSIBLE WORLD CONFERENCE 
OF COMMUNIST AND WORKERS PARTIES 

events and outline some general aims of the world communist 
movenent., Under no circumstances should such a world con- 
ference be chiefly preoccupied in condemning the Chinese 
in a negativeway. Korianov stated that in a positive way 
they agree on the need for such a conference and that the 
CP of China will be invited. If the CP of China does not 
come, then that is another story. Secondly, while the 
agenda for such a conference will, be vorked out in advance, 
they will under no circumstances write into it an exclusion 
of the CP of China from the world communist movement or the 
world socialist systen. 

The Russians further noted that they have.initiated 
new bilateral meetings with the Chinese. They claim this is 
not in contradiction with their position for calling a world 
conference of Communist and Workers Parties. It is their 
feeling that by calling for such bilateral talks with the 
Chinese, fewer Communist and Workers Parties can say, "You 
have this all. arranged in advance, You want to get to.the 
Chinese to belittle them and ruin their dignity." The Russians, 
however, indicate they are clearly aware that such bilateral 
talks with the Chinese will ultimately result in nothing. 

_ The Russians also noted that before the end of the 
present year, an editorial commission consisting of repre- 
sentatives of various Communist and Workers Parties throughout 
the world will be set up in preparation for a world conference, 
This editorial commission will work on a draft document and an 
agenda for the conference, In this connection, the impression 
was received in the Soviet Union that the CP of the Soviet 
Union already at this time had a group of individuals working 
on a draft document which could be presented to the editorial 
commission. 

The Russians specifically requested the CP of Canada, 
and indicated they wanted every other Party to do the same, to 
advise them regarding what they think are the current theoretical 
and practical problems that the CPs need to discuss at a world 
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INFORMATION REGARDING CURRENT SITUATION TOP-SECRET 
WITHIN THE INTERNATIONAL COMMUNIST 
MOVEHENT AND POSSIBLE. YORLD CONFERENCE. 
OF COMMUNIST AND WORKERS PARTIES 

conference of Communist and Workers Parties. The various 
Communist .and Workers Parties, according to the Russians, 
should pose problems which they feel need discussion. In: 
this regard, some of the theoretical and practical problems 
‘that the Russians felt worthy of discussion and which they 
indicated they might propose were the following: 

a) 
- 

b) 

6) 

d) 

e) 

Can there be an advance to socialism without a 
proletariat, if so how?. What. has happened in 
Africa and what is happening in Africa? Here 
is an example of where there is no proletariat 
such as Marx, Engels, and Lenin described. In 
fact, they have no working class or a middle 
class. 

What should be the attitude of the comnunists. 

toward one Arab State? 

The problem of the European working class, the 
Common Market, and the strengthening of the 
unity of. the working class. Can it be done 
separately and apart in each state in face of 
the Common Market? As part of this problen, 
what is the future role of the World Federation 
of Trade Unions? Also, as a part of this question, 
the. Russians feel that the question should be 
considered as to whether there are contradictions 
between the trade unions of the U.S.A. and some 
European trade unions. Some of these contradictions 
are now obvious, particularly. in Africa, not only 
as between country and country but between trade 
unions and trade unions. 

A review of MAO Tse~tung philosophical theories. 
What he has been preaching, all these years, 
is it in keeping with Marxist-Leninist philosophy-~ 
the philosophy of the working class? 

A discussion of inner~Soviet life as well as a 
discussion of the inner-life of other socialist 
countries. How does the socialist state work? 
What is social democracy? 

~3- TOP-SECRET 
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INFORMATION REGARDING CURRENT SITUATION POP-SECRET 
WITHIN THE. INTERNATIONAL COMMUNIST 
MOVEMENT. AND POSSIBLE WORLD CONFERENCE 
OF COMMUNIST AND WORKERS PARTIES 

In this connection, the Russians noted that 
in the future they were going to permit and 
encourage opposition candidates even if they 
appeared on the same slate. The Russians; 
as well as other communist representatives 
from across the world with whom contact had 
been made in Prague, ridiculed the outcome 
of the recent Czechoslovakian elections. 
in those elections, the Czechs had said 
their slate had received 94% of the vote. 
Most of the communists from. the Western 
countries said the Czech statement on the 
outcome of their eldctions was ridiculous 
noting, "You (Czechs) have one slate, even 
if you have a.coalition of parties." 

f) The need for the communists to understand 
. the workings of social democracy in capitalist 

countries, In connection with social. democracy, 
the communists have never satisfactorily 
explained to the working class why they put 
social democracy in the same category as 
fascists, wherein they call social democrats 
social fascists. In this way, they lost sight 
of the differences between social democracy 
‘and a fascist dictator, In connection with this 
problem, the question is being posed in a number 
of important Parties as to whether the Seventh 
Congress of the Communist. International, which 
dealt with the united front against war and 
fascism, had probably not been held two to three 
years late. Even the Seventh Congress' document 
did not give a clear attitude on social democracy. 
What about the. attitude towards social democracy 
and the concepts the communists had under Stalin, 
that is, that of one Party, a monolithic party, 
which could lead a country to socialism? This 
concept exciuded social democracy. This leads 
to another question, in this case then was not 
Lenin wrong? The apology given for Lenin was 
that the world situation was different when Lenin 
put forth his theories at the beginning of the 
Soviet revolution. When the Western European 

~4- TOP-SECRET 
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. revolutions were defeated, Lenin at that time 
was no longer the same force, he was. becoming 
Lil and Stalin was coming to power. Stalin con~ 
tinued this theory. born in a different revo- 
lutionary period. 

Some of the above theoretical problems, according 
to Kashtan are already being discussed within the CP of the 
Soviet Union. Some of these problems on theoretical questions 
are already being raised ‘in the various writings contained | 
in some of the inner-Party theoretical journals. 

In concluding, Kashtan noted that it was his opinion 
based on 'the various contacts that he had had while abroad 
that there would be a conference of world CPs held hot later 
than the first part of next year, 1965, and that there would 
be an editorial commission meeting in preparation for this 
conference sometime later this fall. 

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions 
of the FBI. It is. the property of the FBI and is loaned to your 
agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside 
your agency. 



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

In Reply, Please Refer.to Washington, D: Ὁ, 

July 9, 1964 

TOP-SECHET: 

COMMUNIST PARTY OF CANADA, INFORMATION 
CONCERNING JUNE, 1964; PLENUM AND RELATED 
MATTERS, ; 

A source, who has furnished reliable information in 
the past, in early July, 1964, advised as follows: 

Leslie Morris, General Secretary, Communist. Party 
(CP) of Canada, in discussing the recent June, 1964, Plenum 
of their Party held in Toronto, Ontario, noted that this 
Plenum had adopted no resolutions: and that no written reports 
had been prepared or presented. Actually, ‘according to Morris, 
what was done at this Plenum was to pose problems and the need 
to review certain attitudes held by ‘the Party in the past. 

. There was much open debate. and every possible problem was 
raised for consideration without any positive answers. being 

' decided’ upon, The Plenum discussions were even critical in 
some instances of the CP-of Canada having run certain. candi-~ 
dates in ‘the Last election on the basis that this action. may 
have contributed in certain situations to the. winning of 
political positions by bourgeois candidates rather than by 
‘the social democrats. In essence, their meeting had not, in 

- fact, been a real Plenum but there had been much free discussion. 

Morris further advised that they had now abolished 
the Young Communist League in Canada and in its place want to 
‘build a broad organization of youth, They have now formed 
Party youth clubs of young communists who will work among the 

- youth, They also intend, as opportunities present themselves, 
* to. bring. these youth into the Party’ s leadership. 

Morris noted that in the very near future the pro- 
Chinese element in Canada will announce their.own alleged 
Marxist-Leninist organization in that country. 

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions 
of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your 
agency; .it and its contents are not to be distributed outside 
your agency. 

TOP-SECRET 
Group 1 
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disclosure of this information would jeopardize thé continuing. . 
effectiveness of this source and endanger the national defense 
interest of the U,S. ; 

For the additional protection of this source, this. 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

In Reply, Pleaie Refer,to Washington, Ὁ. Ὁ. 

July 9, 1964 

ROP-SECRET 

_|Gowmamnisr PARTY OF NEW ZEALAND A= 

A source, who has furnished reliable information 
in the past, in early July, 1964, advised as follows: 

After his return from Prague, Czechoslovakia, and 
Moscow, USSR, during the latter part of June, 1964, where he 
‘had some discussions with leading representatives of the 
world communist movement, William Kashtan, Organizational. 
Secretary, Communist Party (CP) of, Canada, reported that he 
had learned that ‘éverything.was not "so rosy" for the Chinese 
within the CP of New Zealand, He stated that he had been: 
told that 40% of the currént membership of that Party is now 
in opposition to the Party? S current pro-Chinese Line. Victor 
Wilcox, General Sécretary of the CP of New Zealand, cannot . 
expel these people and their number is growing. As a result, - ~ 
there is a possibility | of a swing from within: the Party | away - 
from Péking. 11 this does not happen, there is ‘Still. an. 
excellent prospect of a "healthy split® within the ‘CP of New 
Zealand. . - 

- 

- 

‘This document contains neither ‘recommendations ‘nor ‘conclusions 
of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and: is loaned to your 
agency; it and: its contents are not to be. distributed outside. 
your agency. : 
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Celebration of the First International." 

ΠΠΜ bp The information set forth in the enclosed letter- 
md)” ¥“ head’ memorandum was furnished by CG 5824-S* on 7/6/64 to 

| SAs WALTER A. BOYLE and RICHARD W. HANSEN. The information . 
᾿Ξ was developed during the course of conversations held in ; 

Toronto, Ontario, with representatives of the CP of Canada, ---- 
namely, LESLIE MORRIS, General Secretary, and WILLIAM, 
KASHTAN, Organizational Secretary, on 7/2/64, KASHTAN, it 
is to be noted, had returned to Canada during the latter 
part of 6/64 following a visit to Prague, Czechoslovakia, 
and Moscow, USSR, where he had met with some leading repre- 
sentatives of the world communist movement. 

The enclosed letterhead memorandum has been classi= 
fied "TOR-SEGRET" since the information set forth. therein was 

‘ received from a source furnishing information on the highest 
Level concerning the international communist movement and 
because the disclosure of this information would jeopardize 
the continuing effectiveness oF this source and endanger the 
αν τ interest “ς the U, πεν 48 /06- GEO 04 7 
@-Bureau (Enc. 4) 
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For the additional protection of this source, this 
letterhead memorandum has been Shown as having been: made at 
Washington, D.C. 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

In Reply, Please Refer ta Washington, Ὁ. C, 
File No. 

July 9, 1964 

/ 

οἰόπε-ξυκοκευτε ANNIVERSARY CELEBRATION OF 
THE FIRST INTERNATIONAL | 

A source, who has furnished reliable information 
in the past, in early July, 1964, advised as follows: 

1964 is the One Hundredth Anniversary of the 
Tounding of the First International. To celebrate this 
Anniversary, the international communist movement hoped 
to hold some public celebration in London, England, the 
birth place of the First International; however, due to 
complications including difficulties that would have been 
encountered by communists entering that country, plans 
had to be changed and now all festivities in connection 
with this celebration will be held in East Berlin, German 
Democratic Republic. The date which has now been set for 
this celebration is September 24-28, 1964, The celebration 
is scheduled to start with a large public meeting and there- 
after will be followed by some "scientific" sessions at 
which there will be discussions.regarding the One Hundredth 
Anniversary of the Communist International and changes that 
have occurred within the working class during the present 
century. - 

The various Communist and Workers Parties from 
throughout the world, including the Communist Party (CP) of 
Canada and the CP, USA, have: been invited to send participants 
to the celebration in East Berlin. So far, the CP, USA has 



Θ 

ONE HUNDREDTH ANNIVERSARY CELEBRATION " TEP-SRERET 
OF THE FIRST, INTERNATIONAL 

not named any individuals to attend the affair but the CP 
of Canada reportedly will be represented in East Berlin 
by Tim Buck and Alfred Dewhurst, leading members of that 
Party. . 

It has also been learned that the CP of China, 
apparently because of currently-existing ideological differences 
between themselves and the CP of the Soviet Union, plans to hold 
its own separate celebration commemorating the One Hundredth 
Anniversary of the First International at a place yet undesig- 
nated. . 

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions 
of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned-to your 
agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside 
your agency. 
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(Type in plain text or code} . 7 

Ι Via AIRTEL 
(Priority) - ἊΝ 

TO ; DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

O 
‘2 . oi "Ἢ SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) ) 2.8.9} 

| ᾿ SOLO ae wy “6 ἢ ᾿ 
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Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are the original W 
and three copies and for the New York Office one copy of a 4 
letterhead memorandum entitled "RELATION OF FORCES WITHIN, 242 
THE WORLD COMMUNIST MOVEMENT," ro (AL 

The information which is set forth in the enclosed 
letterhead memorandum was furnished by CG 5824~S* on 7/6/64 — 
to SAs RICHARD W, HANSEN and WALTER A, BOYLE, This informa 

- tion was developed during the course of discussions held in 
᾿ Toronto, Canada, with representatives of the Communist Party 
— of Canada, namely LESLIE MORRIS, General Secrétary, and 7 x 

WILLIAM KASHTAN, Organizational Secretary, and CG 5824-S*, — 
KASHTAN, it is to be. noted, had recently returned-to Canada 
following visits to Prague, Czechoslovakia, and Moscow, USSR, | 
where he had met and talked to leading representatives of the - 
world communist movement. . 

The information in the enclosed letterhead 
memorandum has been classified "TOP-SECRET" because it was 
received from a source furnishing information on the highest 
level concerning the international communist movement and 
because disclosure of this information would jeopardize the 
continued future effectiveness of this source and affect the 
national defense interest of,the United States, 
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, For the additional protection of this source, the 
enclosed letterhead memorandum has been. shown as- being made 
at Washington, D.C, 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

In Reply, Please Refer to ‘Washington, D,C, 
File No. July 9, 1964 

RELATION OF FORCES WITHIN 
THE WORLD COMMUNIST MOVEMENT’ 

A source, who has furnished reliable information in 
the past, in early July, 1964; advised as follows: 

7 William Kashtan, Organizational Secretary, Communist. 
“Party (CP) of Canada, returned to Canada during the latter - 

part of June, 1964, after having attended a symposium spon- 
sored by the “Wor ld Marxist Review,” official theoretical 
organ of the world communist movement, held in Prague,. 

᾿ Czechoslovakia, and thereafter having visited Moscow, USSR, 
’ During the period he was abroad, Kashtan. had the opportunity 

to speak to many leading individuals in the world communist 
-movement, including such individuals as V. Korianov,,. Chief 
Deputy to Boris Ponomarey, a member of the Secretariat and 
Head of the International Department, Central Committee, CP 
of the Soviet Union, ‘and (first name unknown) Gregory, Head 
of the. British Commonwealth Section of the International 
Department, Central. Committee, CP of the Soviet Union. Based 
on discussions with the above noted individuals, Kashtan made 
the following comments, ᾿ 

On the question of current relation of forces ‘within 
the international workers and communist movement, 62 Communist 
or Workers Parties have now spoken up. in addition, there 
have been some 10 or 12 other political ‘groups which have 
spoken . up, but these have not been included in the overali © 
total because from the point of view of some Parties, including 
the CP of the Soviet. Union, these groups were not Communist 
Parties in. the true Marxist-Leninist sense. Most of these. 
groups were political parties in countries where there did not 
exist a real proletariat like in the undeveloped colonial 
countries of Africa. Most of the 62 Parties which have ‘spoken 
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RELATION, OF FORCES WITHIN 
THE WORLD COMMUNIST MOVEMENT 

up regarding the current international ideological differences 
existing between the CP of the Soviet, Union and the CP of 
China have supported the CP of the Soviet Union to some degree, 
The only Parties supporting the CP of China are in Asia, 
particularly Southeast Asia, 

It was also learned during discussions that a sort 
of neutral feeling in regard to differences between the CP of 
China and the CP of the Soviet Union is starting to spread 
among some Parties of the Scandinavian countries, that is in 
Norway, Sweden and Denmark, as well as in the Communist Parties 
of Belgium and Holland. In these Parties, some people are 
saying, "Let the Russians and Chinese solve their own problems, 
We will hold off in endorsing one or the other's view." 
However, the tendency of most of these Parties is to endorse 
‘the Russian ‘point of view. 

in regard to the Rumanian Workers Party and the 
Italian CP, they are in a separate neutral position, Their 
desire seems to be to have a situation that will enable them 
to “publicly assert independence to Moscow." They view. things 
in regard to the international communist movement as a struggle 
between the CP of the Soviet Union and the CP of China; Their 
official attitude on a world conference of Communist and 
Workers Parties is that they think that the holding of such 
a conference would have a negative effect if held because they 
now see no possibility of convincing the CP of China to attend 
or join in, This is why they favor the postponing or even the 
not holding of ἃ world conference at all. However, if the 
majority of the Communist and Workers Parties who signed the 
Moscow Declaration and the Moscow Statement decide that they 
do want or can agree on the holding of such a conference, 
both the Italian CP and the Rumanian Workers Party will go 
along. 

specifically in regard to the Rumanian Workers Party, 
the CP of the Soviet Union and many other leading Communist 
Parties characterize their so-called communism or Socialism 
as national communism, The Soviet comrades were very sharp 
in their discussions in regard to Rumania, They speak of the 
Rumanians as. falling into imperialist hands in asking to join 
the Common Market, The Russians feel that the Rumanians have 
undermined the chance of a new and broader trade relationship 
with the capitalist world, 

This document contains, neither recommendations nor TOP-SRERET 
conclusions of the FBI. Itis{the property of the : 
FBI and is loaned to your agency ; it and -its contents 
are not tobe distributed outside your agency. -ἢ - 
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Mr. Casper.-—— 

Mz, Catiahan_— 

Date: ἈΠ’, DeLoach__. 

τ, Ὁ} 64 Mr. Evans——-- 

Transmit the following in 
Rik, Galo . 

. Roger 

, Bollivan_— ἢ 

ke a . “., .- 

(Type in plain text or code) 

Vie ATRTEL REGISTERED 

(Priority or Method of Mailing) 

re re a ee ae a ee me rm ee mt es hm a ττ0.νὕὔ72ὺ7.ὺνῴκν»- Miss Helmes--—- fF _ 
Miss Gandy..— ἢ 

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

5 FROM: SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637) 

SUBJECT: (Gor) 
s- ὦ 

ReNYairtel 7/7/64, page 2, item 3, concernin 

ISIDORE NEEDLEMAN. De ς 

On 7/9/64, the Soviets transmitted by radio ; 

to NY 694-s* a ciphered and partially coded message answering 

the message.sent to the Soviets by NY 694-S* through the 

Matilda drop on 7/2/64 which message was set forth in reference 

airtel. 

The following is the plain text of the 

ciphered and partially coded message received on 7/9/64: 

"your new friend N. is OK. He will be given 

message for GUS HALL on Tuesday July 14 at 2PM. Please 

'᾿νν aoe sen 

burn it after reading”. 

The initial N. referred to above is for TSLTPORE 

GIBBY NEEDLEMAN, ον 

δ 
Wo! - Bureau (RM) 

| (1 - FBI Laboratory) Al 
ΕΝ 1 ~- Chicago (134-46-Sub B 

“2 |. 1 = New York HUG 
1 - New York (41) bd ue (ob PEEU ΖΟςῚ 

Ὥς ἼἸς gDO:bam ke ae ) 4 oy ἢ 

Ψ, y (10) Cotto! ΕΠ L 14 1984’ 

4 Sent __ MOP er 

i ἡ σοι in Charge 
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* J UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

“ Memorandum ROUTE IN EN IVELOP 

το : MW. 6. sortie δ DATE: July 8, 1964 

ot l.~ Mr. Belmont Troster — 
FROM + Mr. F. J. Baumgardne 1 = ir. Evans tolmes — 

1 = Ur. Sullivan 
᾿ 1 ~ Mr. Baumgardner 

SUBJECT: (Goo i ~ ir. Shaw 
INTERNAL SECURITY =. poms 

Gus Hall, General Secretary, Communist Party, USA (CPUSA), 
recently discussed’ with CG 5824-S* some. of his observations relative 
to the possible ramifications resulting from the United States 
Supreme Court ruling of 6-22-64 concerning the passport provision 
of the Internal Security Act of 1950, 

Relative to the. travel of various CPUSA leaders now that 
the passport ban has been defeated in the Courts, Hall was most 
apprehensive that a mass exodus of the CPUSA leadership to Moscow 
would. take place, conveying the impression of "Moscow agents running 
to get their instructions." .Hall was particularly concerned that. 
some “of the Party leaders would travel to Moscow: where they would 
"tell tales out of school.". In this connection,, Hall cited Party 
leaders James Jackson and Joe Brandt who might be expected to go to 
Moscow. tGcomplain about the lack of money in the CPUSA treasury and 
Hall does not want. the Soviets to engage in any discussion with them 
concerning funds. 

In view of the foregoing, Hall instructed CG 5824-5S* 
to prepare a message for transmittal, to the. Central Committee of ὯΝ 
the Communist Party of the Soviet Union (CCCPSU) incorporating’ the’ 
points which Hall made during his discussion with CG 5824=s*, 9 

Pursuant to Hall's instructions, CG 5824-S* prepared a 
mesSage for the CCCPSU informing that only those CPUSA comrades who 
have.received official sanction and credentials from the CPUSA are 
to’ be giveén..the hospitality as guests of the CCCPSU; that this 
action is ‘being taken to minimize the bourgeois, slander of "Moscow. 

 agents., running to get their instructions"; and anything concerning 
security ox; other related concrete matters should be taken up only 
| wath Gus Hail and those few who handle such problems in cooperation 
with him. The message prepared by CG 5824-S* was to be transmitted 
by NY ‘694-S* to his Soviet contact on 7-2=64, 

agi? foo~ P80 OSX 
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Memorandum to Mr. W. C. Sullivan 
RE: SOLO 
100-428091 

_ACTION: 

That the attached letter, classified wRep Regret" to ; 
protect CG 5824-S8*, be sent to the Attorney General and Deputy ᾿ 
Attorney General setting forth Hall's reaction to the recent 
Supreme Court ruling. 
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~ 2 any UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT WL ξιξξ .- 
Casper 

MemorandumRourteE IN ENVELOPE ΞΞΞ | 
Golo 

το : Mrs We cs, Sura ipa’ pate: July 7, 1964 Salitves 
Tave 

1 — ἕν. Belnont / Tele, Room = 
| kom : Mr. F. Js Baumgar 1 = Mr, Conrad A ole ταν ΤΟΣ 

πος 1 -- Mr, Sullivan ™ 

sumecr«Sor0F 6Ὁἢ 1 - ir. Branigan 
INTERNAL SECURITY ~ COMMUNIST L « ~ Mr, Shaw β, ἄν 

This 1δβι ο acquaint you with new technical equipment 
the Soviets have developed and intend to utilize in. the near future 
in the Solo operation, This new Soviet technical equipment is Ν 
designed™to reduce to an absolute minimum personal contact between 
NY 694-8" and his Soviet principal. ys 

* © The attached airtel from New York,dated 7-1-64, discloses | 
that. while in Moscow in May, 1964, NY 694-S* was afforded specialized 
training, ‘in the use of newly developed Soviet technical equipment 
that. affords a method of. communication between two people who can 
receive s:transmit, or do both at the same time, The equipment, which, 
fits into an inside jacket pocket, consists of a transmitter and ,. Uke 
receiver, both of which have their own recorders. τ 

Prior to arranging a rendezvous, a message is prerecorded " 
and inserted into the transmitter, During the actual rendezvous 
the individual who is to receive the message will activate the 
recorder in the receiving unit as soon as he spots. his..contact. At. 
the same time. the individual with the transmitting unit will actuate e Q_ 
the recorder in the transmitting unit. An entire message up to 200 ) 
words in length can thus be transmitted in 100 seconds, without 
personal contact being made, The individual to whom the message 
was: sent in order to hear the message must take a separate recorder 
similar to the one used in the. receiver and then transpose’ the 
message from the receiver onto the separate recondér, The message. 
is thus. available. for any pamper § oF. nsayhacks. a> δ᾽ 

NY 694~S* has advised that this equipment Ys capable of 
handling messages up to 120 seconds in, Guwagton and can pick up a 
message from a distance of apfifoximat eiyollé meters and up to three 

~.storles, However, the reception is poor in areas where ween ὑθοῦς 15 is a 
lot of automobile txaffic or high-frequency ere 

“Yg LOG i ORS X-ray equipment; "δ ΜΠ το Wo, /00 4K S04 PIL AA19g 
! 

c 4 aye ΓΝ 
NY '694-S* was afforagy wo and one-half days training | 

in the use of this Véquipment. The! SoFiet, technician gi 
instruction Was’ cold and deliberate in his instructiomflind μοῦ tii ΕΝ 
actions Were charactexistic of one who operates secretly. During 
the aoa instruction’ Session , Aleksey Kolobashkin, who had been 

fine. Je JUL 2.0 1964 
WGS : pwdf"(7) 
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Memorandum to Mr. W. C. Sullivan 
ΒΕ: SOLO 
100428091 

NY 694-S#' Soviet principal in New York prior to being recalled to 
Moscow in May, 1964, was present, Kolobashkin remarked that if he and 
NY 694-S* had the use of this new equipment, it would have saved a 
lot of talking they had to do in New York. 

NY 694-S* advised that this new Soviet technical equipment 
Will be delivered to him sometime in September or possibly a few 
months later. In the attached airtel, informant furnished very 
detailed information concerning the construction and operation of 
this equipment, including a number of drawings. 

yo 
τὸ 2f of 

ACTION: ΓΝ yh δ 

For: information. This memorandum and its enclosure should 
be routed to the Laboratory Division for its study and any 
observations deemed appropriate, 

we PP 
LABORATORY ADDENDUM: (IWC:mn 7-8-64) 

From thi the description furnished by NY 694-s* this equipment 
“appears to be a logical extension and refinement of: equipment ‘previously 
brought to the Bureau's attention whereby prerecorded messages were 
transmitted by an enemy-.agent in the contact area. 
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: 1 - Mr, Wannall 
oe 1 ~ Liaison 

- πὶ τττ' ap EM 1 = Mr. Shaw. 

ROUTE IN ENVELOPE | 

| (18) 1602428091 | 

( Date: July 13, 1964 " BY LIAISON 

To: _ ‘Director a iff υ μη 
Bureau of Intélligenée. and Research a 
Department. of State ᾿ 

¥rom: John Bdgax Hoover, Director 

Subject: COMMUNIST PARTY OF JAPAN 
INSERNAL SECURITY - JAPAN 

The Communist Party of Japan has recontly 
oxpélled several loading personalities for taking an 

᾿ anti<Party position. These expollees are nov in the 
process of forming a πὸν Marzist-Leninist party that | 
WAL. be “anti~Peking and. anti-nu¢loar war." Tho Ὁ Communist 
‘Partios: of the Soviet Union ahd CZéchoslovakia ‘have asked 
various communist and workers ‘partics. throughout’ the: ten 

- Ford to encourage the expéllees fron the’ Communist Party 
Of Japan in thoir formation of ἃ. new Marxist-Leninist party . 

ιν ‘She above information was gueadehed by sources’ 
_ which have furnished reliable information in the past. 

- Because ΟΣ the ‘sensitive nature of these const this 
counundcation: ‘is. being δ ὦ tt 

(0) | μή - ΞΖ: ΦΥ͂: Ge Hos 
Ἔν Director (BY siarson™ REG: 25 wr al e 

Céntral Intelligence Agency 7 4 9 JUL 14 1964 

Attention: Deputy Director). Plans ee ΗΝ μετ 

NOTE:: Classified "Top-Seezet" because unauthorized ᾿ 
disclosire of this information could ‘reveal the identity 
of the source who is of continuing value, ΕΣ ‘Such revelation 

_. Gould result in éxcéptionally graye ἃ δ δἰ atin Nation; { 
i Source. is CG. 5824-S*, who is referred: ‘as "*sButces" in hay 

Τοϊεοῦῖ ες ας order to further, protect. his security. ‘Information was ye 1: 
eleont τττττσο τς extracted from Chicago airtel 7-8-64 oned,"t ' 
παν ΠΣ. IS-C," enclosing letterhead 1 δός gee saree 
Calfchan erm Pass? of Japan." 
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July 7, 1964 

BY LIAISON 

Honorable Walter. We Jenkins 
Sf Special Assistant to the President 
\ The White House 

Washington, D. δι 

- ee. 

, - ὡς ὁ iv Cele) 

Dear Hx. Jenkins: 

In the course of dur Anvestigations, we have: 
learned that Ladislav Kotzman, Czechoslovakian Ambassador 
Designate to Brazil, recently nade the following ‘connents.. 

_ The Czechoslovakian Government fears that the 
Castro-regine in Cuba may make some rash move-in Brazil 
which will. antagonize the now Brazilian Government and 
possibly involve the Czechoslovakian Government in an A 
enbarrassing situation. As a result, Kétzman has been 
instructed by his Government. that in such an event he is 
to "ignore. the Cubans"t and do nothing to antagonize: the 
present Brazilian Government headed by Castello Branco. 

Because of the sensitive nature of our source, 
which has furnished reliable information in the past, we 
have classified this communication "Top-Secret." This 
information is being furnished to other interested officials 
of the Government. 

- Sincerely yours, | Ὁ 
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TOP-SECRET 

Honorable Walter W.. Jenkins 

NOTE: 

Classified “pa —Seenet"™ because unauthorized 
disclosure of this information could result in exceptionally 
grave damage to the Nation, Source is NY 694-8*, Infor- 
mation extracted from New York airtel 6-23-64. 
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(Priority) | 
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Enclosed herewith for the Bureau is the original mur 
and three copies and for the New York Office one copy of a ἢ]: 
letterhead memorandum entitled "LESLIE MORRIS, GENERAL j 
SECRETARY, COMMUNIST PARTY OF CANADA," 1 * 

The information which is set forth in the enclosed 
letterhead memorandum was furnished by CG 5824-S* on 7/6/64 
to SAs RICHARD W, HANSEN and WALTER A, BOYLE, This informa- 
tion was developed during the course of discussions held in 
Toronto, Canada, with representatives of the Communist Party 
of Canada, namely LESLIE MORRIS, General Secretary, and 
WILLIAM KASHTAN, Organizational "Secretary, and CG 5824-S*, 
KASHTAN it is to be noted had recently returned to Canada 
following visits to Prague, Czechoslovakia, and Moscow, USSR, ὦ. 
where he had met and talked to Leading representatives of the~ 
world communist movement, 

The. information in the enclosed letterhead memorandum 
has been classified "TOP-SECRET" because it was received froti, 
a source furnishing information on the highest level con- 
cerning the international communist movement and because 
disclosure of this information would jeopardize the continued 
future effectiveness of this source and affect the national 
defense; interest of the United States. 

ἀμ, Wit ΕΠ ΞΕ iS end SG * hove dhd Wee © ¢ pt 
; ~ New York (100- “156° νὰ 1) (RE) 
1 -- Chicago ee “ώ- 7272 »ἤζ ζει 
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For the additional protection of this source, the 
enclosed letterhead memorandum has been shown as being made 
at Washington, D.C, 



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

In Reply, Please Refer to ᾿ - Washington, D.C. 
File No. July 8, 1964 

LESLIE MORRIS 
GENERAL SECRETARY 
COMMUNIST PARTY OF CANADA 

. A source, who has furnished reliable information ‘in. 
the past; in early July, 1964, advised as follows: 

1%. 

Les li: “Morris, General: Secretary, Communist Party 
of Canada, plans to travel to the Soviet Union in October; 1964 
He will depart Canada by boat and proceed to some Greek 
Mediterranean, port where he will join a group of Russian 
tourists aboard 8. USSR tourist boat, Morris already has all 
necessary ‘reservations for all portions of his trip. Onceé he 
joins, the Russian tourist group in Greece, the tour group 
will thereafter have stops in the Aég Sea area, including 
Bulgaria. Morris’ point of entry into the, Soviet Union will 
be at Odessa, where the Russian. tour ends, 

This document contains neither recommendations nor 
conclusions of the Federal ‘Bureau of Investigation, It is ‘the 
property of the Federal Bureau of investigation and is loaned 

~ to your agency; it and its contents are not ‘to be distributed 
outside your agency. 
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Date: July 13, 1964 BY LIAISON 

Director ᾿ 
Bureau of Intelligence and Besearch 4 
Department of State bo Aa 

John Edgar Hoover, Director 1: I. 

COMMUNIST PARTY OF INDIA Pre 
INTERNAL SECURITY » INDIA 

At a recent mecting of the Central Comittee of 
the Comuunist Party of India, a body consisting of approxi= 
nately 100 membors, 80 members of this Committes took 4 
pro-Chinese position. These 30 nombers, led by Ἐν HM. 8. 
Nanhoodiripad, a leading member of the Indian Communist 2 
‘Party fron the State of Korala, waikdd out of the neeting. 
Those individuals reportedly will not come back unless 
Anrit Shripat. Dango, Chaixnan of the Comiunist Party of 
India, resigns his position and othora in the leadership 
of the Indian Comminist Party admit opportunistic tendencies. 
There is a good chance that these 30 nonbers will create 
m new pro-Chinese party. 

P roe REC: 58. /20 250 Gf - 42 
the above information was furnished by sources 

which have furnished reliable information in the past + 
Because of the sensitive nature of our Sources, this. 
commmication is boing classifiod “top-Seerot." UL 15 1964 
1 Director, (BY LIAISON) pele fic , 

ntélligence Agency pen yh? | 

| Attention: Deputy Director, ma . κ΄ ὼ 

| ν | NOTE: Classified "Pép-Seuxet" because unauthorized 
“disclosure of this information could reveal the identity of ᾿ 

ἐ - the source, who is of continuing. value, and such revelation 
could result in exceptionally grave damage to the Nat rages ̓ 
Source is CG 5824-S*, who Us Teferred to as "soureen ἢ 
‘order to further protect his security, yilnformatio: n ἘΣ ἐρβχέχαουδα 

. from Chicago airtel 7~8-64;," éSptioned: "Sold, 15.6.1 oats Bunt 
letterhead memorandum -PGP-SEGRET entitled “ppnungsts Bunts 
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PLAIN TEXT 
(Type in plain text or code) 

(Priority or Hethod of Mailing) 

TO ᾿ς: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

FROM : NEW YORK (100-134637) 

SUBJECT: ς 8 

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are four copies 
of a letterhead memorandum entitled, “EDWARD LAMB", ‘ | 
(Bu file 100-14646). A copy of the letterhead inemorandum@ γ 
is also being forwarded to the Chicago Office for its ν 
information. ‘ 

The information contained in the letterhead memorandum 
was obtained by NY 694-S* during his recent trip abroad. 
NY 694~-S* obtained this. information from NIKOLAI V. 
MOSTOVE'S , Head .of the North and. South American Section 
of the International Department of the Central Committee 
of the CP of the Soviet Union. 

Information contained in the letterhead memorandum _ φ |. 
is classified ' +" pbecausé by its nature it tends 
to disclose NY 694-S* as the source thereof. The contents 
of the letterhead memorandum are known only to MOSTOVETS, 
GUS HALL and the informant, This informant provides 
extremely high-level intelligence information and continued 
acquisition of this information is vital to the national 
defense interests of this country. 

To give added security tom, 694-S*, the letterhead 
memorandum is being given a Washington, D.C. dateline 
as has been the case in prior QRS issions. 

aan Roesch aul ChOSUBE yy* (pps 88/2 ὄ΄- RGO7/- FO5% 
1-Chicago (134-46-sub ΗΕ) (Enel. 1). (Info) (AM~ 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE, 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

In Reply} Please-Refer 1 : ‘Washington; D.C. 
File No. 3.00-H28091 _ June 25, 106} 

“Re: Edward Lamb 

A source, who has furnished reliable information 
in the past, advised that Nikolai V. Mostovets, Head of 
the North and. South american Section of the International . 
Departinent ‘of the Cehtral Committee of thé Communist Party 
of the Soviet Union, made the following comments in Moscow,. 
duritig May, 1964; 

. fhe Soviets. are paying: a lot of attention t6 
Eduard Lamb, a noted Toledo, Ohio, industrialist. Mostovets: 
stated-that the Soviet Ambassador to the United States, 
Anatoly Ἐς Dobrynin, has spokéen to Lamb twice, and that. 
the Permanent Representative of the Soviet. United Nations. 
Mission at New York, Nikolai Rederenko, has also Spoken to: 
im ana expects to meet with him again. 

Mosbovets stated that the Soviets-are pleased With 
‘the progress that is being made in their relationship with 
‘Lanb and that they are most interested in these relations, 
‘pecausée of Lamb's apparent connection with the National - 
Demovratic Coninittee,. 

- 

This document tontains neith.z - 
recommendations nor c4nclustdéns 
of the 81. It is the prapevt:. 

” of the FBI and is loaned ta yr os 
aesacy; it and its contents are 
not to be distributed o ttsity 
youL atency. 
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Date: July 10, 1984 | BY LIAISON 
co “ 

Tos Director Sole 
: Eurdau of intel2Zigence and Research ᾿ 

Department of State fo, 
. per fv 

From: John Edgax Hoover, Director \ 2 ae ait. 

. ἢ ᾿ - ᾿ 2 ᾿ ἀκὴν " v «᾿ 

Subject: SOVIET PROPAGANDA ACTIVITIES . Te ρ΄ 

The following information, supplied by sources 
ywaich have furnished reliable information in the past, is 
Sates brought to your attention as a matter of possible 
ntercst. 

The Soviets hava disbanded their Foreign Literature 
Publishing House (Publishing House of Foreign Liternture) and 
Pavel Chuvikov, the Divector of the Publishing House of . 
Foroign Literature, will no longer be connected with. that 
nctivity. In the place of thé Publishing House of Foreign 
Literature, the Soviets have sét up a new organization 
conposed of two distinct branches. One branch of the — 
organization will be calléd "Progress" and will handle ail 
literature. translated from foreign languages into Russian. 
The other branch will be calied “Péace” and will handle 
all Russian literature translated into the various foreign 
languages. ‘fl 

A 

The. Soviets have requested Janés Allen, head of 
interhational Publishers, a New York City publishing house 
controlled by the Comounist Party, USA, to deal in the 
future with a Mx. Zanchovsky (phonetic); who is presently 
in charge of this new Soviet publishing organization, 

Bechuse of the sensitive nature of 6 
we have classified this connunic he Grerr i) tae ea 
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NOTE: 

Source: is NY 694-S*, who is referred to as "sources!" in 

Director 
Buxeau of Intelligence, and Research “» 
Department of State ile 

6 A 

pal? 
1 =» Director (BY LIAISON) ν 

Central Intelligerice Agency 

Attention:. Deputy Director, ‘Plans 

L=Ur. J. Walter Yeagley 
Assistant Attorney Genex‘al 

Classified "*Tap—-Seexet" because unauthorized 
disclosure of this information could reveal the identity of 
the .source, who is of continuing value, and such revelation 
could result in exceptionally grave damage to the Nation,. 

order to further protect his identity. NY 694-S* obtained 
this information while on Solo Mission 15 from Nikolai V. 
Mostovets of the Central Committee, Communist Party of 
the. Soviet Union. See New York airtel 6-30-64, captioned 
‘Solo, I8~C}' and. enclosed letterhead memorandum captioned 
"International Publishers, IS-C." 
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(Is) 100. 428091, BY LIAISON 

Je Date: July 15; 1964 

f Toi Director 7 
Bureat of Intelligence and Research 
Department of State \ 

Fron: John Edgar Hoover, Director | ah 
Subject: COMMUNIST PARTY OF NEW ZEALAND rg 

INTERNAL SECURITY « NEW ZEALAND 

_ The following information, supplicd by Osh /, 
sources which have furnished reliable information in "ὦ 
the: past, is being brought to your attention as a ° 
matter of possible interest. 

At the present tine forty per cont of the 
current neubership of the Communist Party of New Zealand 
is in opposition to the current pro-Chinese position of 
the New Zealand Communist Party. Victor Wilcox, Gonerak ~~~ 
Secretary, Communist Party of Now Zealand, is unable to 
expel this opposition faction and as a result the opposition 
faction is growing. There is a good possibility that the | 
Now Zealand Communist Party may break away from the | 
"Chinese caup."" 11 this does not happen, there is still 
an excellent prospect of a “healthy split" within the 
Cormunist Party of Now Zoaland. 

, We have classified this communication ‘Pen-Seevet 

1 = Director (BY LLAISON) " 9.4. ΄ 
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Director 
Bureau of Intelligence and Research 
Department of State 

NOTE: 

Classified ‘Toep-Secret" because unauthorized 
disclosure of this information could reveal the identity 
of the source, who is of continuing yalue, and such reveization 
could result in exceptionally. grave damage to. the Nation. 
Source is CG. 5824-S*, ‘who is referred to. as “sources” in 
order to further protect his identity. Source obtained 
this information from William Kashtan and Leslié; Mérris, τ 
functionaries of the Communist Party of Canada. Information 
extracted from Chicago airtel 7/9/64, entitled "Solo, IS-C,"t . 

TOP-SECRET ᾿ 
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Memorandum 
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TO "ir. WT. C. Sulliv 
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FROM Mr, Ἐς J. Baumgardne 

SUBJECT SOLO 

INTERNAL SECURITY - C 

The walter Winchell column in the "New York Journal 

Bel fol fol et et at μ 

DATE: 

Cy & Tolsan 
Bs keont ; 
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aMohan —ceenemeee 

re 
Gole ee 

July 6, 1964 Sulllwan ace 
Tavel names 

; Belmont tie Rose ΤῸ 
: Mohr ᾿ Holmes 

DeLoach 
; Sullivan 
; Baumgardner e 
» Shaw ΤΆ, 

Ryan Oy sale 

American," edition of 6/22/64, sets out information which very 
likely may imperil our SOLO sources. NY 694-S* and CG 5824-S*;, 

By airtel dated 6/10/64 the New York Office suggested 
that as a counterintelligence operation data be released to as 

to the travel of 
office ‘submitted 
a 

of, Elizébeth Guriey 7 Flynn, Ὁ 
and -although this information had not received general ἘΣΤΕ 
it was Ἐ6ῚῚ ΓΟ Ἰσου!ὰ be identified as Flynn’ sL__] through dh 

= 
oe 

iFother SQUECES « 

aie 

“Subsequently, we advised the New York Office that == 
although the data included inits suggested release for the most 
part originates from a newspaper article, there has been 

nee between ‘Flynn and CG 5824-S* relatite - 
—_— ieee ETHE x, 

considerable co 
te the travel oF 

possibly cau 

in the Soviet Union. 

Soviet’: The ga 

100~428091 
Ὁ sbEe 

¥ 

Fy 
᾽ 

ems ror 

ἣν * 

cooperative news media source at the Seat of Government relat ng 
in. the Soviet Union, 
e Bureau to consider for possible 

release and noted these items were based on a news ae taped which 
appearedsin ‘The New York Times" 
New-York airtel pointed out that 

Chairman of the, Communist Par 

The New York . 

aS Le aE re 

Baad 

Kk that Ἢ 
hrough NY 694-S* and CG BO24-S% " 
ment during he 

_ 
Gr tour in the Ἐξ 

n that if antagonistic ‘m material 
were published, it -could 

@ boviets to be suspicious of 
our infoérmants,. The New York office was advised, there 
that, nozeffort would-be made at the Seat of Gove: Government, 
publish~information relating to the travel~ofFlynn' 

store, 
to 

ΤΟΝ 

We have now been advised that LP Winchell's column: 5 on δὰ 
published on 6/22/64 contained the following item: ΓΕ] 5,» GY DLOG/~Yoll 

“fet the Commy Party's femme,thief toured the ᾿ 
mnt shook ‘up ‘because of ‘crackssld] 

*T am completely, dis usioned after visiting ‘The Workers! Parad Se." 
&. ων 
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ACTION: 

Memorandum to Mr, Sullivan 
RE: SOLO 
100-428091 

OBSERVATIONS: 

This is another instance. where a newspaper columnist 
, has published information which may cast suspicion either by 
the Soviets or the American communists on our 2 top informants. 
Information of this nature, especially. when published on 
a cumulative basis, imperils' the sensitive SOLO operations 
We believe some way must be found to stop these gossip 
columnists from publishing data which can :be directly traced 
to our top, informants; -Continued, publication of such material 
can be depended upon to eventually expose. our inforriants. 
participating in the SOLO ‘operation or will alert the 
Soviets to suspect their liaison with, the CPUSA has been 
penetrated, thus causing them to find. other avenues: not: | 
available to US 6 

For information, 

pA 

Oy 
ADDENDUM τ 8. 64, CRIME -RECORDS. DIVISION CDD: amr: 

We fully agree that protecting the welfare of our SOLO. sources is. 
most. t.important and we at all times-strive to this end. In-this situation however, 
we cannot see that Walter Winchell is at fault since thie material wagefr inted in 
New: York: newspapers as ἃ United Press International story out of Moscow. Itis | 
impossible to dop.a "gossip columnist, "tas the Domestic Intelligence Division sees 
fit to characterize Walter Winchell, from using material once it Has appeared | 
in newspapers, 

γ΄... pore 
7/4 
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ese 1ὸ : :DEREGTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

FROM : Sac, NEW YORK (100-134637). 

suagzcr: Gozo ) 
1S-¢C 

On 7/8/64, NY 694-S* advised that by HALL had 
informed him to advise the Soviets that > JOHWABT and his 

ἜΡΓ | wite, JESSICA SMITH, are planning to visit AiGscow for a BRAD 
st and medical treatment on or about August 1, 1964. } 
OHN. ABT is a prominent CP attorney and.his wife, JESSICA marys 

SMITH, is the editor of "New World Review." AH he 
enone , ΤᾺ 
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πισταὶ 

captioned "SOLO; IS - 

or the information of the Bureeu, 
who has furnished reliable infcrmation in the past, 

advise a 
technician for the NY Residency, purchased 4 2-uay radio 
transceivers with ee B accessories, These transceivers 

νὰ or Ga cam) 
- New Yor 

DRE:hte 
(10) 

thie \, 
Ν᾿ rovdds 
65 JERE τὺ ἐς 

fyoe in plain text or code) 

— (Priority) " 
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DIRECTOR, FSI 

SAC, NEW YORK 

BUFIIG 100-428091 
BYPILE 100~134637 

VALENTIN A, ZATTSEV 
TS -R (SMUN - ΚΘ) 
BUPILE 105-21599 
NYFILE 105-3571 

VLADIMIR A, CHUCHUXIN 
IS - R (SHUN - KGB) 
BUPILE 105.-c4406 
NZFILE 105~-Ly20 

Re NY airtels, dated 7/1/64 and 7/8/64, both 
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AIR@EL ᾿ 

NY 100.23637 

are manufactured by the B, Ἐν, Johnson Company of Waseca, 
Minnesota, and go by the trade name of "Personal Messenger" 

Τὰ addition to purchasing the 4 transceivers, 
KAPUSTIN purchased the following accessories to be utilized 
with them: 

ear phones 
carrying cases 
cigarette lighter adaptors to be used in automobiles: 
external antenna adaptors 
rechargeable batteries 

Τὸ will be noted that ΝΥ 694-S* will be furnished 
one of these radio transceivers in September or October, 1964, 

The NYO will consider the feasibility of purchasing 
‘or renting similar equipment in an effort to detect ang 
monitor the transmission of radio signals in the vicinity 
of the SMUN, which signals would indicate the desirability 
of a meet between the Soviets and an unknown agent or the 
clearing of a drop by the Soviets, 

Further, it is to be noted that the number of 
units purchased by the Soviets would possibly indicate their 
intention of ubiliging this radio signel system to contact 
at least two other agents, 

It will be noted that the purchase of the 4 
transceivers b ny aiso verified through contact 
with ed Aivex Racio Corp., 85 
Cortland reset, NYG 

The Burean will be kept appris sed cf Gevelopments 
in this mateer, 
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“ Ι 

5 Vic AIRTEL REGISTERED | 

(Priority) 

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

FROM: SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637) 

SUBJECT: Caso) : 
S$ - Cc 

. ReNYairtel to Bureau, cc Chicagd, 6/25/64, which reflects 

that of two Soviet messages received via radio on 6/25/64, one was 

a request from the Soviets that they be advised how to forward to - 

NY 694-S* a letter from the Central Committee, USSR, to the CP 
of China. Said airtel further reflected that "second channel" in 

\ the Soviet message referred to an arrangement suggested by the 

Soviets in Moscow that they transmit messages to NY 694-S* through 

ELIZABETH GURLEY FLYNN or JAMES ALLEN of International Publishers. 

ue 

On 6/26/64, NY 694-S* advised SA ALEXANDER C. BURLINSON 

that while he was in Moscow the Soviets suggested that, for the 

security of the informant, all messages of a documentary nature 

be transmitted to him through FLYNN or ALLEN for the following 

reason: they stated that if such messages were found on the person 

of NY 694-S* by the "enemy" it would appear that NY 694-S* were ©. 
involved in an espionage operation with the Soviets which would 

. adversely affect the informant's operations in behalf of the Sovietsi. 

They state that sending such documents to FLYNN or JAMES ALLEN 

would be "a perfectly normal thing to do in that such documents 

_ would be of interest to FLYNN and ALLEN, and would not embarrass 

the Soviets if it became known that they had sent the documents to 

FLYNN or ALLEN." . 

: NY 694-S* stated that he is certain that ELIZABETH GURLE 
FLYNN would not desire to become involved in any such contact with 

the Soviets, and as far as ALLEN is concerned, NY 694-8* woul 

Φ. SBVV-ST-109 Ree. 22 (04-2909 /MoK RA 
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is operation. NY 694-S* 
stated he would prefer that <LSIDORE, Gis NEEDLEMAN be used for 
‘this operation instead of FLYNN or ALLEN. δ if the material 
wapfsent by the Soviets to NEEDLEMAN he, the informant, could 
control NEEDLEMAN who would hecessarily have to furnish whatever 
was sent to him by the Soviets to NY 694-S* since such material 
would be on microfilm. NY 694-S* further advised that béfore 
deciding who should be the "second channel" he desired to consult 
CG 5824~8* for the latter's opinion in this matter. 

The Chicago Office was advised telephonically concerning 
r the above matter and requestéd to ascertain from CG 5824-S* his © 

opinion regarding whom NY 694-S* should designate to the Soviets 
as the “second channel." 

The Chicago Office telephonically advised on 6/26/64 that 
after. CG 5824-S* had been advised regarding NY 694=-S*'s request, 
CG 5824-S* had telephonically contacted NY 694-S* to discuss this 
problein. According το 08 5824-S* he and NY “B9R-S% agreed that 
NEEDLEMAN could be used. as a "second channel! on.a temporary basis, 
that is, for the transmission of information from the Soviets 
to NY 694-S* on two or three occasions. The aforesaid informants 

- felt they would vetain-NEEDLEMAN as "second channel" only until. 
they could find someone more suitable. They felt that, over a 
long period, they. could not trust NEEDLEMAN who possibly ‘could have 
Hierofilm’ developed by someone other than NY 694-S* and transmit 
‘the, same to GUS HALL without. the New York ‘informants: being advised 
beforehand. 

"second chanhel” as descbibed above. NY 694 advised that while 
in Moscow he was informed by the Soviets that 4309 was to be 
used for no purpose other than radio «3:5318 Lons 5; crphering and 

_ coding operations and other technical operations. He was, further 
7 to be used to train a younger man as an asSistant ἢ for NY ὁ 694— ge. 

‘in such Operations. Under no CONdLELONS 5 however, “according 4 to 
- the Soviets, was ΝΥ 4309. to be used for any other purpose. 

Particularly they stated he was not to have any personal contact 
with the he Soviets. π΄ 

NY 694-8" was asked why NY 4309 53-97 aa become the 
5 

bf 

It is requested that the Buyeau consider the advisability 
of the informant's using NEEDLEMAN as a temporary "second channel” 
and advise the New York Office and.Chicago as soon as possible 
whether or not there is any objection to the utilization of NEEDEMAN. *: 
Tt is to be noted that NY 694-S* on July 2, 1964 must notify the : 

Soviets through the new drop "Matilda" whom he has designated as a 

"second channel", = 
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— Opoure, IN ev@copae | 
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Date: 7/14/64 

Transmit the following in. 
{ Type in plain text or code} 

Vig AIRTEL - ΝΞ REGISTERED | 
ΕΝ - -* (Priority or Method of Mailing) ~~ fb 

---π|-ς---- πσπππ....:---- ---------..---ς.-.------------.- -΄-τ- τ’ 

το: ‘DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

Ἢ FROM: SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637) 
_ ~~ @O ) 

SUBJECT :\ SOLO 
Is-¢ 

— 

On 7/14/64, NY 694-S* received a partially coded 
radio message from the Soviets.for transmission to GUS HALL, 
the plain text of which, is as follows: 

"Do GUS HALL: | 

"Please inform us, if possible, on details of 
ALBERTSON: -affair. We are especially interested in its effect 
on security of our relations and BROOKS' (NY 694-S*') security 
personally, In connection with this, we ‘are inclined to post- 
pore: delivery of money for a few days as a matter of precaution. 

. For this operation we propose Wednesday, August 5th. Time and 
_ place are the same. -On Thursday, July 23rd, we are ready to 
contact you through sister MATILDA (drop) at. usual time for your 
material on ALBERISON and your. opinion fon a new date for opera- | 
tion. If agreed, please acknowledge today by phone," 

it will be noted that pursuant to previous airangenents | 
the. ἜΝ were. to ddliver money to NY 694-S* on. 7/24/64,. 

o 

e105 ant 
| rat, (RM). , awh 

I = CHICAGO~(134-46 Sub.B).AM RM) Unouss Sib 
L - NY-134-91 (ay) ay RE (00 728 6G(-YOle 
1 - NY 100~134637 (1). ΝΣ AM Mit a 

wy ar ΟΣ 
ACB:mfd (#41) Rr τινε " JUL 1 joga- 
8) - os . ae 

Approved: Sent. MOP a 

δ JUL a ae in. Charge 



FD-36 (Rev. 12-13-56) 

QO sf 0 
‘ROUTE IN ENVELOPE 

_ Date: 7/7/64 ! weer 
| 

Transmit the following in “ἍΝ ὡς {ἃ 
(Type in plain text or code) 

REGISTERED — | 
{Priority or Method of Mailing) 

a 

—— oe 

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) Ως DOW 
ans i (Att: FBI Laboratory) 

MFROM : SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637) 

sunsect:( Goud aS (: ~ Ἢ. 

᾿ te. q 

ReNYairtel, 7/7/64, page 2, item 3, concerning ye 

| ADE JPRISTAS. 

oy 64, the Soviets transmitted by radio to NY 694~ S*. 
a ciphered message. which was partly coded. In connection there- 
with, it should be noted that this answered a message sent to 
the Soviets by NY 694% through the Matilda drop on 7/2/64, 
which message was set forth in referenced airtel. 

The following is the plain text of the message which 
was transmitted by the Soviets to NY 694-S* on 7/7/64: 

"Your information on Nada Dristas was sent tom --ς- 
Cuba for Castro and Beatrice Johnson on July. 4::" 

BEATRICE JOHNSON referred to above is the CPUSAs 
representative in Cuba. ~ ~ 

Ἢ “ust Bureau (RM) ̓  “st, 
(1 - FBI Laboratory) 1 - Chicago (134-46-Sub B)(AM-RM) 

1 - ΝΥ 134-91 (INV) (41) . | 
1 - ΝΥ 100-134637 (81). ΄ 

ἡ ΩΣ 242. $09, 6 
JDO: msb ™ Ἰ REC. δ JO -- 70ύ 

. ΕΗ peg 6 JUL 17 1964, 

Approved: Sent ..ὦὁ ὁ ὁ ὁὃὁὃἝὁ Μ Per 

6 5 JUL 2 πον
 in Charge 
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Memorandum ROUTE IN ENVELOPE 
TO 

a 
ἰ 
sre Corp) 

INTERNAL SECURITY - C 

ΝΕ 466 GR 153, was sent. 

NR 466 GR 53 

2 ~ Mr, Sullivan, (Atterition: Mr. J. A. Sizoo, Mr. W. G. Shaw) 

6 ΠΣ Ons. 

010-106 

O NMENT Bele 
Totson ak 
Belmont —ene 

COS Pet .....--............ 
Callohon ——_ 

Conrad 
DeLoceh —————~ 

Sele --- 

OSCR 

VOR κα - 
a 

Trotter 
Tele. Room vse 
Holmes τὰ 
Gendy — 

DATE: July 14, 1964 . Conrad go oe ὡς 

Ὁ, Ἐν, Downing 

Captioned case involves the Bureau's highly valuable confidential 
informant NY 694-S* who has been‘recéiving communications transmitted 
to him by radio. 

On 7/14/64, transmissions Were heard by the Bureau's radio 
station at Midland at scheduled times and frequencies at which ting a message, 

The plain téxt is set forth below. The cipher text is a 

TO-BIRCH (Gus Hall). PLEASE INFORM US, IF POSSIBLE ON DETAILS 
OF ALBERTSON'S (repeat) ALBERTSON'S AFFAR.. WE ARE SPECIALLY 
INTERESTED IN ITS EFFECT ON SECURITY OF OUR RELATIONS AND 
SPRING'S (Jack Brooks) SECURITY PERSONALLY. IN CONNECTION WITH 
THIS WE ARE INCLINED TO POSTPONE COLOUR PRINTS OPERATION FOR 
A FEW DAYS AS A MATTER OF PRECAUTION... FOR THIS OPERATION WE 
PROPOSE WEDNESDAY AUGUST 5, TIME AND PLACE ARE THE SAME, 
ON THURSDAY JULY 23 WE ARE READY TO SEE YOU AT SISTER MATILDA 
(repeat) MATILDA AT USUAL TIME FOR YOUR MATERIAL ON ALBERTSON 
AND YOUR OPINION ON A NEW DATE FOR OPERATION. IF AGREED, 
PLEASE ACKNOWLEDGE TODAY BY PHONE. 

να 

ee ALBERTSON is probably identical -with William Albertson, National 
Communist Party functionary, recently expelled from CPUSA. COLOUR 
PRINTS has previously been used to signify $1000, SISTER MATILDA refers 
to’a drop in New York. 

Heb) 
qn te ΕἸ ΤΙ ΟΒΘΒΟΟΝ 

2 

12 Mr: Belitiont ἡ ἐξ 
LQ> τὺ Sh WD CAG. 

1 -‘Mr. Conzad ? / oO - οἷ “δ 077 

1 - Mr Wipslwning 
1 - Mr. Newpher 

1 - Mr. Paddock . 
“athe (CONTINUED ON PAGE 2)L 20 98 

Η , 



Memorandum to Mr. Conrad 
Re: Solo . 

Internal Security - C 

The text of this message was telephonically furnished to 
Supervisor G. Edward Jones, New York Office, at 12:10 P. M., 7/14/64. 

ACTION: 

For information. 

Enclosure 



we 

ΠΝ ΝΗ ἵν 

7 24118 AM 7-14-64 
. - ΠΝ ΟΣ MEATY Be 2S 

WR DOWNING 9 ent fai RATIONS seoriGil . ©) 

FROM A W SMYTH JUL 41954 

pete 1 ἔπλει J ue fest! TOR 

reais 

RE SPECIAL MONITOR NUMBER 2. STATION HEARD ON FIRST TWO 

SCHEDULES AND SENT FOLLOWINGMEASAGE | 

NR 466 GR 155 - 

06969 =059354=60503~86 748-6089 1 -- 40955" 41542401 14*50355~ 12556 

64719-89561 = 75054-4532 85879 | -- 4816968 155- 15256- 16274-82973 

16056-77456 5 1298= 18689-2085 7--9501 1-745 15-91019-8889 1- 04406 

9 1780-4873 7-98.47 729 726-8787 7-2 10042892 135 1577 - 78063-69410 

86419~08356~60374-2.4795~02663~ 45 49 4~5 15 17-28792= 19685-77159 

41081+67148~43 1746-95969 995 159" "03082-28506" 02778" 87955~-24896 

9526 1-00 145-90 13.4"03359~25366-01452-459 72-2 4058-9201 d= 12254 

TT989-5 1743-970 13298200-8 12 73885625 191062 12 76-965 69-6782 1 

6025 9~ 16693-8872 8-76587=92083-=73776~065.42=98401-03370-36109 

17138-6113 7-1 1565-29466~82 120--81474°80480-54005~6429 7+ 67711 © 

293 19+0899 1+ 15919=01420-61000--95864-31584-65780952776~ 75251 

34842 ~46428+ 14049"2.95 78+24590--89487-08755-5485004 715052 164 

53242-87805 23589 19~ 15177-0640 1 --29408°22 152-49 187-9 7499-29568 

60 184+ 10596-07066~05 1 18+65677-"9 763! -8988.4~ 71 896-34296=05 790 

63078 12538+2 79 14320045264 1--00268-68785~ 75454-9441 1~ 74596 

83862-14855 -20970 ᾿ 

ENCLOSURE 45" ἀαδὸ P/— OCI 
CORR GR $2 48757 48657 8//48637 NOT 48757 

π᾿ 
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DATE LZ-LS-Z0LL ? 

ROUTE IN ENVELOP ΟΝ 

tep EO 

(15) 100-428091 BY LIAISOY 

po Date: July 15, 1964 

To; Director ᾿ 
Bureau of Intelligence and Résdarch 
Dopartnont of State \ ( f 

Fron: John Ἐάραν Hoover, Director ye KK 

Subjects. COMMUNIST PARTY OF CHINA of 
INTERNAL SECURITY ὁ. CHINA ~~. 

CS COOLO ZL Ἂν > 

During late June of 1964, a discu a diseussion wag 
held in Moscow, Russia, in which various high-levol Soviet 
officials made the following comments concerning efforts 
by the Communist Party of China to counter the Counci fox’ 
Mutual Economie Assistarice (Comecon). 

The Communist Party of China is planning to. hold 
a Gonference in the very near future in North Korea at 
which discussions will be held relating to the ‘international 
situation and the world communist movement in general. In 
addition, there will be discussions regarding the establish= 
ment of an Asian ‘econonie bloc to offset the Soviet Union's 
sponsored Conecon in which the Soviet Union, Poland, Hungary, 
Nunania, Bulgaria, Mongolia, and the German Denocratic - 
Ropublic are participants. "The Comunist Party of China 
will scok to do in Asia what the Soviets have acconpLished 
in Europe in Conmecon through political and economic agreencnts, 

It is the opitiden of the Soviets that because thore 
are co many contradictions among Asians and Asian countries 
the Commnist- Party of China will be unable to hold these 
Asian countries together in one re aan piers 256. 160-9 ΕΖΗ ἀξ Lk 

The above information was furnished by ea 1964 
which have furnished reliable information in the ο.119 

ig Because of the sonsitive nature of our- ces; % ᾿ 
be corimunication is boing. classified ‘ 

_—— —= 1» Director (ΕΥ̓ LIAISON) Ὁ ἣν “ia , 
Caspar Central, Intélligencg Agel ryan πο Ὁ mis 
Conta ᾿ 
—— ——= - “Attigntjon: Popaty Directo 

| Se τος τς HGS techs (7) ' ᾿ ett Hime ene 
nino (fe τ δ Δ Ζ 
Trotter . ᾿ Lato 
Tele. Room 

μά ge : fe GS Ju MAIL: 59 (904. ervee unit (1 {dee Zssification 



Department of State 

NOTE: 

Director 
Bureau of Intelligence and Research 

Classified "fop-Stcrst" because unauthorized 
disclosure of this information could reveal the identity |. 
of the source, who is of continuing value, and such revelation 
could result in exceptionally grave damage. to the Nation. 
Souree is CG 5824~S*, who is referred to as "sources" in 
order to funther protect his identity. Information was 
extracted from Chicago airtel 7/9/64 captioned "Solo, 
1 Ὁ, 

“-- 
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a Date: 7/14/64 

Transmit the following in 

Ι 
Ι 
I 
Ι 
Ϊ 
Ι 
Ι 
ἰ 
i 
Ι 
Ι 
i 

(Type in plain text or code} 
{ 

Vig. AIRTEL REGISTERED , ot 
(Priority) ‘ | 

-.......................................................Οος-ς.ς.ς..... ee ee 

“τὸ: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

ic FROM: SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637) } 

SUBJECT +. Rug Ke 
IS-c : 

ReNYairtel to Bureau, cc Chicago, dated 7/9/64, 
reflecting that the Soviets had approved the use of ISIDORE 
GIBBY NEEDLEMAN as a secondary channel for the transmission of 
documentary material from the Soviets to the CPUSA. The said 
airtel further reflects that on Tuesday, July 14, 1964, at 

We 2:00 p.m., NEEDLEMAN was to be given a message for GUS HALL 
which was to be. burned after being read by HALL. - 

‘ On 7/14/64, NY 694-S* advised SA ALEXANDER C. BURLINSON 

¢ that on the evening of 7/13/64, he received a telephonic - C2 
communication from NEEDLEMAN advising the informant.that’ on the’ 

evening of 7/13/64, "the head of Amtorg” had come to NEEDLEMAN's 
home and delivered to NEEDLEMAN for transmission to GUS HALL, a 

typewritten document entitled, "To the Central Committee of the 

Commmist Party of China." . 

NY 694-S* advised that this document is a jetter from 
the Central Committee, Communist Party of the Soviet Union (CCCPS ), 

to the Central Committee/of China (CPC), which waq in the process |. 

of CP ~ θα 

\ UREAU (ane pC ᾿ (αν AN) 
“W1 + CHICAGO- (134-46.Sub-B)'(Encl. 1) (RM AM 

1 - NY 134-91 (Inv) (41) -- - YUBSG(-Yor 
1 - NY 100-134637 (41)-- - Vv [00 2: SOd-F C 

:  & 
y? ar 

lO Οἱ sseminatiay — feflen ws préci sted i BY TIMES OF 7 | 
—_ 

ACB:mfd (#41) | Si 

- 
oy 

Approved: Paes Ni 
Sent eM 

G5 JUL 23 188} ιοξλθσοι in Charge 

~ 4 JUL 20 was 



π΄ τ πα τ 

NY 100-134637 

of preparation ‘by the Soviets when the informant was in Moscow 

Aforesaid communication, as others in the past, 
is a criticismby the Soviets of the Chinese for the latter's 
failure to agree to the holding ΟΣ a world meetip. of Communist 
Parties, The letter further reflects that the Soviets are 
of the opinion that the Chinese, in the event that such a meeting 
should, be held, will use it as a further means of causing a 
split. between the CP. of China and the CP of the Soviet Union. 

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau, are 2 Photostats 
of the aforementioned Soviet. letter, A copy is also enclosed 

herewith for Chicago. 
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(18). 100~428091 - BY LIAISON 

Date: July 16, 1964 δ, 

“- Ta: Director 
i | Eureau Of Intelligence and Resoarch 

x pe Department of State uf 

Fron: John Edgar Hoover ». Director \ a? σ΄ 
“- . . a ᾿ ᾿ 

Subject:  SYIHO-SOVIET RELATIONS λων 

The following infornation regarding the 
curzxent situation within the international communist 
movengnt and the possibility of a world conforence of 
sourgee wfigh hav was furnished in early July, 1964, by 
sourees ἡ gh have furnished reliable information in the 
paste” 

aad ne Soviets detinitety want to hold a world 
conferdnca: bf communist parties, but they do not intend to 
Gall gauch Hiconference under an anti-Chinese banner or undex 
the a Rogative slogan of a position against the. Communist Party 
of C The purpdsa of such ἃ conference, according to 
Soviet leaders, must be to andlyzo world events and outline 

for such 2 confexence will be worked out in advance and will 
not coltain an exclusion of the Conmminist Party of China 
fron the world. communist movenent, 

an . The Soviets have initiated now bilatoral meetings. 
ΡΝ the Chinese. They clain this is not in contradiction 

, wit their position fox calling ἃ world conference of 
~ nist parties. It is their feoling that by calling for 

x *, such’ ilatera:T, talks with the Chinese, fewer conmnist 
ey, S can say, “You have this. all arranged in advance. 

You want to get “th the Soviate to belittle then and ruin 
their dignity." vig 5, however, indicated they. are 

-, Clonrly aware that ag bilateral talks with the Chinese . J 
t- Will ultimately. ὮΝ ai: ΜΝ ᾿ | 

it 

Belmont 
I: AY 33 > 

biden ——— SEE ‘NOTE PAGE «ἢ. ! } i “46% Pr 

Callahan, " ΝΙΝ J . +" ἢ . τα oi 

Conrad τσ "WIG 8s CHS 7h oe 
Evang -......... - 
Gale ᾿ 

τ᾽ 

= ἧς 
SSE BP om 
Gondy wai, Room L_) TELeryee ur LJ 

sone general aim of the world communist movement; The agenda S_-« 



τς * TOP-SECRET i CRE 

Director 
Bureau of YnteLlligence and Research 
Department ‘OF State 

The Soviets have indicated that before the end 
‘o£ the present year, an editorial comission consisting or 
representatives of various communist parties throughout the 
‘world will be set up in preparation for a world conference. 
This éditorial comission will work on a draft document and 
an agenda for the conference.. In this connection, the 
Cozmmunist Party of the Soviet Union already has ἃ group of 
individials Working on.a. draft document to be presented to 
the editorial commission. 

The Soviets have requested the Teddership of 
communist parties throughout the world to advisa as to what 
they consider are-the. current theoretical and practical 
problens that should be discussed At a world conference of 
‘commnist parties, The Soviets want thé various. communist 
‘parties to pose problems which they feel need discussion, 
kn this connection, the Soviets posed the following | 
theoretical: problems which they felt worthy of discussion: 

(1) Gan. there ‘bé an advance to socialism without " 
a proletariat? What has happened in Africa? Here is an 

e xanphe-of where there ig no proletariat such as Morx, 
Engels, and Lenin described. In fact, thera is no working 
class of middle class. 

"(2)- What should be thé attitude of the communists 
‘tovaxd.the Arab State? 

οτος “(8) The problem of the Euvopean working class, 
the common markot, ‘and the strengthening of the unity 
of thé working class, Can it be doné separately in 
each staté in fate of the common market? As part of | 
this question, the Soviets feel that the question should 
886 considered as to whether there are contradictions 
between the trade unions of the United States and somé 
Huropéan trade utiions, Some of these contradictions are 
now obvious, particularly in Africa, not only as between 
‘country and country but hetweéen trade unions and trade ‘unions. 

(4) A xeview df the philosophical theoriés of 
Hao Tse~-tung. What hé has been preaching all these yeaxs, 
4g 4% in keeping with Marxist-Leninist philosophy-~the 
plillosophy of thé working class? 



O O 

Director sy. ΝΕ 
Buroau. of Intelligence and Research 
Departnent of State 

"(5) A discussion of innox=Soviet life as well as ἃ 
discugsion of the inner life of other socialist countries, 
How does the socialist atate work? What is social democracy? 
In this comection, the Soviets noted that in the future 
they wore going to permit and éncourage opposition candidates 
even if they appeared on the sane slate. The Soviets; as 
Well as. othor ‘xeproséatatives fron various comubiat pixties 
vidiculed thé outcone of the xecent elections in Czéchoslovokia, 
Τὴ those elections, the Czechs had indicated that theix 
slate received ninety~four per cent of the vote, Most of 
the communist xepresentatives from the Western countrics | 
torned the Czdch statenent ridiculous noting, “You (Czechs). 
have one slate, avon if you have a coalition of parties. . 

. _ (6) ‘The néod for the commmists to understand the 
‘workings .of social democracy in capitalist countries. In 
connection with socikl democracy, the comminists have never 
satisfactorily oxplained to the working class why: they put 
social denosracy in the sirie catogory as fasaista, wherein 
they call social democrats socialist fascistd. Yn this way, 
they lose sight of the differences ‘betwedn & social democracy 
and a fascist dictatorship, In connection with this problem, 
the question is. ‘being posed in a nunber of important communist 
parties as to whothey the Seventh Congress of tho Communist 
International, which dealt with the united front dgainst war: 
and fascism, hid probably not been held two to three yaks 
Jates Even the Seventh Congress! docunent did not give & _ 
Clear attitude cn social democracy. What about the attitude. 
towards. social democracy’ and the concepts ‘the communists had 
under Stalin; that. is, that of one paxty, a monolithic party, 
which load a county to socialism? This concept excluded — 
social dendcracy. This. leads to anothor question. Xn t his 
ase, Vas Lonin wrong?- The apology given for Lenin was that 
the world situation was different whén Lenin put forth his 
theorios at the beginning of the Soviet reveiution, Wher 
the Wostern European revolutions were défeated, Lenin at | 
that tine was no longer the same force; ho was becoming 211 
and Stalin was conjng to power. Stalin continued this theory 

: τ 

born in ἃ different revolutionary period, " 

" ᾿ς Sone of the above tlidorotical problems ira already 
being discussed within the. Communist Party of tho Soviet Union. 

wo Jw 



Directox ᾿ 
Buren: of Intelligence and Research, 
Departnont Ὁ State «ἃ 

Some of these problems: οὐ theoretical, questions. aré already 
being raised in the various writings contained in sone of — 
the inner-Party theoretical journals, 

+ 

There 485 a good. possibility that ἃ confererde. 
of representatives of ‘communist parties of the world ‘will 
be held in tho. early part of 1965,. and that an editorial 
connission meeting in preparation for this conference WELL 
“ake place in the Inte Fall of 1964. | | 

Because of the senaitive. patireo Ὁ Gir" sources, 
we hive classified this conmunieation mae 

i = Director ΟΥ̓ LIAISON). , γ 
Central Intelligencs-Ageticy ~ ΩΖ 

Attention:- Doputy Pisector, Plans 

NOTE: , 

élagsitied "Fop--Serret" because unauthorized 
‘disclosure of this information could reveal. the identity 
of the source, who is of continuing value, and such 
revelation could result in exceptionally grave damage 
to the Nation, Source is CG '5824-s, who-is referred to.. 
as "sources" in order to further protect. his identity. " 
Source obtained this: information from William Kashtan and 
Leslie Morris, functionaries of the Communist Party of 
Canada. Information extracted from Chicago airtel 7/9/64, ~ 
entitled "Solo, is-C." ἮΝ 
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(IS) 100-428091 

“ BY LIAISON 
Date: July 17, 1964 » 

7 ols 
Υ: To: _ Director . i, 
i Burean of Intelligence and Rescarch . : 

: Department of State υ f wy) 

Fron:  ° John Edgar Hoover, Director \ or yt WAY 
“" 4% te ft 

Subject: COLWUNIST PARTY Of CANADA 
INTERNAL SECURITY — CANADA - 

ΝΕ iestie Horris, General Secretary, Communist Party 
of Canada, in discussing the recent Jone, 1964, Plonun of the 
Canadian Communist Party held in Toronto, Ontario, noted. that. 
‘this Plonun had adopted no resolutions and that no written 

- veports had been prepared or presented. Actually, according ι 
| to Norris, what was dono at this Plenma was te pose probiens . 
| and the need to review certain attitudes held by the Party in 

the past. There was much open debate and every possible probten 
was raised for consideration without any positive answers boing 
decided upon. The Plenux discussions-were oven critical in 
sone instances of tho Cosmunist Party of Canada: for having ran 
certain candidates in the last election on the basis that this 
action nay have contributed to the winning of political positions 
by bourgeois candidates rathor than by the social denccrats. _ 

_Horris advised that the Canadian Conmaunist Par 
had abolished the Young Comunist Leaque in Canada and in its 

ε, place the Party is endeavoring to build a broad organization 
-“,, OF youth. The Comaanist Party of Canada has ferned Party youth 

vf Aiubs of young comiunists who wild work anong the youth. As 
opportuni tics present thenselves, ‘the Canadian Comnunist Party 

Ὡ wiligbring these youths inte the Patty's teadorship.. Morris 
‘“-, noted that in the very near future tho pre-Chineso olenent in 
-~ * Canada will announce its own alleged Marxist-Le > Organi~ 

3 
NESE. Or zation in that country. LO: ie ek /b0 YEO f Poy ee 12: ve 
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yg het Divecter 

fa | { Bureau/of Intelligence and Research 
pant | Department of State ᾿- 

i ate H \ 

eee τὶ y |. The above: information was furnished by sources 
F “- ghiéh ‘have furnished reliable information in the past, 

. * Because of the sensitive nature of our sources, » ‘this 
‘ ¢ οοθδουπάφαδομ is‘being classified " 
i rrr | 

᾿ εν Director (BY LYAISON). - 4 
“ : Gentzial Intelligence. Agency 

Attention: Deputy Divector, Σ 
NOTE: 

. Classified "Ron-Sorret" because unauthorized woe 
| ‘@isclosure of this inforsiation could reveal tho. identity. ent ᾿ . of the source, ‘who: is of continulag value; aid such ° } ¥ revelation could result. in. exceptionally grave damage to ~*~ | qf the Nation. ‘Source is CG 5824-S*, who'is referred to: εἰ as “gources" In.order to further protect his identity. ΝΥΝ Sourcé obtained this information Leslic Horriss Sea | ooo? Chicago airtel 7/9/64 entitled "Solo, IS-C," : . 
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This memorandum outlines the material developed during Solo 
Mission 15, and will assist in locating pertinent data within the Solo 
file. 

DESCRIPTION OF INFORMATION AIRTEL 

ALGERIA (CP OF)... ccc cece eee reeeeeees sewecees .. 6/23/64 
ALGERTAN REVOLUTION........ ΠΝ cenees 6/23/64 

ALLEN, JAMES (CPUSA official)....c.cccesccceeres 6/30/64 
AMERICAN DIALOGUE (communist magazine)......... . 6/26/64 
ARONSON, JAMES (Visited Cuba)......... vecsseeeve 6/12/64 
BELLA, BEN (Algerian Premier).....cecceseecesess Of 11/64 
BRAZIL (Political situation) ......ssecceeerecees 6/22/64 
BREZHNEV , LEONID I. (Soviet official) evens veces 6/22/64 

BRIDGES , "HARRY (ILWU O£fiCial)..cssceceeeceeeens 6/23/64 
BROTHERS, HAROLD (Mail drop in Canada), ...ceeee0- 6/18/64 
BUCK, TIM (Canadian CP official) ....ssseseseeee 6/19/64 
BUDENNEY , MARSHAL (Soviet official) ...... ceveeee 6/11/64 
BURGESS , GUY (Died in Soviet Union).........+0+. 6/29/64 
CALCINES , RAMON (Cuban official)....ccceeeeeeess 6/12/64 
CANADA (CP Of) cc ccceeccccseccevcsersess eee eeeee 6/19/64 
CASTRO, FIDEL (Cuban Premier) 

Interview Oy «ον νον νειν ον ον νον εν οεεεσννεν 6/11/64 
Letter to from CPUSA... 1... cvaccccees 6/12/64 
Describes conditions in Cuba.......seee0. ... 6/22/64 

CATHOLICS AND COMMUNISTS (book by Gus Hall)..... 6/22/64 
CEYLON (CP 08)... ΝΎ ΨΨΥΥΝΣ 6/25/64 

I Possible Coup d'etat) ..csscscccccececrees 6/11/64 
(Returning from Moscow)....-essecceees 6/26/64 

COMINFORM (Soviets opposed to new)..scecccessees 6/23/64 
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CUBA 
Relations with Soviet Union......... πόνων, 6/22/64 3931 

Relations with Chind.......ssssgesceceeeee es 6/22/64 8962 
Relations with CPUSA..... dev eeees vecececccsee 7/2/64 -  - 4021 
Status of CP in Cuba......cceuececeeeeeecess 6/12/64 3923 

CZECHOSLOVAKIA 
Relations with the United States. ἘΣ 6/22/64 3938 

Relations with Brazil. ...cccceeeeesseoes wees 6/23/64 _ 3986 

CURRAN, JOSEPH (National. Maritime Unidny....0++s 6/23/64: 4026 
DAVIDOFE, RUTH (On mission for CPUSA).....- “baeed 6/11 764: 3015 ᾿ 

DIAZ, ROBERT MELENDEZ (Cuban official)........+. 6/30/64 ᾿ 4019: 

‘DRITSAS,, ADA (In Cuba ἃ wants to return. to USA).. 6/11/64 3915* 

EATON, CYRUS (Fry ing to ‘get Rotary C1ubs) vas +o 6/25/64 3985: 

EPSTEIN, HARRY (Invited to Moscow):.....+ssee ens 6/15/64 3909 
FREEDOMWAYS: Soviets want to invite). ecesesess 6/26/64 _ 3993 

In. Moscow 6/29/64, _ 3994 
Calias o ; 6/16/64. - 3909 

‘GALAMISON, MILTON A» (Soviets watt to invité).. , 6/26/64. . 3903 

GOLLAN;, : JOHN. (official of CP of England) .+.020+- 6/19/64 4001" 
Writing’ article Which Road". . ses. ced eeeees 6/23/64 3965 

be els ieee ΠΝ eeneeee 6/19/64 . 4901 

“Tnquiring)acyossyeeeeeeee- 6/26/64 3993. 
Gil πο vase oe oe 6803 ἐς 6/26/64: 3993 

REENBLATI. GOLDIE (wants to visit: U.S.A. ) vege. 6/26/64 - 3993: 

Aimy Harris). nea cene, 2 6/26/64 - 3993 

ct Ny IDA) oe coer panes venebenee 6/11/64, 3915 be. 

al aL AE ‘OF SOLO MISSION 5... cc cecccheceeces Of9/64 3897 bc 

. (In PLAGUE) ojcciiseeeseeeecs 6/29/64 3993 

ILICHEY ,. LEONID: F.. (Soviet. OffiCIaT) woes cos ones 6.23464 4027 

INTERNATIONAL, (Soviets. opposed’ to formation).... 6/16/64 3921 

INTERNATIONAL PUBLISHERS «.. « as eee εν φενεενενο εν 6/30/64 3979 

INTERNATIONAL PREPARATORY. ‘COMMITTEE, ΝΞ. 6/23/64 3964 
JACKSON; ESTHER of Freedonvays). vececveveas cess 6/26/64 3993 
JANDIK ’ MILOSLAV (CP OF CZ)... cecice cece cect uanes . 6/17/64 3914 

Jea “Johnson) .. 2 6426/64, » 3993- 

JOHNSON, “PRESIDENT LYNDON (Soviets. cconments) . ὡς 6/19/64 - 3927 " 
KASHTAN, WILLIAM (CP οὐ᾽ Canada)........ vevescnes, 6/19/64. 3994 
KHRUSHCHEY , NIKITA S.. (Soviet Premier). Ὁ 

Succession ΤῈ dies. ccc cece eweeswnceeneteges 6/22/64 3992 
Reaction to gift from ΩΣ 6/11/64 3915* 

KOHLER, FOY Ὁ. (U.S. Ambassador to Russid)...... 6/25/64. 3984 

KONEV , ” MARSHAL (Soviet OfFFIGial)......665 eeeee ὦν, 6/11/64 3915* 



KOTZMAN, LADISLAV (Czech official)....sscessese+ 6/23/64 3986 
LAMB, EDWARD (Soviets trying to influence)...... 6/25/64 4022* 
LASTOVICKA , B. (Czech official) ..ccccsscieeseeee 6/15/64 3915 
LATIN.AMER ICA Memorandum on).....+4. ΝΥΝ 6/11/64 3910 

(U.S. writer) .csececcesserccssees 6/30/64 3979 
; (American: writer) ......cceeeceees 6/17/64 3924" 

MALINOVSKY, MARSHAL (Soviet official)..... πονῶν 6/11/64° 3915* 
oviet Union) ......ceeeeseeee 6/29/64 3995: 
(visited Cuba).......-.-e02- 6/12/64 3923. 

MICHAELOV, IGOR (Soviet official).....csceesseees 6/23/64 4029 
MIKOYAN, ANASTAS (Soviet Official). ...cceseserss 6/22/64 3992 
MORRIS, LESLIE (CP of Canada).. eccctececees, 6/19/64 3994 
ODETS, ” CLIFFORD, (American WEUtED) co μον νον ον νον 6/27/64 3993 
OSWALD, LEE HARVEY | 

Remarks by -CaSt©0...sceserccreccees sevveseee 6/11/64 3915* 

Castro explains his reasoning..,...++ veeeeeve 6/12/64 3916* 
Hall's reactions ‘to ‘Castro's: remarkS.:e.see- 6/16/64 .292} 

Henry Winston). ..iesescsceese 6/26/64 3993 
REISEL, VICTOR (News: ‘Correspdident) 

Article. re Gold From MOSCOW. ..scucceccereces See 62-82195-543 

Soviets" reaction to ἄγ στ ξεν cece ees ΝΕ 6/9/64 3908 

_ Reaction to CG 5824 HS" cies geceeesiee leeneas , 6/12/64 3901 

RESHETOV,: PYOTR (Soviét Official). s.....eeeeee+s, 6/23/64 3964 
REUTHER, VICTOR (UAWofficial)........ eis ee eenee 6/23/64 4029 
ROA, RAUL (Cuban official). Leseeeeeerneceeerseti 6/23/64 3946 
ROBESON, PAUL. cece ceeds ccectecsievsaccevcceess, 6/26/64 3993 
RUMANIA (Political Siudtion).. veseccvcccseee 6/22/64 3945 

SALINGER , -PIERRE (Soviets* ΟΝ 6/9/64 3927 

(In Soviet Union)......... 6/29/64 3994* 
‘In Soviet, Union). .....see. vere 6/29/64 3994* 

SHIELDS, ART ("The Worker” Correspondent)....... 6/29/64 3994* 
SINO-SOVIET DISPUTE 

Attitude of Cubans.;:..... seu ssecencaseccine 6/22/64 3962 
Soviet Secret CommisSion......scsceseeseeee . 6/23/64 4027 

SINO-SOVIET RELATIONS .....ccccccescceeetweeecves 6/19/64 3926 
SOVIET’ PUBLISHING HOUSE OF FOREIGN LITERATURE. . . 6/30/64 3979 

SOVIET YOUTH ACTIVITIES.......cceceecetcccecvees 6/23/64 3964 
[__]JIn Cuba).......ceseeecieee een wees » 3915* 

STERN LEE (ALERED) Cin Cuba)... selec eeeeeeee O/11/64 3915: 
Γ΄; π΄ Ἰ7ῳ.8. riter)... ccc pncnseeee + 6/30/64 3979 

“8. 
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Memorandum, to Mr. F. J. Baumgardner 

UNITED. AUTO WORKERS (Soviets! comments)... . 6/12/64 
UNION LEADERS IN U. Ss. (Soviets' ‘conments) 6/23/64 

3 owe ents) «oars 6/11/64 
Wn. Foster). 6/26/64 

WANGERIN, OTTO (Soviets’ comments)....cesceceeees 6/26/64 
nxn COMRADE (Soviet intelligencé)........ eae enes 6/9/64 
YENDITCH, (Phonetic) - (Czech Official). see eeseee 6/20/64 

ZANCHEYSKY (Phonetic): -(Gzech official)........ 6/30/64 
ZIFERSTEIN, Dr. I. (In Soviet Union). avcvcscceee 6/26/64 - 

ACTION: 

None. File for record. purposes. 
we 
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” RO ‘ 1 ~ Hr. RW. Smith ULE LN si yy νη eae 
& = Mr. Shav 

(IS). 100-428091 
᾿ BY LIAISON 

Date: duly 17, 1964 

| wi Tos. Director. 
: Bureau of Intelligence and Research if 

a Department of State b 
΄ 

Fron John Edgar Hoover; Director \ af aby 

Subject: ONG HUNDREDTH ANNIVERSARY CELEDRATION. a por 
‘OF THE FIRST INTERNATIONAL 

The celebration of the One Huhdredth Anniversary of 
the founding of the First International is scheduled to: be. held 
from September 24-28, 1964, in Bast Berlin, German Denocratic 
Republic. The celebration will start. with a Large public 
meeting and will be folloved by sone “scientific™ sessions. 
at which there will be discussions regarding the changes that ‘ 
have occurred within the working Glass during the present ; 
century .. 

The various communist parties throughout the vorld,. 
including the Communist Party of Canada and the Conmunist Party, 
USA, have been invited to send participants to. the celebration | 
in ‘East Berlin. The Communist Party, USA, has not, as yet; a 

. responded to this. invitation, but the Canadian Communist Party 
has accepted the invitation. Tim Buel and Alfred Dewhurst, 
Leading. nenbers of the Communist Party of Canada, will zepresent 
their Party at the celebration in East Berlin. 

The Communist Party of China, because of the Sino- 
Soviet ideological dispute, plans to hold 4tS own separate. 
celebration commemorating the One Hundredth Anniversary of the 
Fizst International.. ᾿ 

Ss The above information was furnished by sources ΥΩ 
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Bureau of Intelligence and. Research. mS Department of State 
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ς΄ NOTE: ΝνΝ Ε 

ΕΣ Classified “Top-Secrat’ because unauthorized, 
Gisclosure of this igformation could reveal the identity 

ες . Of the sourcs, who is/continuing value, and such revelation _ 
~~... ould result in exceptionally grave damage to the Nation. 
_>_ | Source is CG 5824-S*, who is xeferred to .as “sourees" ‘in . 

: order to further protect his identity. Source obtained this 
- information from Willian Kashtan and Leslie Morris, officials 

. ΟΣ the Canadian Conmiunist Party. Information extracted -- - 
: from Chicago airtel 7/9/64, entitled "Soloy 15-0." νυ 
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SECLAGSTEICATION AUTHORITY DREIVED FRON: 

FBI AUTOMATEO TECLAse Tr Eie rion otlie 

Wer. Tolson 
Mr. Belmont | 

ἐ pees pMx. Mehr. 

(ANN FE pMr. Casper_____. 

ROUTE i ἡ sundae ὦ (Mr. Callahan. 
Mr, Conrad 

{Mr. DeLoach... | 
‘Date: 17 13/64) iMr. Evans... 

. Mr. ἔθος _ 
IMr. Résen 
Mr. an. 

Int vel. 

co 

SATE Ao he Trev. 10-29-63). “ ; 7 sn 2 

(Type in plain text or code) 

Via ___ AIRTEL REGISTERED MAIL i soviet byte rotten 
{Priority} . 1918. Room 

Miss Holmes——— re a a ee ay ate Gandy ~ 

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI Fon αν ῦσ]ν, 

1, FROM: SAC, [cute we (134-46 sub B) OBC 
% 

GC a uae BY PT fd 

Gora Bef Lat 
; Is - : 2d: 

ReCGtel call.7/13/64 to Assistant Director WILLIAM ὙΠ ) 
C. SULLIVAN. CX) 

mayer “SK, 

On 7/13/64 CG 5824-S* advised SA RICHARD W. HANSEN 
that as a result of a long distance telephone call which the 
informant had received on 7/10/64 and a subsequent telephonic 
contact at 2:00 p.m., 7/12/64, the informant had met ARNOLD 
JOHNSON of NY at O'Hare International Airport, Chicago, ‘TLl., 
during the afternoon of 7/12/64, JOHNSON had been sent to 
Chicago in great secrecy by GUS HALL for the purpose of com- 
municating the following information to £G 5824-S* relative 
to the WILLIAN/ALBERTSON ΝᾺ ἢ 

tat 

JOHNSON brought with him and gave to: CG 5824-S* the 
original "report" purportedly written by WILLIAM ALBERTSON 
and eight pages of the known handwriting of WILLIAM ALBERTSON. 
GUS HALL had instructed that CG 5824-S* is to get two new 
verdicts from handwriting experts through the use of lawyers 
as to whether or not the report is indeed in ALBERTSON's 
handwriting, One lawyer is to be a "stranger," that is, a 
non-Party or ἢ and GUS HALL had suggested that bg 
this should be a well known Chicago attorney Ib? 
who apparently has been. connected with handwriting experts 
in the Pa The other lawyer is to be one from "the Lef 

᾿ς 06 E ΄ 
Sore (RM) τι Sup Ὁ 
2-New York (100-134637) (Ril) κΚ 
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These handwriting experts are to determine if there is the 
remotest, pos#ibility that the report is a forgery. The 
handwriting experts are not to be told that this is a Party 
matter but may be informed that it is a trade union matter. 

Secondly, GUS HALL instructed that CG 5824-S* should 
demand from the "people abroad," that is, the CC, CPSU, their 
opinion as to the authenticity. of the ALBERTSON report ; According 
to JOHNSON, GUS HALL was not the least concerned if CG 5824-S* 
had to pick up immediatély and fly abroad. GUS HALL desired 
that the following should be specifically determined from the 
CC, CPSU, experts; - 

1) Determine if this specimen corresponds with the 
genuine handwriting of WILLIAM ALBERTSON, 

2) If it does, would it be possible to make up a 
document like this as a forgery? Could a forgery be made so. 
well that a handwriting expert could not tell the difference? 

JOHNSON instructed that HALL demands that immediate 
decisions be obtained in regard to the authenticity” of this 
document. and that the results bé furnished to him no later 
thdn Thursday, 7/16/64, so that he will have this information 
prior to the National Committee meeting. It was JOHNSON's 

. impression that-HALL included the verdict from the Russian 
handwriting experts in this demand that the results be furnished 
by. him by Thursday of this week and stated that GUS HALL expects 

‘to see CG 5824-S* at that time, 

Pursudnt to authority of thé Bureau, the New York 
Office was contacted on, 7/13/64 at CG 5824-S*'s request. 

1CG 5824-S* stated that he is not desirous of making a trip 
| to the Soviet Union at this time on this matter and requested. 
that NY 694=S* be contacted to determine whether or not an 
emergency ‘contact could be made to pass. these documents for 4 
rush handwriting analysis. CG 5824-S* stated that he desired 
this information be furnished to NY 694-S* although NY 694~S* 
will not be able to raise this with GUS HALL when the New York 
informant talks to him, sincé this matter is being handled 
with the utmost sécrecy and HALL had not instructed that NY 694=S* 
be apprised, ας telephonically communicated Ing 
to oat es ene Bis New York Office on Ib? 
this date, 
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On 7/13/64 CG 5824-S* furnished to SAs’ HANSEN and 
WALTER A, BOYLE the documents which he had received the 
previous evening from ARNOLD JOHNSON. Photographic copies 
of these documents were made and the originals immediately 
returned to the source. When processing completed, a set 
of prints will be furnished to the Bureau. The Bureau will 
be kept promptly advised of developments in this matter and 
for the infoof the Bureau and New York, additional. info - 
concerning the contact between ARNOLD JOHNSON and CG 5824-S* 
relating to the ALBERTSON affair is being set out in a separate 
communication under the caption, "op, USA - COUNTERINTELLIGENCE 
PROGRAM, " This is being done in order that this separate com- 
munication need contain no facts relating to the Solo ramifica- 
tions of the ALBERTSON investigation. 

ADDENDUM 

oubsequently, on 7 

‘engaged and the opinion that the “report and the 
specimens of the handwriting of WILLIAM ALBERTSON were positively 
written by the same individual. Fuller details relative to this 
matter will be furnished by separate. communication under the 
caption "CD, USA - COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM." Relative to. 
arrangements being made to have the questioned document examined 
by the Russian handwriting experts, CG 5824-S* was advised that 
NY had telephonically advised Chicago that NY 694~S+ had, been ἢ 
contacted and furnished the following opinion: | 

It was his opinion that no answer could be obtained 
4) trom the CC, CPSU. within the time limit prescribed by GUS HALL 
and, furthermore,. that to entrust a message of such import to 
TSADORE NEEDLEMAN for delivery to his contact whose identity 
is not known to NY 694-S* would be regarded as a severe breach 
of security in the. eyes of the Russians. 

CG 5824-8* stated that he is in complete agreement 
with NY 694-S*!'s observations and that he would inform ARNOLD 
JOHNSON τὸ inforn HALL that CG 5824-S* would discuss. this 
matter with HALL upon the informant's. arrival in NY on 7/16/64, 
CG 5824-S* indicated that he will discuss this problem with 
NY 694-S* at that tine and he feels certain that Ὧ6 will be able 
to mollify GUS HALL. In addition, the positive result of the 
handwriting examination in Chicago should serve to remove some 
of the pressure being exerted by GUS S HALL for the additional 

ον  —SECRET 
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handwriting examinatio, CG 5824-S* anticipates that HALL ᾿ 
; ἢ will insist that the questioned document be submitted to 

the CC, CPSU, atthe earliest opportunity and CG 5824~-S* 
stated that he will consult with NY 694-S* when he visits 
NY as to the manner in ‘Which this can be: accomplished. ead 
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‘Memorandum 

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) DATE: 7/15/ 

AC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) ῬΕ Mr. Pavel 
᾿ yp’ Mr. Trotter____ 

Miss Holmes_____ 
OLD Miss Gandy. 

Is - C 
παν δαὶ, a ey deeds “πον 

ReCGlet dated June 10, 1964, and Bulet dated 

July 10, 1964, / ΟῚ 

ReBulet requested detailed information regarding 
disbursement. of $15,631.00. determined to be Solo Funds and 
referred to in reCGlet. In connection with this request, 
the following is set forth: “ 

The $15,631.00 considered as Solo Funds involved 
four transactions in the amounts of $1,000.00 received 
April 24, 1958; $400.00 received July 11, 1958; $13,731.00 
received July, 1960; and, $500.00 received November, 1963. 
Set forth below is the information requested regarding 
each of these transactions, particularly as related to the 
disbursement of the monies received: 

.».-. 
Item #1, transaction involving 
$1,000.00 received 4/24/58 

On April 24, 1958, ELIZABETH MASCOLA, the common-law 
wife of TIM BUCK, then Chairman of the Labor Progressive 
Party of Canada (CP of Canada), traveled to New York City and 
turned over $1,000.00. This money had been provided by the 
Soviet Embassy, Toronto, for transmission to the ΟΡ: USA to 
help pay the expense of a trip to the Soviet Union ὃν 
CG; .0824~S*, This money was turned over by MASCOLA to NY, 694-58: 
Atethe time NY 694-S* received this money from MASCOLA, he gave 

. back to her $100 of this sum to cover her expenses for travel 
from Montreal to New York City. The remainder of ‘this money , 
$900.00, was transmitted to CG 5824-S* and in Jandary, 1959, 
was applied to the actual cost of the trip to the Soviet. Union 
(Solo trip #1), 
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Item #2, transaction involving: 
_ $400.00 received 7/11/58 

On July. 11, 1958, an inidentified yepresentative 
of the North and South American. Section, International 

. Department, Central Committees, CPSU,-provided to CG 5824-S* 
in Mostow the sum of $400, This money was furnished by the 
CPSU to tthe CP, USA to cover costs connected with CG 5824-S*!s 
trip to the Soviet. Union. The above-noted sum of $400 was 
actually subsequéntly applied to the cost. involved..in completing ; 
this trip to the Soviet Union which was. incurred by -CG 5824-S*, 

Ἕ 

Ltem #3, transaction involving 
$13, 781, 00 received 7/60. 

In-July, 1960, NIKOLAL ¥. MOSTOVETS,, head of the 
North and South. American Section; International ‘Department, 
Central. Committee, CPSU, turned over in Moscow to CG 5824-S* 
on behalf of the CPSU a sum of money totalling $13., 731.00. 
This. money waS to be delivered to WILLIAM. Z; FOSTER, Chairman 
Emeritus, CP, USA as royalties for ‘material written by EOSTER 
and published in the. Soviet Union, At the timé, it was noted. 
by MOSTOVETS that this money would have normally been trans- 
mitted through other channels to FOSTER but since CG 5824-S* 
was returning. to, the. U.S. soon, he was requested to: hand carry 
ft back to FOSTER, 

On. July 31, 1960, CG 5824-S* returned to the U.S. and 
: provided NY 694-S*. with a. Stim totalling $13, τοῦ. Οὗ. When he 

_ turned’ this money over to. NY 694-5*, CG 5824-5* noted that he 
had spent. $31.00 of this sum while abroad to meet some expenses: 
which had arisen. GUS HALL was informed of the receipt oF 1 this 
monéy., ἢ ᾿ ᾿ 

᾿ While CG 5824-8+ does. not know the exact disposition 
of this money turned over to NY 694-S¥, it would appear from 
a review of NYlets dated‘March 23, 1962, and April 6, 1962, 
captioned "SOLO" and NY¥let. dated April 24, 1962, captioned . 
"NY 694-S*,'" that this $13,700.00 was: actually utilized by 
NY 694-5* in connection with the purchase of some $30,000 
in negotiable government bonds which. were then in NY 694-S*'s 
‘possession. 
> 
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CG 134-46 Sub B 

Item #4, transaction involving 
$500. 00 received 11/63 _ . 

In November, 1963, while in Moscow, USSR, CG 5824-S* - 
was. furnished: by ALEKSEL GRECHUKHIN, a mémber of | ‘the North and 
South American Section, international Department, Central, 
Committee, CPSU, a sum totalling $500.00, This,money, accérding 
to GRECHUKHIN,,- was being provided as a final reimbursemerit to 
the CP, USA. for" all outstanding fares and other expenses for 
which claims may have been submitted in the past. ‘to the CPSU. 

During November, 1963, while abroad, Ce 582428* 
disbursed for various. purposes the $500.00 recéived from - 
GRECHUKHIN. The purposes for which this: money Was placed 
at that time was. as follows: 

$200 to MAX WEINSTEIN for travel expenses; ἢ 

; $50 to MAX WEINSTEIN. for ‘the. purchase.of , - 
- sample products; 

$95 to NORMAN ‘FREED, cp of canada 1 repre i ᾿ 
sentative to-the "World Marxist Review," ο΄ 
for travel he was to perforn. on behalf of - 
the CP, USA to the German, Democzatic = - 
Republic;. ᾿ ᾿ - ἢ | - 

$100 to NORMAN FREED for transmittal το. * 
BEATRICE. JOHNSON, "The Worker" correspondent, 
Havana, Cuba; , 

4 

$55 for miscellaneous expenses in. Moscow. “-: 
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1 - Lidison 
OP-SECRET 1. Hr, Shaw 

CIS). .100-428091 

Dates duly 20, 1964 

Fron: John Rdgar Hoover, Directox\, 

Subject: ‘SINO-SOVIET RELATIONS — 

. fhe Lollowing information regarding the current 
situation within the international communist novenent 
‘and the possibility of a world conference of communist 
parties was furnished in early duly, 1964, by sources 

which have furnished reliable information in the past. 

“Phe Soviets. definitely want to hold a world 
conference of communist parties, but they do not intend to 

call such a, conference under ah anti-Chinese banner or under 

the negative slogan of a position against the Communist. 

Party of China, ‘The purpose of such a conference, 
according to Soviet leaders, must be to analyze worid 

events and outline some general aim of the world communist 
movement, The agenda for such a conference will be worked. 
out in -ndvance and will not contain an exclusion of the _ 

Communist Party of China from the vorld communist novenent. 

abt — SEE NOTE PAGE 4 
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Mao Tse~tuig, What hoe has been preaching ali these years ; 

ἣν philosophy of the working Ὁ class? 

Director: 
National, Indicationg Centex 

The. Soviots have indicated that bofore the end 
of the présont year, an editorial commission consisting of 
representatives of various communist particg. throughout the, - 

- world will -bé ‘sot. ip in preparation for a world conférence. 
This editorial commission will work on a draft documont and 
an agonda for the ‘conforence, In this connection, the | 
Comunist Party of the Soviet Union already has a group of 
individuals working on: a draft docunent to be presented to 
the editorial corinisgiion, 

‘Tha, Soviots have requested. the ‘Yeadorship ‘o£ 
communist parties. throughout: the world to advise as to What 
thoy consider are the current theoretical and practical 
probiéns that Should “pe discusséd at. ἃ world ‘conference of. 
cominunibt parties. The Sovints want: the vatloug communist 
parties to pose probléns. which they 9601 ncod discussion, 

τὸς In this connection, the. Soviets. posed: the following 
theoretical problens which, thoy. felt. worthy. af ‘discussion: ος 

401), Can there be δὰ advyaneé t6 Socialism srithout -- 
a: proletariat? What ‘has Happened in Africa?. Here is an ~ 
example of Where there 1s no. proletariat Sich as Mars, 

. Engels, and Lenin described, In fact, there is no working ~ 
“ eiass or. middle elas, 

νι 

™ (2) What should be the! attatuae of ὑπὸ communists ; 
toward the Arnb State? 

hart 

‘nie auostton, Ἢ the Soviets ‘feel. that the duestion ‘should. 
οὖς be considered as ἐσ whether there Ave contradictions 

between the trado unions of the United Stites and some - 
Buropodh trade unions, Some of these contradictions are 
now obvious, particularly in Africa, not ohly as between 
countyy and country but between trade unions and ‘tage 

"(4) A sreview: of the pnilosophical theories oF 

is ἅτ ih keeping with Marxist-Leninist. philosophy..the ; 



How doos the socialist atate work? What is social denocracy? 

‘torred the Czech statcaont ridiculous noting;. tyou (Czechs). 

thoy call social denocrats socialist fascists; In this way, 

‘and 2 fascist dictatorship. In connection ‘with this probleny ἡ 

‘paxties as to. whether the Soventh Congress of the Communist 

‘cane Was Lenin wrong? The apology given for Lenin was that 

Director ss ¢ 
Rational Indications Centex 

«ss πᾷδ) A discus&ion of Lnnér-foyiet Life as well as ἃ 
discussion of.the inner life of other. socialist countrics,. 

In this connection, ὑπὸ Soviets noted that in the future _ 
they wore going to pornit and oncourage opposition candidates 
even if they dppeared on thd sane slate. The Soviets, as 
WoL] as other representatives from yarious communist partics 

ἢ 

ridiculed the. owtcone of the reccnt elections in Czcchoslovakia,. 
In these elections, ὑπὸ Czechs had indicated that. thoir | 
slate xecolved nincty+four per’ cent. of the. vote. Host. of 
thé communist reprosentatives fron tho Wostern countrics 

hive one slate; oyon 1f you havo a. coalition of parties," - 

ΝΕ 506) ‘Tho need for the communists to underystand tho 
Workings of social donocracy it capitaliat countries. In | 
contiection with social democracy, the communists have nevor 
satisfactorily explained to tho working class way they put 
social denocracy in the éame category as fascists, wucrein 

they lose sight of tho difforencos between a social denecracy 

thé, question is bein? posed in a number of inportant communist 

International, which dealt. with the united froit against var 
‘aud fascisn, had probably not beon held two to three yours 
Jnte, Even the Sovonth. Congress’ document did not give ἃ. 
cloar attitude on social denocrscy, What about tho attitude 
towards social denocracy and the concepts tho communist had 
under Stalin, that is; that of one party, g.nonolithic party; 
which lead a country toe cociallen? Taig concept excluded 
social denocracy; This leads to another question, In this 

the world situation was different waon Lenin put forth his \ 
theories at the beginning of the Soviet revolution. When : 
the Wostern Européan revolutions were defeated; Lenin at | a | 
thet tine was no longer the sane force, he was becoming 121 ἮΝ 
and Steiin was coming to power. Stalin continued this theory . 
born in a different revolutionary period," . 

“- 

Sone of the above thooretical problens aro. already 7 
being dipeussed within the Comunist. Party’ of the Soviet Union, χὰ 

« Oo 

lat 



‘sone of there: ‘probleas on theoretical questions. are alieady 

the. “Emhee- Pasty theoretical. journals. 

᾿ of’ representatives of ecommnist parties of the world will - | 
bo-hold 4n the eariy. part of 2965, and that an editorial 

‘tako. place in tho late Fall ΟΣ. 1964. 

wo ave: classizicd. this Commundontion, 

τς Of the sdurce,; who 35: of continuing value, ‘and. such 

. entitled "So10, I8-C, We previously disseminated t 

Dircétox , 
Notional Indications ‘Center 

---- 

boing taisod in tho σαχλοῦβ writings contained in some of 

ἕω 

There 15.6 good posofbilaty that. Ἢ confoxence - 

comission meating in preparation. for ‘this tonforence, will 

Ν Because. of tho sensitive nature of our BOUFCOS ̓ 
"Fop—Seeret .'t 

τ - Ν Ε 

NOTE: 
= 

Classified Mga deere" pecause wnduthorizéed - - 
disclosure ‘of this information could reveal the identity 

revelation could result in exceptionally grave damage — 
to the Nation, Source is CG 5824-S*, who is referred fo. 
as “gources'* in-order to further protect his identity. 
Source obtained this, information from William Kashtan 4nd’ 
Leslie. Morris, functionaries of the Communist Party of ᾿ 
Canada, Information extracted from: Chicago airtel εἰ{ϑ464, Νὰ 

Γ 
information to. “State and CIA by letter dated. T/AT/64. 

2 
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Date: 7/7/64 

Transmit the following in 
(Type in plain text or code) 

Αδνια. AERTEL | REGISTERED 

CO oo (Priority) 

το: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) _ εν 
ch & 

cr FROM: SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637) ἣν 
. ne 4 

SUBJECT: Gus) Gs LOS 

ἘΞ 5 Ξ ὁ ἐν oe 

4 
Re New York teletype 6/9/64 captioned as above, reflecting 

that a "drop" was agreed upon with the Soviets in Moscow to γᾶ Κ6 
place in New York City on 7/2/64. pe 2, Jon 

On 7/2/64, NY 694-S* advised SA ALEXANDER C. BURLINSO 
that undeveloped microfilm messages were placed in referenced drop 
(eode name "Sister Matilda") at 7:15 p.m., on said ‘date. In 
accordance with pre-arranged instructions, NY 694-S* was in the vi- 
cinity of a telephone booth in the Grand Central Station area in 
Manhattan at 9:15 p.m. This telephone rang three times at 9: re δ Me 9 
which indicated to informant that the drop had been suecé aL 
1 . ΕΣ cleared Kiet ΜΕ pp 110K 

Informant advised that the undeveloped microfilm contained 
the following deseribed messages: 2. ee 546 ὦ 

ιν 
1. A ciphered-coded message, the plain text of which is 

CHA News Ἢ Gaye 
\ "Central Committee uf Ἂν Ay 

ἡ "We cannot in a few words express thé serious financial 
situatidn’ of our Communist Party. as result of decision in postponing 
delivery. The agreed date of July 24 must definitely be 

«~v}as follows: 

i CHE > P te 
asd bee 2g Gus Hall 

Yt ἊΨ Ve Bireau (RM) EX iG ONE 9 5 3-9 
1 - Chicago (134-46~Sub B) (AMR) ΗΕ, - ἢ -5-τ-ς Fete A | Cg thees) 
L = NY 1348-91-INV. (#41) 
1 - NY 100-134637,,(#41) 3) SVP > “@ JUL 21 1964 

ρόβάμα, 9 Ae θῶ Ὁ WA ᾿ CEs: IN co ae ts een nie FD Νὰ Cast 

aS 

Approved: < ee ἐς ΟΒΒΟΝ 

| 89 JUL 
27 18 6.51 Agent 

τὸ Charse 
Sent WM Per 
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NY 100-134637 

2. Open-code message, the plain text of which is as follows: 

"It is with deep regret that I inform you that Isadore 
Wofsy is seriously 11} and on verge of death - we are losing a dear 
and devoted CP member and he must be replaced. Meanwhile suggest 
that tempordrily you deposit the Central Committee, USSR, to Central 
Committee, China, letter in the new container, carefully wrapped, 
with our CP member, attorney Needleman, at his office 165 Broadway, 
Room 2800, the attorney for Amtorg Trading Corporation who is known 
and -trusted by Amtorg officials and our CP, | . 

"Cannot use either Elizabeth Gurley Flynn or Jim Allen for 
such purposes. Please radio time and date of this deposit. If you 
‘do not agree with above deposit then We must undertake meeting at 
your time and place at building 2 BpOadway.',, «τ 

(Utilization of Isi in this operation, is 
set forth in more detail in SOLO tel of 6/24/64.) τος 

8. Ciphered-coded message, plain text follows: 

"Most Urgent. Please contact Cuba without loss of time and 
request, that they notify λάβοι ἔβα that She must not leave Cuba for 
United States. There is évefy possibility that she will be arrested 
if she should come to U.S. Details will be furnished in near future. 

Gus Hall" -- 

(Background regarding above was furnished to the Bureau 
by New York airtel 7/1/64 entitled, "CPUSA Counterintelligence 
Program; IS-C; William Albertson, IS-C, ISA-50" Bufiles 100-3-104-34 
and 65-38100.) - 

Ὡς Open-code message, plain text follows: 

tWe wish to notify you of new structural change in top 
leadership in our secretariat, that Carl Winters from now on will 
be new trade union director replacing Irving Potash who will go 
into other work. Carl Winters is now in New York and in the midst 
of this activity. Helen Winters will join him in several months. 
and will do important organizational work in top level." 

(The-above message was sent upon the instructions of 
Gus Hall.)- a 

- 2 - 
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NY 100-134637! 
--- 

85. Open-code message, plain text follows: . {vos 76 

"May I request the following. That Comrade LemViHarris and 
his new wife would like to visit the Soviet Union as tourists, Is 
it possible that they can get a cheapér Intourist rate when in 
Moscow since their funds are limited. He is not being sent by.our 
National Committee officially nor is he to be any part of oun quota 
but merely going as a tourist and spectator. While there is it 
possible that they could see and visit a state farm since Lem Harris 
prides himself as an agricultural expert which for ‘many years was 
his work in our CP, They- will pay their own fares to Moscow and 
back. .Please have visa for them at Embassy, Washington.. They 
will apply in a few: days." | 

(Above message was sent, upon instructions of Gus Hall.) 

6. Ciphered-coded message, plain text follows: 

"Most Urgent. This must be. forwarded. to Fidel Castro in. 
Cuba; and also most urgent to notify Beatrice Johnson of this 
action. ’ . 

Gus Halil" 

6a. Open-code message, plain text follows: 

“We call to your attention that Mr. Lynn, the author of 
the following letter, is a member of the ultra left (Milt Rosen » 
group) in United States, We of course will/not answer this Cy ¢ “tr. 
letter for it seems that Robert FrankliniwWliliams is doing απ “*.- 
provocative move or will try 1f he does gohe to U.S. to become 
a ‘hero' or 'martyr'’ - we call this to your attention too but 
again repeat pleaSe transmit all details to Fidél Castro. 

= 

us Halil - 

6b. Letter frém Conrad JfLynn to Benjamin Dayis: 

"Conrad J. Lynn- an "DA .6-5226 
~ eo Suite 911-401 Broadway 

New York 13, Nw. - 
' June 9, 1964 

+ τ 

‘Mr, Benjamin Davis . 
U.S. Communist Party ~ 
23 West 26 St. " ° 
New York, N.Y.. | 



NY 100-134637 

"Dear Ben: . 4 

"I have received the enclosed disturbing letter from. 
Robert Williams. I am aware of the ideological differences of 
Robert Williams with the U.S.C.P. Hé Believes that American 
Negroes can be liberated only by armed revolt. The U.S. Party, 
while not excluding such a possibility, believes that a peaceful 
transition to socialism, in which Negroes will win equality, can 
be made in this country. 

"What, is needed is assurance frdm the leaders of the 
Communist Party that no deal regarding Williams is. being worked 
out with the U.S. Government or the Cuban Government. When I 
receive that, I will forward it to Robert Williams. 

"yours sincerely ,. 

Convad J. Lynn? _ 

θα. Letter from Robert Williams to Conrad J. “Lynn: - 

NAvenida 3ra 4003 
Ἐπὶ. 40 y 4OA 
Miramar, ‘Marianao 
La Havana, Cuba- 
May 18, 196% 

"Mp. Conrad J. Lynn, Atty. 
501 Broddway, Suite 91} 
New York 13, N.Y. 

"Dear Conrad: 

"The U.S.C.P.'s influence here is very much on the increase. 
It is: riding high with the new Moscow line. As you have, no doubt, 
heard by now the U.S.C.Ps has openly come out against iny position 
on the Negro struggle. In fact, the Party has sent special 

_ representatives here to. sabotage my work on behalf of U.S. Negro 
liberation, They are pressuring the Cubans to remove me from the 
padio, ban "The Crusader' and to take a number of other steps in 
what they call 'cutting Williams down to size', There have also 
been some moves on the part of the U.S.C.P.-ers here to Nave me 
surrender to the FBI. 

~4 » 



NY 100-134637 

"The -whole thing 15. due to the fact that I absolutely refuse 
to take direction fr Hall's idiots. These people, (U.S.C. Pers) 
aré as anti Negro as or Wallace when we refuse to play 
the part of brainwashed Red Uncle Toms. There are a lot of things 
that I can't go into now, but I have béen very thoroughly educated in 
the past few months. I hope to depart from herve, if possible, soon. 
i.am writing you to stand by in case I am turned over to the FBI. ς 

and others about... Also, if possibile,. contact 
bond and a defense committee. Also let me know 1f it is advisable 
for Mabel to make a trip there now. 

"Sincerely, 

Rob © 

"PS, Tt Seems. that the Negro is losing quite a bit of pliony friends 
as a result of our revolutionary militancy. 

(The Bureau was. furnished the above. information in New York 

- . 

ΒΒ 
70 Ine 

aiptel of 7/2/64 entitled, "Robert Franklin, Williams, aka.-Fugitive; 
T.0.. No 3506; W.F. Nos $90, ET AL; UFAP - Kidnaping". ) 

7. An open message which reads. as follows: 

"Important Pleasé Note 

"Each week. we are mailing 25 extna copies. of ‘the WORKER and 

Important 

Midweek WORKER. .«.«These dre to.be given to ART SHIELDS for AITRMAILING 
TO- -Beatrice Johnson, in Havana, Cuba+-These 25 are in.the pegular 
“bundles which are airmailed to your main distributor----please take 
earé Of this without delay." - 

(The above was sent upon the instructions of Gus Hall.) 

8, Operi-code message, plain text follows: 

"Most Urgent! To Réshetov, Secretary, International - 
Department, Komsomol Central Committee. 

"Tn answer ne conversations with Jack Brooks dated June 1: 

=~ 5- 
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"on your question of talking with leading youth leader of our 

: is best that you talk directly in person and confer with 

of our secretariat and in charge of youth. He is best 

“Versed on all youth questions. Will you therefore invite him on. 

behalf of Komsomol to go to Moscow for these talks. Also meanwhile 

we are compiling the United States. youth list Reshetov requested. 

This you will receive eventually soon. ae 2 ᾿ 

"In answer to Komsomol's appeal for September meeting / P 
“ne 

Atiorld Forum of. Solidarity of Youth and Students in: Moscéw, we 

send @ pooddelepation ae We ask how Many delegates will you 

accept? . - 

"This would be a large genuine youth delegation which will 

have a mass representation. What we would like to propose and , 

suggest, which would be niost important to us and to you = if this 

delegation be large it. would offset effect of ultra left, Trotzkyite, 

and so-called youth delegation. splitters now in Cubase. ὁ. 

"Also, this would be first objective and beginning of our 

new mass youth organization, to fight the ultva leftist, Trotzkyite, 

‘pro-China splitters adventurist elements who declare themselves as 

a youth and student movement in USA. This would be an effective 

fight against that youth delegation posing in Cuba now. These 

answers should be sent through same closed channel as this. Your 

padio to this 18 awaited, oe . 

Gus Hall" 

(See SOLO airtel and LHM dated 6/23/64 concerning meeting 
-with Pyotr Reshetov, Chairman of Committee of Soviet Youth Organi- 

zations in Moscow. The reply aboye wag sent upon instructions of 

Gus Hall.) ον ἢ ; τς 

9. ‘Open-code message, plain text of which, follows: 

"Central Committee, CP, Soviet Union 

"Complete details furnished to Gus Hall in veference to. 

Dr. and Mré. Ziferstein. He, Gus Hall, has but one answer which has 

to be transmitted to you without delay. That Central Committee 

or institutions concerned send them, the Zifersteins, home. He 

feels there is tio reason as to why they should linger or stay on - 

in USSR. 

Morris Childs" 

- 6 = 
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(For backgroun information see New York SOLO airtel 6/26/64 
concerning Dr, Isidoré iferstein, Bufile. 160-431486.) 

Sek EPL prams Sk 

10. Open-code message, plain text follows: 

"Important. To Central Committee. Please accept ar 
- as guest for rest in USSR. She requests that she be given visa a 

Washington Embassy at the same time whem her son réceives his visa, 
iddle of August in USSR in time for opening of school term, 
in my opinion is and will be good cddre for our CP. -Hér 

Visl Ὁ you shall not extend for more than a month, It is based on 
this and consideration for Henry Winston that this request is being 6 
made for her. Please confirm approval of sd by vadio." ITC 

Bufile 100-375223, has been accepted by the 
Soviets "go to the Soviet Union as ἃ. student. See New York SOLO 
airtel 6/26/64. Above message concernin 
was sent upon the instructions of Gus Hall, 

a - 

whi is as. 

fy Bost ay . 

"Please note: This is, the biography ὃ as she 
wrote we are calling this to your attention at the moment--—there 
may be additional in near future. 

ll. A typewritten biography of 
β follows: 

i 

NJoin e YCL in Oklahoma City at the age off 
through a Τ" was in The party. Took part in campazgn. to free 
Scottsboro Boys and the unemployed movement. Later that same year | 
went to Kansas City, Mo, after attending a YCL class. Took part 
in unemployed movément, worked for passage of unemployment insurance | 
law, Scottsboro case and local campaign against lynching in Texas 
and Missouri, 

. i 

"Came to NYC i -_was active in unemployed movement, Ε μή. 
in the Workers Alliance (the 
WPA - public’works). Joined the 

Party approximately” in and was active in un movement 
and Internationa Labor Defense. Was usually an Of whatever 
group I was in. Took part in n Washington. 

{ΤῸ arlem Section Committee. 
Was enants work, i 

-7-. 
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. "In| _]tp-schengctady wherd ____]had found work 
in General Electric. I there briefly In one of the engineering 
labs (office) until forced out through activity in Stockholm Peace 
Appeal. W ed i 
Party) an in that 
the ALP on “yadio and television. | chenectady in 

and in ¥hat capacity at public meetings together with 
rom the other parties. . 

against hearings of the McCarthy 
rings held in Albany, which resulted b« 
from General Electric. Helped TC 

against hearings held by House Committee on 
. Un-American activities held in Albany the same year. 

campaigns 

"Together wit egro church and was active δ. 

in its women's clubs. Did of Negro community im Schenectady>’< 
(population + composition - organizations - ideological trends). 
Served on Regional Committee of party until convention an 1956. 

, “fa _noved to New-J - made necessary in order for 
nd work, Becane{ τος ]ΐπ party in East Orange and Ing 

was of group. Worked in campaign in Orange, New Jersey, bie 
against Deracto segregation in public schools and for Negro 
yepresentation in city government. In o Essex County 
Committee (Newark, the Oranges and a number of other small tows 
in New Jersey): and took part in general party activity - ‘trying to 
pull groups together - organize classes - and promote The Worker. 

* "Since[___] have not been active dué mostly to personal boas | 
problems and partially to the falling apart of a number of groups, " 
which are now being pulled together again. It is my hope to help 
rebuild the party in New Jersey.. While in Schenectady attended 
State Party Training School. Sincé moving to New Jersey I have 
worked for Blue Cross, a private physician, and for the past four 
years in the medical records department of a hospital.” 

12. Open-code message, plain text follows: 

"To Central Committee 

"In reference to ἼΘ᾽ ἢ not a CP member or of 

our CP. Therefore both Morri$ Childs and Gus Hall transmit to 

you that we cannot- assume responsibility for him or his writings, 

but we believe he might be influénced. by contaet with cultural ae 

and intellectual circles in USSR." bie - 

(The above message was sent upon the instructions of Gus Hall- 

see SOLO airtel 6/26/64 concerning| 8 ΚΘ ]] 

- 8 - 
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13. Open-code megsage, plain text follows: 

"To Central Committee 7 
ὶ Ue 

_ "In veference to clitfordOasts ~ he was not consistently 
anti~CP. Suggest if his works or book are good, use your own 
judgment. 

Morris Childs" 
and Morris Childs. 

. °(Above message was transmitted. upon instructions of Gus Hailé.— 
See SOLO airtel 6/26/64 re Odets.). | - 

14. Open-code message, plain text follows: 

"Central Committee 

"There will be’ two, tourists w we know and it ag OK to = 
grant them, tourist visas. They are n BIC 
both of Canton, Ohio, and known by . dhey most ὁ 
likely will apply in Hungary. or at. Hungarian Embassy where they 
are touring now. Pléasé~bear in mind these are tourists: only." 

_ (For background information concerning above sée Chicago 
SOLO airtel of 6/3/64.) 

18. Open-code message which reads as follows: 

"fo Central Committee 

εἰ" Wa 
fy Hides to call your attention to individual whose name is 

εις who is in touch with your film institutions and doing 
° usiness with. 

nited States Government for be. 
Inte 

U.S. and USSR. We are to! 
so to bribe USSR officials.". 

(Regarding the above, NY 694-S* advised that he learned from 
Isidore π that the Russians have been giving business to με 
one in connection with the film "War and Peace." When 

Ὁ 
Ib 7c 

advise e above, Gus Hall instructed that the above message 
should. be sent to the Soviets.) 

- ὃ - 
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16. Ciphered-coded message which séts forth the following: 

In the past Jim Allen of International Publishers 
has received money from the Soviets for various 
royalties. The CPUSA is requesting that all such 
monies be forwarded through «closed apparatus. 

- (This message was sent upon the instructions of 
Gus Hall.) 

17; Open: message to Soviets regarding certain open 
code words to be utilized: ᾿ 

a. Eliminate Irving Potash from open code; 

- be Elm, the code word formerly used fon Irving 
Potash, will stand for Uncle Elm, Uncle Elm 
and Uncle Elliot are meeting places. for 
Soviet contacts; 

ec. Sister Matilda will be the location for 
"drops"; (The location of instant drop.) 

d.. The acknowledgment of previously agreed 
upon coding instructions, during last Solo 
trip, that the words "the" "of" and "conirade" 
9111 not be useéd;. 

e. Rug will be the code word for class, movement 
or struggle; 

Plug will be the code word for imperialism. 

; (Concerning “drops" and places of personal contacts 
with the Soviets, this will be set forth in detail in a subsequent 
communication.) ὁ 

18. Open-code message to the Central Committee of the - 
Communist Party of the Soviet Union concerhing the recent McCarran 
Act decision of the United States Supreme Court. The entine 
contents of this message were set forth in Chicago Solo airtel 
of 7/1/64, ᾿ ᾿ ᾿ 

- 16 « 
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19. Open-code message, plain text follows: 

"Central Committee 

"As you know for past years since McCarran Act prevented 
our leading CP members from travel unfortunately we were never able 
to fill δὴν of the quota which you allotted to us, as a result of 
which our National Committee could not go to USSR for rest. We 
have many leading people in the National Committee who have not 
Visited USSR at any time. Since there is an opportunity now 
(this may be short-lived) may we ask you to tell us immediately 
how many of sich leading National Committee can go now to see 
USSR and also for rest if need be. If you restrict us to the 
quota of this year then opportunities, which may not arise again 
for people in our National Committee to see USSR, will be lost. 
Please radio the approximate number of our National Committee 
people that you will accept from today on within next number of 
months. TI have been told that your comrade in charge of such 
avrangenents in your central committee magnanimously offered 
Our Jack Brooks on May Ist that should ever the occasion arise ὃ 
in which our National Committee can travel, you will invite as 
many .as we will send, 

"Meanwhile as the first guest following this victos9 is . 
Elizabeth Guries nn, and others will be ByAumer; JohHTA io 

(who. certainly has éarnéd a well deserved vest) and Jessicay Smith, ‘> 
Please have visas. for them at your Embassy, Washington, soon‘ 7-6 
as possible. May I request of you that our beloved Comrade Flynn - ’ 
1s 74 years of age and very tired but it is the decision of our, 
Secrétariat that she go mainly for rest so do not, if possible, 
burden her with work which will tire her. Also I am told that / 
-She had never had an opportunity to see USSR outside of Moscows 
It would be godd if she sees and visits USSR." 

(Above méssage was sent upon instructions of Gus Hall.) 

20. Open-code message, plain’ text follows:. 

"T and Morris Childs are aware that some of our people: 
go around from time to time to your various people in New York 
requesting financial help for The Worker. They have not been 
and are not authorized in any way ever to. speak of such matters. 
Please ignore them. A tight rein is kept on finances and control. 
Such people think they are helping The Worker when they do that 
but it is not so; 

Gus Hail" 

(Above message was sent upon instructions of Gus Hall.) 

-11-. 
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. 21. An "open message” concerning Nigeria. This consists 
' Of a one-page item entitled, "Proposed Cost of Trip" and a three- 
page item captioned, "Nigeria and the African Revolution," 

(Above information was furnished in its entirety to the 
rare p ty aaa Solo airtel of 5/13/64 and New York Solo airtel 
ο 14/6h, . 

22. Open-code message, plain text follows: 

"It has come to the attention of our leadership that 

the correspondent of 'Trud,’ Yuri Kuznetsov, is getting his 
‘information! from Slim Gonolly (former husband of Dorothy Healy). 
Most of the talk about our party is misinformation and slander. 
Gus Hall asks that you inform this correspondent that his view 
is not correct and that ariything connected with party policy can 
be gotten from us directly without distortions or meddling. As 
a result of his trips in this country, Yuri knows he is welcome, 
but it is wrong to entourage those who are politically weak or- 
have doubts about our party. 

“Morris Childs 

an "Elizabeth Gurley Flynn is of the samé opinion. Conolly 
works for the W.F.T.U." 

-ν (Above was transmitted on the authority of Gus Hall and 
was suggested by CG 5824-S*, Slim Comelly, aka Philip Marshall 

eager κι EATS sag, ——~Connell ,is subject of Bufile 100-41584.) 

23. Open-code message advising that in the event of 
a personal meet Uncle Elliot will be next and in the event of 
a "drop" Sister Matilda will be next. 

CAs set forth under tem 17; further détails regarding 
meets and "drops" will be fArnished the Bureau by subsequént ὁ 
communication.) . 

24, Open-code mg@ssage thanking Soviets for the information 
concerning Martin Luthemf{King which was received by radio on 

ΠΗ 

6/25/64. 
{A 

(See New York Solo airtel 6/25/64.) 

25. Ciphered-coded message that advised that the padio. 
communication of the Soviets of June 16, 1964 was received. This 

~12- 
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message requested confirmation of receipt of NY 694-8*'s acknowledg~ 
ment to GR 7-9449 which was made on same day at 1905 hours, New York 
time, by ringing said number three times. If the three rings were 
not heard the Soviets were requested to radio the correct telephone 
number. 

; (Circumstances regarding above message are set out in 
detail in New York Solo airtel of 6/16/64.) 

26. A message in open code to the Central Committee of 
the Communist Party of the Soviet Union, which reads as follows: 

"In reference tol his characterization a bic 
good one, We think he has returned home by this time. Gus Hall 
speaks well of him. 

Morris Childs" 

Regarding above, NY 694-S* advised that during his recent 
Solo trip a member of the International Department of the Central 
Committee of viet Union inquired 
regarding This individual was 
sent by "Morford" of the "American-Soviet Friendship Council" 
(Rey, Richard Morford ¢ 186 National Council of American Soviet 
Friendship) and ‘tha would be in Russia for an extended = 
period of time: Informant did not know anything regarding this [576 
person. Subsequen hi eturn to the U.S., informant determined 
from, Gus Hall that and is "supposed 
to be back," was at one tame going ork’ for Hall, 
Informant advised he has no further details concerning 

(The individual referred to above is apparently identical - 
wit Bude 100-412348 and NYfile be 
100 - τ- " 

" ey i 
it e 

/ 
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(15} 100-428091 BY LIAISON 

Date: 

INTERNAL. SECURITY = C 

July 20, 1964 

Director 
Bureau οἵ. Intelligence and Research 
Department of State 

| John, Edgar Hoover,. Director \ wf : 

᾿ ql 
COMMUNIST. PARTY, USA 
SNTERNATIONAL RELATIONS 

The following ¢nformation was supplied by , 
sources which have furnished reliable infornation in 
the past. 

The leadership of the Connunist Party of 
Canada has been ‘giving consideration to proposing sone 
type of round-table conference involving certain. communist | 
parties in the capitalist. world faced. vith sinilar problens. 
The. Connunist Party -of Canada. would..2ike to invite to such 
a congerence the. communist parties of Great Britain, 
Australia, Holland, Eoigiun, United. States, and others. 
The discussions at the conference would be of a "free- 
wheeling” nature and it would not be, contenplated that any 
documents ox resolutions vould be drawn up on the basis 
ΟΣ the discussions. The leadership of the Canadian, 
Communist Party has taken up the matter of such a conference 
with the Communist Party of the Soviet Union, and the Soviets 
have agreed that a conference of the type planned is a good 

She 4 

qheLive 

The Scandinavian communist particd hive Gadd plans 
for 8 sinilar type conference rs qieatatively ‘set the 
neoting date for October 4. Gin addit a 

_ conference is. under consideration and in. Heys EERE 
«ἘΞ: ‘all of the conmnist parties of the Hiddle East. 

7  π 
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Director 
Burenu 62 IntoiLigence ‘and Research 
Popartnent ‘of State 
= 

= 

‘"gources't- in. order to further protect his identity. 

-  Bocause of the sensitive nature of our sources, 
wo. have: classified this communication "Por 

1 .. Dixdotor (py IASON gS Yo. 
Central: SnteLligence.Agendy _ ul eM ca , Ne ἢ : 
Attention: Deputy Director, , Plans re a?! 

Ls Me. J. Wailtox Youzley ; 
_ Assistant, Attorney Genoral . 

- 

: “Classified Pen-Seeret' because uiabthorized 
disclosure of this. information: could reveal the identity " 
of the ‘source, who is of continuing value, and such - 
revelation ould: ‘result in exceptionally grave damage to - 
the Nation. Source is. CG 5824=<S*, who is. referred to as 

‘Source * 
obtained this information from William Kashtan and Léslie 
Horris, functionories of thé Communist Party of Canada. οὖς 
Information extracted from Chicago airtel U9/6h, entitled: πῆς 
"Solo, ΣΝ "- 
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Memorandum ROUTE IN ENVELOPitie2 
DeLoach 

Trotter 

Tele. Room , 

hr . F. J. Baumgar wen Holmes en 

SUBJECT; ζ το t 

INTERNAL SECURITY - COMMUNIST & " ν 

an 
-- 

fg Re se 

The enclosed memorandum, Baumgardner to Sullivan 
dated 7/15/64 in captioned matter sets forth developments in the 
national and international communist movement which were recently 
furnished by our Solo informants, NY 694-S* and CG 5824-S*. The 
Director noted: "Did we advise Jenkins?” 4H. 

Following the completion of Solo Mission 15, we dissem- 
inated to Mr. Jenkins during the period 6/29/64 to 7/7/64, 12 
Separate letters pertaining to current developments in the 
national and international communist movements. This was in 
keeping with our policy of furnishing the White House the type 
Of information which is vital in shaping our foreign and domestic 
policies. 

The other information set out in the encloséd memorandum 
is of a general intelligence nature and, therefore, was disseminated 
to the Department of State, Central Intelligence Agency and, 
Assistant Attorney General Yeagley. It was not furniShed to 
Mr. Jenkins with the exception of the item pertaining-to the 

Tow 

Soviets! interest in Edward Lamb, who reportedly has influence 5. 
δὲ ε:" 

within the Democratic National Committee. The Lamb item was 
furnished to Mr, Jenkins on 7/6/64.. τ Ἵ 

c~ pe 

ACTION: . 

For information of the Director. In the event that 
the Director desires to furnish the additional information fn 
the enclosed memorandum, there is attached a letter to Mr. Jenkins. 

wh! 

fae ' 

BiG. sets Hel <¥ ch 
100428091 Ἶ νϑν' : 
Waszehg (Υ) ys of era, 

; Mw ay REA τ Ὁ 
L-= Mr. ‘Belmont OH δ - 
1’. Mr. DeLoach Ἵν Cf AGS 
1 - Mr, Edwards δι (OO ἐκ 8OTe ἢ 
1 - Mr, Sullivan ᾿ IN 
1 - Mr. Baumgardner & JUL 21 ivo4 
1 - Mr. Shaw 7 ‘ 
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: ROUTE IN, ENYSL0PE 

Transmit the following in 
(Type in plain text or code) 

Vie AIRTEL URGENT 
on Oo | [Priority or Method of Mailing) 

pp ᾽να ——————————_——OOO 

[ TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

FROM =: SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637) 

SUBJECT: Soro 
-Ὁ 

ReNYairtel, dated 3/6/64, captioned as αρονβϑ,. 
containing on page 3 thereof the following message signed 
by GUS HALL and MORRIS CHILDS to the Soviets: 

"Someone from the CPSU traveling in the US told 
one of our CPUSA members that the Central Committee of the 
CPSU will take care of the financial needs of HENRY WINSTON 
when he returns home. Such an impression can do great harm 
in many ways. Only myself and MORRIS CHILDS. should know 
of such secret financial matters. While we greatly 
appreciate and are thankful for such a decision on your 
part, WINSTON or any similar ΟΡ member must never know of 
such help coming from your Central Committee. 

"GUS HALL - MORRIS CHILDS" 

. On 7/17/64, CG 5824-s*, who is currently in _ 
NYC, advised SA ALEXANDER C, BURLINSON that on 7/16/64," 
during a conference with GUS HALL, General Secretary οἷν 
the CPUSA, the latter stated that HENRY WINSTON had “> 
received directly from the Soviets, wkthinthe past few ἢ 
days, the sum of $10,000, HALL stated that this money +. 
had been given to WINSTON for the latter's subsistence, 

"3 sh ore 100-428092 ) (Ri) . τὸς 
~ Chicago 134-46-Sub B) (AM) (RM) 

1 ~ NY 134-91 INV) (41) | 
1 - NY 100-134637 (41) | ua ¥ rh 

ACB:mje REC 37 [00 -" ee Mada 
(7) 

4 JUL 22 1984 

Approved: —— ΟἿ Sent ΜΝ Ρι.. ὁΦὁὦὦ 

65 JUL 93 eagyfl Agent in Charge 
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HALL expressed himself as being very angry that the Soviets 
had given this money ‘directly to WINSTON and complained 
about the fact that the Soviets were not being prompt in 
furnishing to him and the CPUSA the money which the Soviets 
were committed to give to HALL and the CPUSA; 

HALL told the informant that WINSTON had turned 
the money over to him for "safekeeping" and stated that he 
"dare not touch it.” 

HALL made no reference to the ‘communication he 
had sent to the Soviets with regard to their sending 
money to WINSTON, but it is believed that he is concerned 
principally because of. the fact. that the Soviets had 
disregarded his request that WINSTON nothbe advised that 
money given him was coming from the Central Committee of 
the CPSU. 

According to σα 5824-s*, HATE indicated that he 
had no information with respect && to what Soviet had - 
delivered the $10,000 to WINSTON or under what circumstances 
the money had been delivered to WINSTON, 
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BY LIAISON. 
EX-102 | 

1 = Mr. Belnont 
REC- 21/0 0 2509] 4 Ot) i - Mr, DeLoach 

iL =~ Hr. Edwards. 
Honorable Waltexy W. Jenkins ‘L-— Hr, Sullivan 
Special Assistant to. the President 1 = Mr, are 
The. White Housé 1 - ir, Shaw υἱ 
Washington, Ὁ: C, ἣν 

~ Dear ΕΣ. Jenkins:_ ν Ks 

Material contained in. the cnclosed memorandum 
captionsd "Davelopments in. tho Interbational Communist 
Hovement't ‘is being. brought to your attention δὲ. ἃ ‘Hatter 
of possible interest. 

Because of the sensitive nature of our. sources, 
which have furnished reliable. information. in the past; the 
enclosed menorandun is classified. "Top-Ssexat ." This § 
infornation has licen furnished to other interested officials 
of the Governnent; 

Upon removal. of the: classified enclosure, this 
transmittal letter becones ‘unclassified, 

=~ 
. Sincerely yours, δ 

ν » 100.428091 

x 
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Honorablé Walter W. Jenkins ὁ 
+ 

. HOM: ee ΝΣ 

-, Seo memo Baungardnex to sullivan, dated 7/17/64, 
captioned "Solo, Internal Security = Communist ,** WGS: chs. 

Tem Classified "Top-Secret" because unauthorized 
disclosure of this, ‘information ‘could reveal, the identity 
of the sources, who are-of continuing value, and such .. 
revelation could result: in exceptionally grave damage to 
the Nation. Sources are NY 694=S*- and: CG, 5824-S*, 

- 
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1 - My. Baumgardner . 
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July 20, 1964 

᾿ DEVELOPHENTS It THE INTERNATIONAL 

COSMUNIST HOVEMRIT 

Soviet Youth Activities 

‘The Soviets are having a problem deternining which 
of sone 400 youth organizations in the United States are 
pro=Soviet. Tha Soviets almost made a serious nbistake in 

᾿ inviting to Moscow, Russia, the youth delegation from the. 
United States that visited Cuba in 1963, but wex® saved fron 
making this mistake when the Communist Party, USA, advised 
the Soviets of the delegation's Trotskyite position. The 
Soviets are very interested in inviting to Moscow. delegations 
from the: United States representing young Democrats and δος 
Republicans, > § 

Conminist Party, USA > > 
OD > 1 

We] 
‘Tho Soviets, in an effort to tupress. the Cubans vith, § = tn 

the inportarit role being played by the Communist Party, USA, Pa 
will provide the Conmunist Party, USA, a channel“to funnel intoSs = 
Cuba. its: propaganda and important documents relating to ΟΥ̓ ΟΣ ὡς 
matters between tho Commmist Party,. USA. and the Οὐδ regine = 
of Fidel Castro. . 

Elizabeth Gurley Flynn, Chairman of the Communist 
. Party, USA, has indicated that she pians to travel soon to 
; e Soviet Union, but. vill have to go to Ireland fixst because 

n her Zight. for passport rights in the courts she had pleaded 
for the right to travel. to IreZand. Gus Hail, General Secretary 
of the Communist Party, USA, also plans to go to. Hos cov, but 
will wait a couple of months prior to doing so. Wall, indicated 

y he will. visit Paris, France, ard London, England, prior to going 
' 0 Hoscow, and in this manner hopes to convey the impression 

rosn hat he is not running to Moscow for instructions. 
Balmont 
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‘Cyrus Eaton. «τὶ , ΕΞ 

Cyrus Eaton, a yell-known apologist for the Soviet Union, 
is endeavoring to have the Rotary Clubs of the United States 
hold an international meeting in Moscow. The Soviets consider 

‘Eaton's activity in this regard to be extremely important since: 
it will further their plans of gétting closer. té the American 
businessman, 

Commiinist Party of China - ᾿ 

The Chinese aré planning to hold a conference in the 
hear future in an effort to establish an Asian economic bloc 
to offset the Council for Mutual Economic Assistance, which is, 
sponsored by. the Soviet Union, The Soviets are. of the opinion 
that because there ‘are so'many contradictions. among Asian countries, 
the Chinese. Will be unable to mold the Asian countries together. 
in one monolithic bloc, 

Communist’ Party of Canada 

THe ‘leadership of the Canadian Communist. Party is 
involyed in an inter-Party dispute -concerhing ‘the publishing’ 
of their views on the Sino-=Soviet dispute. As a result of the 
insistence by. Tim Buck, Chairnian of the Communist Party of 
Canada, to: publicly set. forth: his ‘views. Yelative to the 
dispute, Buck -has been renoved from: the Secretariat of the. 
Canadian Communist Party, 

Communist Party of New Zealand 

- ‘Almost half of, the current inembership of the Communist. 
Party of New Zealand is in opposition to the pro-Chinese | position 
of that Party and there is a -good possibility that the Communist 
Party of New 4ealtand Will break, away from the Chinese camp, 
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Memorandum ROUTE IN ENVELOPE 155 
DeLoa 

Ἐνσηπ — 
G TO: Mr. We. Ὁ, sie DATE: July 15, 1964 ἜΘΕΙ 
Tavel - _ 

Trotter 
1 - Mr. Belmont Tele. Room «..- 

FROM Mr. Ἐς J, Baumgardn 1 - Mr. Sullivan Holmes —————~ 
; 1 =~ Mr. Baumgardner . 

1... Hr. Shaw 
SUBJECT: / 

NTERNAL SECURITY = COMMUNIST 

This is to advise you of development in the national and 
international communist movement which have been recently furnished 
by our Solo informants, NY 694-85} and CG 5824~S*, 

= Activities 

The Soviets are having a problem determining. which of 
| ome 400 youth organizations in the United States are “pro=Soviet. 
The Soviets almost made a serious mistake in inviting to Moscow 
the youth delegation from the United States that visited Cuba in 
1963,, but was saved from making this mistake when the Communist 
Party; USA (CPUSA), advised the Soviets of the delegations 
Trotskyite position. The Soviets are very interested in inviting 
to the Soviet Union delegations from the United States representing 
young Democrats and Republicans. 

Communist Party. USA ᾿ 

The ‘Soviets, in an effort to improve relations between 
the CPUSA and the Cuban regime of Fidel Castro, will. assist the 
CPUSA in having more of its propaganda sent to Cuba. The Soviets 
will also provide the CPUSA with a channel to funnel into~Cuba 
important documents relating to official matters between the CPUSA 
and the;,Cubans. In an effort to impress the Cubans as to the 
important role being played by the CPUSA, the Soviets ‘will print much 

fi more naterial than they. have in the past concerning the CPUSA, -- 

“ -. Elizabeth Gurley Flynn, CPUSA Chairman, has indicated 
that ΕΙΣ plans to travel soon to the Soviet Union, but will have to 
80 to Ireland first because in her fight for passport rights in the 
“Courts she had pleaded for the right to travel to Ireland. Gus Hall, 
CPUSA General Secretary, also plans to go to Moscow, but will wait 
a couple of months prior to ‘doing: so. Hall indicated he will visit 

| Paris and London prior to going to ‘Moscow, and in this manner hopes 
| to” convey the impression that he is not running to Moscow for | 
| instructions, ΩΝ yee [00- 42.909) - 7) -40 

ΞΟ gy ow 6 WL 22 ‘964. | 
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Memorandum to Mr. W. C. Sullivan 
RE: SOLO 
100-428091 

Edward Lamb ° 

Lamb, Toledo, Ohio, industrialist and a close friend of 
CPUSA leaders, has béen in recent contact with the Soviets. The — 
Soviets are pleased with the progress being made in their contacts 

\with Lamb because Lamb is considered to be a powerful political 
| force who has. influence within'the Democratic National Committee. 

Cyrus Eaton 

. Eaton,.-a well-known. apologist. for the Soviet Union, is. 
endeavoring to: gét the Rotary Clubs of the United States to hold an 
international meeting in Moscow. The Soviets consider Eaton's 
activity in this regard to be extremely important since it will 
further their plans of getting closer to the American businessman. 

* 

Communist Party of China 

. The Chinese are: planning to hold a conference in the 
near future in an effort to establish an Asian economic bloc to 
offset the Soviet Union's sponsored Council for Mutual Economic 
‘Assistance, ‘The. Soviets are of the opinion that because there 
are. so many contradictions among Asian countries that the. Chinese 
Will be unable to mold the Asian countries together in one mono- 
lithic bloc, “ 

Communist Party of Canada 

,. - >. @he leadership of the Canadian CP is involved in an 
‘ jinter-Party dispute concerning the publishing of their views on 

the Sino-Soviet dispute. As a result of the insistence by Tim 
Buck, Chairman of the Canadian CP, to publicly set forth his views 
relative to the dispute, Buck has been removed from the Secretariat 
ΟΕ the Canadian CP, 

.  _ Almost, half ΟΣ the current membership of the cP of ι 
New Zealand is in opposition to the pro~Chinese position of tha 
‘party and ‘there iS.a good possibility that the CP of New Zealand 
will break away. from the Chinese camp, 

tn wes - ACTION: * ΕΠ ἶι im wg ae 

For information, This. data has been disseminated to , 
erested agencies of the Government. He ἐν μι. er Gl 

, ᾿ * | Α͂ τ 
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ROUTE IR ENVELOPE \ 
July 20, 1964 

1 - Mr. Belmont 
eo, ἢ - ir. Sullivan 
Airtel 1 - Mr. Baumgardner. 

oo GHIA f 
πὸὶ “Sac, New τρεῖς (100~134637) ‘PERSONAL arrentron ὧ. 

haere 

From: Director, Fexcti00~428001)— f OFS | 

INTERNAL: SECURETY Rgrlié 

| _-«- Rewxaixtel 7/15/64 xequesting authority ‘to 
pay the sum of $2,848.86 to NY 694-5" as reimbursement 
for @xpenses ‘incurred during informant's recently 
completed Solo mission. . | 

-. ‘Authority is granted to.xeinburse ΝᾺ 694-5? 
᾿ in the amount of Φ2)848,86 for expenses incurred 

during infornant!s. recently completed Solo mission. 

aor See. memorandum, Baumgardner. to W. Ο. Sullivan, 
. dated 7/17/64, same caption, WGS:chs. . 

ἃ Be uty face ay 
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Date: 7/15/64 
Transmit the following in Fs 

᾿ ᾿ (Type in plain text or code) 

vic __AIREEL ὁ REGISTERED 
᾿ (Priority) 

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

FROM: SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637) 

sonecr:(Coso) 

a= G 

' In connection with his and his wife's recent trip 
abroad, NY 694-S* has submitted a bill in the amount of 

| $2848.86. ΟΣ this amount, $1,338.16 represents the difference 
between the cosé of plane tourist accommodations for two from 
Chicago to Prague and return to New York, and the cost of First~ 
class accommodations for the said trip, The CPUSA, according to 
NY 694-S*, assumed responsibility only for tourist accommoda-~ 
tions for two which amounted to $2288.72. NY 694-S* stated 
that he paid $3626.88 for First-class accommodatios for two. 

Of the total bill mentioned abave, $1220.30 represents |~ | 
the cost of NY 694-S*' plane trip to Cuba from Moscow with return’ 
to Moscow. NY 694-S* advises that the Soviets declined to pay 
the cost of this trip, since they considered the trip was made 
primarily in the interest of the CPUSA. GUS HALL, according to 
NY 694-S%, said that the CPUSA would not pay the-cost of the trip 
to Cuba and suggested that NY 694-S* "fight it out with the 
Russians," who, HALL considered, should assume the obligation 
of payment for the Cuban trip. NY 694-S* feels that it would 
be futile and unwise to make an issue of this matter with the 

~ 

Soviets. . 
εἰ, £0 Ptr: .c- 

GH ae (RM) REE 2/00 - Y 2767. YY δὅ3 
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NY 100-134637 

Since NY -694-S* and his wife were. not traveling 
as. such, they maintained.separate liotel rooms in Paris and. 
Rome, the total cost of, said hotel rooms for their stay in the 
aforementioned cities being $174. - 

For security rédsons, NY 694<S* purchased, for use. 
on thé trip, a.suit costing $79, 50, and two- suit cases costing 
$36, 90... 

which ᾿ς - 
An itemization ΟΣ @xpenses. for/the informant requests 

reimbursement are as, follows: . 

Plate fares from USA to Europe and’ return 
for two. $1338.16 

Plane fare from ‘Moscow ‘to Cuba: and. | “ 
réeturm ΄΄. | 1220.20. 

One suit 79550 
‘Hotel accommddations for two: - _ 174.00 
Two suit cases 36590 

Total > $2848 £86 

The NYO requests that it be duthorized to, “pay to. 
NY 694-S* as. reimbursement for the aforetientioned expenses. 
the sum of $2848. 86% 
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oS O  pouTEN ENVEL 
"ἡ ᾿ 1 - Mir. Shaw 

Legat, Ottawa July 22, 1964 

᾿- A Director, FBI (100-428091) 
' «ἢ oo 

| 
COMMUNIST PARTY OF CANADA 
INTERNAL SECURITY ~ CANADA 

There are enclosed three copies of a letterhead 
memorandum classified “top -Socret" and captioned "Communist 
Party of Canada" which relates to various activities of 

the Canadian Communist Party. 

You should δι : ΟἹ Ξ ποι memorandum 
to your source in the 
preferably to either 

At the 
is furnished, to youx  _[source, it should be inpressed upon μ 
him that due to the sensitive nature of our sources it is be 
essential that no distribution or use of our intelligence Io" 
information be undertaken. ynich would be likely to jeopardize 

the security of our sources. Your source should also: be 
told that the third agency principle 25; of course, to be 
respected in the handling of the information in the enclosed 

nemorandutt. 

Enclosures (3) ὁ | QL 

L- Foreign Liaison Unit (route. through for review) (Enclosure) 

Tolean, enn J Uj Le 2 1964 ; 

Ma = HGS: pid (M/ 
Caltohar } 
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— BNCLOF 
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os 281) 
Sandy καττσσστσε ee ‘MAIL ROOM TELETYPE UNIT [Ἰ 



oe 1 - Mr, Wannall 
‘ ᾿ 1 - Mr. Shaw 

July 22, 1964 

COZMIUNIST PARTY OF CANADA 
- 

dune, 1964, Plenum 

The June, 1964, Plenum of the Communist Party 
(CP) of Canada, which was held in Toronto, Ontario, 
adopted no resolutions, and no written reports have been 
prepared or presented. However, there was much open debate 
and every possible problem was raised for consideration 
without any positive answer being decided upon. The 
Phenun discussions Weré even critical in sone instances, ἢ 
of thé ‘CP 6f Canada for having xum.cortain candidates in ! 
the last election om tle basis. that thig action may have 
contributed to the winning-of political positions by. 
bourgeois candidates: vathor ‘than: ‘by the social. denoerats. 

ry 
᾿ ει Ι 

Fact fonalisn 

: "gan Buck, Chairman of. the Canadian cp, “4a 
currently involved in a disagreenont with Leslié Horris, 
Goneral Secretary of the Canadian CP., The a eeareengnt 

ΝΖ, 2 

the CP of “canada, who has Leslie: Morris connote mane 
his powers" a ey 

a “-Raahtan's position ‘de that there. shout not’ pe 
tod: much diseussion or, too sharp 2-debate, relative to the 
Sino~«Soviet. ideological dispute. .Keashtan also. takes, the 
position that no discussion-of this, dispute should. take 
place within. the ranks of the-Canadinn. CP. membership but 
should only be discussed by the top readership of the CP 
Of Canada, 

Tolson ΟΝ . 

Beleot 100428091 
"Casper -memeemesmue . 

_ Gallshon -=——- ORIGINAL AND 2 COPIES ΠΤ ΠΣ 
| pets ΤῸ LEGAT, OTTATA 
Γ Es ————- LETTER 7-22-64, hCOMMUNIST PARTY OF CANADA, IS=CANADA," 
' Rosen μασι μαννα... 

, 

| Sullven ——— J = Foreign Liaison Unit ἈΝ 
Trever ——. ΠῸΒ: Ὁ 4) BNCLOS ue NOTE, PAGE F 

. Holsies . 
_ Gandy “ὦ ᾿ Mate om C29 τεβέτυρε utr Ld fen -YREIFl— ope 



COMMUNIST PARTY OF citiaps - . . ΝΕ 

Buck's ‘position is that discussion of the. Βλῆο-: 
Soviet ideological dispite should bo faz and wide snong the 
mnenbership of the Canadian CP and that there should be 
detailed discussions inthe "Canadian Tribune," the official 
organ of the CP of Canada, inorder that the Canadian CPs 
position in support of the Soviets is made clear to. the - 
menibership of the GP of Canada. 

Buck has been making: a “nuisance of hinsels” 
relative to this issue, ‘and because of this, he was venoved 
fron the Secretariat of the: Canadian CP. Buckts rénoval 
fron the Secretariat took place inmediately after the 
Convention of the CP of Canada because Buck made sérious 
accusations that the Canadian. CP was.n0t going deeply énough ς,.΄- 
into a discussion of the Sino~Sovict deological. dispute. 
The other membors of the Secretariat tyould not- take. it" 
beeause if Buck had bis way the "Canddlan Srepune' would 
contain nothing but articles by Buck relative to ‘the Sino« 
Soviet ideological dispute. 

Youth Activities 

The Canadian CP has abolished the Young Communist 
League in Canada and in its place the Party is endeavoring 
to build a broad organization of youth, ‘The CP of Canada 
has forned CP youth clubs: of young comiunists who will worl 
anong the youth. As opportunities présent themselves; the 
Canadian CP will bring thése youths into the Party's leadership. 

Education 

‘The ΟΡ of Canada is Convinced that it cannot get 
away from the charge of boing labeled foreign agents as long 
88 4b. wontinues to sond its menbexa to the Soviet Union Zor 
training, The Canadian CP has concluded that the eurriculun 
of training that its mombers redelve in the Soviet Union is. 
not in keeping with the needs of the Canadian CP. In this 
eonnection, the leadership of thea Canadian CP noted that when 
Party mnenbers return from the schools thoy have attended in. 
the Soviet Union, they have recéived a dogmatic education 
in Havxism which is divorced from, daily: probleas “dn Canada, 
and. fron mass work; Yn view of this, the leadership of the 
CP of Canada concluded that it: would be best to have their 
own school. which ‘would Zast from three to six months. 

=, Bowe 

198 : - 



COMMUNIST PARTY οἱ οἸδίαρα 
αὶ 

It was estimated by tlie leaders of the Conadian 
CP that it.-would cost approxinately $30,000 to establish 
Ὁ Party training school in-Canada. The "ep of Candda has. 
under consideration tho: stixting of a training school with - 
tventy Students, perhaps equally divided. ‘betwoen the Canadian. 
CP and the Comminist Party, USA. (CPUSA); ‘The pdorson whom 
the leddership of the Canadian CP has in. mind to head up. 
their. training school is Norman ‘Freed, who is currently the 
‘GP of Canada. reprosentatiys: to the “World Marxist Review." 

ἃ τὐξοξἠδεξοπαι Relations 

| . The. Loidexship ‘of the CE 62. Canada has boén giving 
serious consideration to proposing gone. type: of round-table 
conference involving cextain communist Barties in the 
capitalist world faced with similar probloms., The CP of 
Canada would like to invite, to’ such a. conference: the 
Communist Partics of Great. Britain, Australia; Holland, 
Belgium, United ‘States, arid othérs. The discussion at the 
conference would. bé.of an informal nature: and i¢. would not: | 
be contemplated that any ddcuments or resolutions would be ' 
ἀνα ΤΩ, up on ‘the basis ‘of the discussions, - 

The celebration of the. one Hundredth Anniversary 
of the’ foiinding ΟΣ the: Fixst Intexndtional 148. scheduled: to’ 
be held ‘irom. Soptedber’24+28, 1964; in Bast Berlin; 
Gorman, Demddzatic. Republic, Thd vatious: communist parties 
throughout the: world, inoluding the CP of Canada ‘and the 
CPUSA, have beén invited to: sénd participants to the. 
celebration: Tin Buck. and Alfred Dewhurst, Leading menbers 
Of the Canidian OP, will xépresent. their Paxty at the 
“Golébration in East- Berlin; 

: John Weir, the. Canadian ‘Tripune" éorrespondént 
in tho ‘Soviet Union, wilk be. yeplaced soon ‘by ‘the present 
‘editor Of the paper, However, Meir will probably remain 
in thé: Soviet. Unions 

_ the" foregoing} ‘Was furnished by: sources ‘Which. have 
fusndened Reliable information gn the past. Becauso of the 
sensitive. niture’of our sources; it is éseehtial that the 
contents of this mémorandum be afforded careful security aud 
ats 156, restricted to ἃ néédeté-know basis, 



COMMUNIST PARTY OF CANADA 

NOTE: 

Classified "Top -Sarret” because unauthorized. 
disclosure of this information could reveal the identity of 
the sources, who are of Continuing value, and such revelation 
could. result in exceptionally grave damage to the. Nation. 
Sources are NY 694-S* and CG 5824-S*, Information extracted 
from New York airtel 6-19-64, captioned "Solo, IS8-c" enclosing 
letterhead memorandum entitled "Communist Party of Canada,‘ 
and from Chicago airtel 7-8-64 captioned "Solo, 15- 0" enclosing 
an informant's statérnient captioned "Results of Discussions 
with Representatives of the; Communist Party of Canada, 
Toronto, Canada, July 1.2, 1964," 

TOP-SECRET 
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Date: July 22, 1964 BY Erargotr | 

Tos. Dixactor. | | 
 Buroau of Intelligence and Rosdéarch 
Doepartnent of State 

From: § John Edzaz Hoover, Director 

Subject: SINO-SOVIET DISPUTE 

= 

ἢ 

. A sort of neutral feeling in rozard te tho 
Sino-Soviet dispute is starting to epread anong the communist 
parties of the Scandinavian countries'as well as din tho 
commnist parties of Belgium and Kollond. In these parties, ‘i 
sone members are saying, "Lot the Russians. and Chinese solve: . \ 
theiz.own problems. Wo will. hold off in endoréing ono or the 
other's view." Howéver, the tendency. of most of these - 
parties is to ondorse the Soviet point Of viv. 

| tn vegard τὸ the Rumanian Workers Party and the 
Ttalion Communist Party, thoy avo in ἃ soparate noutral 
position. Thoir desire seems to bo to have a situation that ΤῸΝ i 
Will onablo- them. to "nublicly assert indopendence to Moscow." 
‘Thoy view things 2n regard to tho international comunist . 
movement as a struggic | botwees the Comxuinist Party of the 
Soviet Union and tho Commutiiat Party of China, Thoir official 
attitude on a World conférence of communist parties is that. 
they think that tho. holding of such ἃ conference vould have 
ἃ Hegatave effdet 1f hold becktise thoy now sce no possibility 

. Οὗ convincing tho Communist Party of China to attend or join 
* * 4n, This is why thoy favor tho postponing or oven the not 
τὶν Relding of a world conference at 811. Howovor, if the majority 
ἘΠῚ 08-the comunist parties decide that they do wantior can ogre 

onthe holding of such & conferonco, both ‘the’ ftatvan Conmunist 
,, Paxty-dnd the Rumanian. Workers yp will agres to this course 
° of.actions 

ἜΑ ἊΣ 
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Diroctor 
Bureau of Intolligence ‘and Rosoateh 
Department of State 

The above ingornation was furnished by sources 
which hive furnished reliable information in the past. 
Because of the. sensitive naturo of our ha this. a 

_ communication 4s boing classifiod ¢ 

oe es " 
ΝΣ - 1 ἃ Director (BY LYAISON) => ~ ar 

Central InteLligonce Agency. 

. Attention: Deputy Dircetor;. jase oo ie ] _ 

NOTE: 

‘Classified Niop-Beeret because unauthorized 
disclosure of this information -cOuld reveal the. identity -of 
the source, who is of continuing value,, and. such revelation 
could result in exceptionally grave damage to the Nation.- 

- Source is CG §824-S*,. who is referred to as "sources" in — ; 
: order to further protedt his identity. Information extracted 

from Chicago airtel 7+9-64 entitled "Solo, IS-C" enclosing 
letterhead memorandun captioned “Relation. of Forces Within the 
World Communist Movement." 
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» “UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT Belnont -- 

TO: Mr, ἥ, 6. su . batt; July 17, 1964. he - 
, ᾿ 1 = Mr. Belmont , Tevet ----- 

oe ; ; ; 1 --- Nir . Sullivan Tele. Room 

FROM : 

ie Mr. F. Js paungax dof 1 - Mr, Baumgardner Gon 
| -" ν Γι 1 -- Mr. Row (6221 = IB) 

SUBJECT: ( “SOLO uf 1 —- Mr. Donohue - Y 

ee “ 1 - Mr . Shaw , ἴω ; 7 

INTERNAL SECURITY - COMMUNIST is ἢ es 
. ἜΞ 

Ay 

1 This is to recommend that SAC, New York, be authorized 

to pay NY 694-S* the sum of $2,848.86 as reimbursement for expenses 

actually- incurred by informant during his recently completed Solo, κ 
mission to the Soviet Union, Czechoslovakia and Cuba.. ΠΩ 

a 
ve Coe 

.. The attached airtel from New York dated 7/15/64 reveals. 
that NY 694-S* has submitted the following statement to cover 
expenses incurred en his recently completed Solo mission. 

Plane fare from U.S.A. to Burope . . . « $1,338.16 
and return (NY 694-S* and wife) 

Plane fare from Moscow, Russia to ... 1,220.20 
Havana, Cuba, and return (NY 694-3*) - 

Clothing (NY 694=-S*) . 2. 2. 6 © « » © « « 79,50 . 
| ᾿ 

Hotel accommodations (NY 694-83: and wife) 174.00 . /” 

Luggage (NY 694-S*) ase «se #« "ἡ 68 κ" 36.90 Ay 

| Total - $2,848.86 

With regard to the above expenses, NY 894-38} made the 
following explanations: 

Plane fare 

. NY 694-S* paid $3 ,626,88 for firsteclass accommodations 

for hetthnd his wife from Chicago, Illinois, to Prague, 
Czechoslovakia, and return to New York City. (The Soviets assumed 

all expenses once NY 694-S* and his wife arrived in Prague.) The 

Communist Party, USA, (CPUSA) assumed responsibility for only 

tourist accommodations for two from Chicago to Prague and return 

to New York City which amounted to $2,288.72, Therefore, NY 694—5* ῇ Ζ 
7 Ψ 

had to incur the expenditure of $1,338.16 .- {0G sg Y defi Gola G 

Ene τς Seg ae 
100-428091 " oe” ον 4 JUL 28 ip 
nessene (0 πῶσ: ΚΠ. 

ἢ : | WW - vo ΞΕ 
δὅυυι 98:4. . 
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Memorandum to Mr. W. C, Sullivan 
RE: SOLO 

100428091 | 

NY 694-S* paid $1,220.30 to cover the cost of his plane 
fare from Moscow to Havana and return. The Soviets refused to 
pay the cost of this trip since they considered the trip was made 
primarily in the interest of the CPUSA. According to NY 694-57, 
Gus Hall, CPUSA General Secretary, declined to reimburse informant 
for the Cuban trip. Hall suggested that NY 694-5* “fight it out 
with the Russians.” NY 694-S* feels this would be futile and 
unwise. 

Hotel Accommodations 

Since NY 694-5* and wife were not traveling as man and 
wife and had passports in different fictitious names, it was 
necessary while in Paris, France, and Rome, Italy, to obtain 
separate rooms at the total cost of $174.00. 

Luggage and Clothing 

For security reasons, N¥ 694-S* purchased for use on 
his Solo mission a suit costing $79.50 and two suitcases costing 
$36.90. 

OBSERVATION; 

In view of the extreme importance of informant's 
mission as well as the outstanding results, it is felt that 
SAC, New York, should be authorized to pay NY 694-5* the sum of 
$2,848.86 to cover the expenses incurred on his mission. 

RECOMMENDATION : 

That the attached airtel be sent to New York 
authorizing the SAC to wy e NY 694-5* in the amount of 
$2,848.86. 

‘a 
Oy 77 
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT Belmont ae 

Mohr 

Memorandum, yryyg th ENVELOPE = 
TO : Mr. Conrad WD DATE: July 21, 1964 ΚΕ, 35 

4... ὧἦ " Ne om’ Ο, Ἐς Downing 
bre 

SUBJECT: Goto . Mis 
INTERNAL SECURITY - C 7 Che BW 

Captioned case involves the Bureau's highly valuable 
confidential informant NY 694-S* who has been receiving communications 
transmitted to him by radio.. 

- 

Trotter - 
Tele. Roan ὦ. 
Holes enn 

- ΜΘΏΘΥ rer 

On 7/21/64, transmissions were heard by the Bureau's radio 
station at Midland at scheduled times and frequencies, but no messages 
were transmitted. 

¥ “ge? 

ACTION: 

For information. 

1 ~ Mr. Conrad 

2 - Mr. Sullivan (Attention: Mr. J. A. Sizoo, Mr. W. G. Shaw) 
i - Mr. Downing - 
1 -- Mr. Paddock 

: es REC-21] ΟΣ Moh] 
WP:drv a | 
6) Ορνα ΝΕ δ ® JUL 24 vos 

G5 JUL 28 1964 



. UNITED 5ΤΑΤΕΒ GOVERNMENT wen Mohit eee 

ry ΠῚ 
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΄  OPFUOMAL Form NO, τὸ 3016-106 : 

MAY 1967 EDITION > 
- O54 GEN, EEG. νῷ, 27 Tolson 

ὥαβρετ............... 

Memorandum ROUTE IN ENVELOPE == 
Gade TO: Mr, Conrad OZ DATE: July 22, 1964 ieee 

fl ι mM Ταναξ------------ 

BROM" 7 isle τττ 
᾿ 

Gandy — 

Cc. F, Downing 

sumer Zoro» 
INTERNAL SECURITY ~ ¢C 

at approximately 4:45 P, M., Supervisor 
New York. Office, telephonically furnished 

. @ text ὁ our messages the informant desired to send and 
requested they bee approximately 11:00 Δ, M., 
7/22/64, Supervisor was telephonically furnished 
the enciphered texts, 

The plain texts are set forth below, The cipher 
texts are attached, Z 

REGARDING DETAILS LEAF (Bill Albertson) (repeat) LEAF AFFAIR 
WHICH YOU REQUESTED GRASS (Elizabeth Gurley Flynn) HAS OFFICIAL 
INFORMATION AND UPON ARRIVAL, IN HOTEL (Moscow) ON AUGUST 
(number) Ὁ WILL INFORM τοῦ, BIRCH (Gus Hall) 

REGARDING AFFECT (sic) ON SECURITY AND OUR RELATIONS - WE WISH 
_ TO: INFORM YOU THAT LEAF (Bill Albertson) (repeat) LEAF IN NO 
WAY AND AT NO TIME EVER-KNEW ABOUT OUR RELATIONS OR PERSONNEL 
IN THIS WORK OR ABOUT INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS, LEAF (Bill 
Albertson). WAS AT ALL TIMES A LOCAL DISTRICT WORKER, EVEN 

, LATELY WHEN ELECTED TO. ARROW (National Board, CPUSA) HE HAS NOT 
PARTICIPATED IN OR ATTENDED ONE HEETING, AT NO TIME IN ALL 

» THESE, YEARS DID LEAF (Bill Albertson) KNOW SPRING (Jack Brooks) 
OR OF HIS EXISTENCE, _ BIRCH, (Gus Hall). 

᾿ ΔΝ 
Enclosu “ ἔξ- 

᾿ \ ἔχ, g 
| ped Ε02] Job. mned ζ 
1 - Mr, Beimont 
2 - Mr, Sullivan (Attention: Mr, J, A, Biz90, Mr, W. ἃ, Shaw) 
1 - Mr, Conftad © air Ὁ 9 3p on 

1 ~ Mr, Downing 1 

i - Mr, Newp 
cm pe 

i - Mr, Pantogk ¥ rarer & Jur 24 1964 a 

δ μὰ τεῷ 
δὶ ir? aan 53 ᾿ 
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65 JUL 28 1964" ᾿ | (Continued on next page) 
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Memorandum to Mr, Conrad 
Re: «Solo 

Internal Security. = C 
τα 

ἡ ὦ 

WE ACCEPT YOUR NEW DATE AND TIME OF COLOUR PRINTS ON AUGUST 
.. (number) 5. (repeat) AUGUST (number) 5, YOUR CONSTANT POST- 

PONEMENT OF THIS HAS.“PLACED. US IN A MOST SERIOUS CRISIS 
CAUSING US TO GO INTO. DEBT AFFECTING .OUR ‘ELECTION ACTIVITIES: © 
AND, OTHER IMPORTANT WORK, BIRCH (Gus Hall) 

WE THANK YOU FOR YOUR GENEROUS GIFT OF COLOUR PRINTS TO LAST 
ἢ -(énry Winston) (repeat). LAST AND. HE THANKS YOU PERSONALLY BUT 

WE: AGAIN, URGE THAT SUCH MATTERS GO THROUGH OFFICIAL CHANNELS, 
SUCH THINGS .CANNOT: BE. HANDLED IN ΑΔ PERSONAL MANNER BY GIVING 
DIRECT TO INDIVIDUAL NO HATTER WHO.HE OR SHE IS BECAUSE. DANGER 
TO SECURITY. WE, ARE. SURE YOU UNDERSTAND, ‘WE RESPECTFULLY 
REMIND. YOU OF OUR COMMUNICATION DATED JULY SECOND. THIS IS 
ESPECIALLY IMPORTANT BECAUSE OF LEAF (Bill Albertson) (repeat) 
LEAF: AFFAIR AND BEGINNING OF TOURIST SEASON, HUB: (Morris 
Childs) - BIRCH (Gus Hall) 

In. past messages, a colour ‘print. has referred to one 
thousand dollars, 

On. July ἃ, 1964; several messages were left in the 
Sister MatLlida drop ; including recommendations as to. the transfer 
of funds, . 

ACTION; 

For information, 



" ᾿ 5 1/22/64 

85794 «68401 80260 93787 75837 59409 96246 84934 71769 13581 

10642 68577 07840 18336 21460 29708 78171 21289 21711 28083 

44893 64914 21458 26064 82065 24845 44595 28436 29328 29966 

14866 74641 21284 64646 55912 01166 04680 24493 50019 86548 

25236. 

50137 00007 -79995 46788 87070 40353 25615 20027 79598 06214 
22482 59861 30790 51913 68658 44484 89713 62750 98932 10795 
30974 11113- 00608 53769 61352 77086 923386 41310 08543 07329 
74559 62955 04352 89168 45972 10011 82308 47350 70388 37508 
286383 10456 95621 49391 97972 69693 73719 91370 58864 86842 

28839 35610 01094 26560 17384 31443 62939 01780 10942 80466 
26183 71856 24217 81627 78448 26312 44538 87741 64839 82016 
00389 90837 46133 02520 84468 . 37488. 02117 63755 86144 63089. 
02931 70033 47947 49438 39628 47886 59981 39294 29987 29452 
74066 82904 58842 59977 64607 23239 19305 25181 07483 59498 
15941 

23788 22650 79892 ‘27366 77646 35454 75609 338034 52197 99106 
34491 24488 50663 47351 80774 24943 9651 22130 73024 05685 
90667 82158 70495 67858 06314 73865 10524 66307 86399 40718 
24805 47229 73042 61202 21607 39179 45541 15017 15727 21372 
82012 22229 22142 96026 03638 58206 33173 68824 38165 9884238 
60245 57934 35325 48447 45361 28442 49802 07048 56557 26637 
21856 55428 32289 

53137 90867 00127 63502 48096 84294 67059 92503, 35475 29636 
67095 43597 59439 97064 47119 32480 55232 62542 85559 82666 
41412 77205 45296 95381 38960 87657 14589 11425 44950 60296 
91552 88386 70720 71725 61693 37646 84959 83796 88153 988698 
03279 66579 90385: 65469 75592 35935 08553 30053 58824 47128 
64091 99153 25662 05720 26774 90521 45377 89132 42477 49679: 
47991 11074 84730 20797 96673 18695 01397 33641 26376 ‘75121 
76912 18919 52022 30189 05520 68048 18752 64409 81383 73475 
66930 21821 65858 30528 20476 51443 01305 08950. 79177 35186 
47726 71842 500389 33355 80606 02191 09502 22519 20929 178936 
08219 73150 62594 85736 77435 22075 94008 40919 43140 49461 
68274 69867 62448 67777 92757 81159 87677 ‘91162 30847 98994 

84181 63457 26491 08276 59651 78935 49313 27326 

ENCLOSURE 0. Y250 gf 6 {7 
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someon: Soto _ 0 ΕΣ 7 
INTERNAL SECURITY- - C ._ - 2. εἰς ps 

Captioned case involves, the Bureau's highly. valuable 
confidential informant NY -694-S* who has been receiving 
communications transmitted to, him by radio, 

On 7/23/64, the Bureau’: 5. radio station at Midland heard 
transmissions on scheduled times and frequencies but due to 
-interference and weak signal was unable to obtain the text 
of the message, The* New York Office was also unable to hear 
the message sufficiently well to make a copy. - 

ACTION: ° . - τι 

For information, - - 

Δ - Mr, Belmont _ . 
1 - Mr, Conrad . ᾿ 
‘2- Mr, Sullivan (Attention: Mr, J, A. Sizoo, Mr. W. G.* Shaw) 
i ~ Mr, Downing - 
1 - Mr, Newpher 
1. - Mr, Paddock 
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ROUTE IN ENVELOPE 
Date: iy 2} 4/64 

Transmit the following in 

i ~" 

patel εἶ (Type in plain text or code) ~~ 

Vic _ AIRTEL REGISTERED 
iPriotity) Ι 

a - 
SE | 

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) . ᾿ fe Be 
“ - ; bm - ) _| FROM: SAG, NEW YORK (100-134637) : ae 

5 . . 

τς SUBJECT: ΨΥ] Aah 
ᾧ Is-c fs γ, 4 te ν 

& Lay 
ἢ ReNYairtel 6/9/64, reflecting that while in Moscow rt cis 

in May, 1964, NY 694-S* conferred with a Soviet whom he has 
Sy aS designated as "Comrade-X" and whom he considers to be "special 

cane comrade in charge of the-informant's apparatus.” i. 

εὖ Ν 

RK On 6/24/64, NY 694-S*, with the assistance of NYO 
κα described radio transmitting 
“ and recelving devices which he is to use in the future in Ὁ 
ot communicating with the Soviets. Where in this statement the Due 
af information . seems repetitious, Mr [ __has attempted to 
ἧς clarify a'-statement made by the informant with regard to the 
ἘΞ description of the radio apparatus. 

"ἢ 40n Saturday, May 30, Comrade X came to my apartment, 
Ἃ. accompanied-by a man whom he introduced as “a very smart 
— electronics expert.! The man with Comrade X can be described 

as follows: Medium-height, blue eyes, brown hair, middle 30's, 
husky build, lar long, down-pointed nose. . pr αλλὸ TEH 

| ditch. f 

bgcgré EN URE nee, 
mys fe To 84/78; 

ae) Bureau (RM) (l-Att: FBI Laboratory) (Enc. 15) 4 et, 4 “en 
aor fur fF) 

L - Chicago-~(134-46-Sub. B)(AM-RM) (Enc. 5) fee tad tof 
1... NY 134-91 (INV) (41) yt 
L - NY 100-134637 ΝΣ τς EC. 69 Ὥ ob (a fant Di Lets Ὑ 

oe HE ta 40: 

ACB:msb | DOS f PL — Fs og iogy 

" FD ὃ -πτ 
" GE AUC gu Sent — ie 
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"The man accompanying Comrade X, after being 
introduced to me, removed from an inner jacket, pocket several 
items, which I shall attempt to describe, plus .a number of cables; 
wires and various size batteries, which were wrapped in a 
separate piece of paper. 

"Comrade X told me that these were transmitters and 
receivers and that it would require a minimum of 25 hours’ for me 
to learn how to operate them. He stated that this equipment 
afforded a method of communication between two people who could 
receive or transmit a message - or could do both - that is, 
transmit and recéive at the same tine. I spent, two and a half 
days in studying this equipment. - 

"My instructor said, !We are goitig to, prepare: a message 
for transmission under the exact conditions under which you can | 

- work wherever you may be," and then he did the following: 
He: (the expert) took the transmitter (TX-1L) and put it on the- ~~ 
table in front-of us = the transmitter was open. He installed - 
two: batteries into the transmitter. (These were silver cadmium | 
batteries which can last from 5 to 7 hours and are rechargeable, 
and must be at their peak at. all times, Later I will deséribe 
the discharge and the charging of these, batteries and the unit 
which goes with it. )- Ἢ 

"The batteries were incased in a wodden frame and on 
‘the batteries were markings of 'plus'-and 'minus:' The expert 
unscrewed the recorder, which was self-incased, with a protective 
element on the bottom. The recorder. fitted into the transmitter 
with two bolts. He connected a microphone to the recordér, ‘He 
said that this recorder, when iit is wound fully, is good for. 
120 seconds. Of the 120 seconds, however; this message required 
only 100: seconds, the difference between 100 seconds and 120 
seconds being time utilized to clear the machine. (There is a’ 
safety lever.) ; - 

ΕΣ 

"Then he showed τὸ how to.-make a recording, The . 
recorder is marked with Russian charactérs: "R" is in the, upper | 
left-hand corner and "Z" is in the lower: Left-hand corner. The | 
button "R” is used.only-for winding, ΠΕ" being presséd down 
with one finger, and the recordér being -wound, counter-clockwise, 
to its fullest extent, which involves about 22 turns. When thé 

- 2 - 
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‘spring is fully wound, the clutch mechanism disengages the 

wind wheel and the spring. ("'R’ means in Russian "Robata” - 

which means work.) When it is fully wound, the slide bar. 

(which is marked with the letters - M, V, 8) is placed in . 
position "8", at which point the machine is being cleared.- 
"gs would-be erase position, and the lever must be in "85 
position to clear the tape for future recording. The next 

step is to depress the "2" button in the lowér left-hand corner 

and thé slide bar is moved from "8" position into "V’" position 

(Voice) and .allowed to run for 20 seconds and then stopped. 
Then the actual recording is made,which should. require 100 
‘seconds, by taking the slide bar and. pushing it into "M” (Mike) ~ 
position. The "Z" batton must be down during the "M" and "'v” 
slide, bar positions. . 

"Generally, 100 seconds in a natural tone of voice, - 
ata normal-spéed, is good for from 150 to 200 words. (At this 
point, the expert read, in Russian, from something for 100 seconds, 
and then took the slide bar from "M'' position and placed it into 
ty") position. 

“You rewind the machine by depressing. "R"” button. . 
and putting slide bar into "V" position, and upon rewinding — 
the. audio is heard in the microphone. ‘However, the conversation 
is in reverse and at an. irregular speed. Upon completion, the . 
recorder is now rewound, To play back the recording, button "Z” 
is depressed, while the slide bar is in "V" position, and, the. 
recording is ‘heard in the microphone, after a pause of 20 seconds, 
and a 100-second message is heard. ; 

"The recorder is plaged in the transmitter and two 
guide pins position recorder so that the cannon~type connectors 
which connect the récorder to the transmitter are properly aligned. 
This was connected throughout the entire operation. (The recorder 
has a separate battery.) This message was now placed into the 
transmitter during the play“back fundtion. The message is now 
re-recorded into the transmitter. The recorder is removed from 
the transmitter and can δ @ither stored for reference or erased, 
and the transmitter παρ ΒΞ ἂν for transmission of previously-recorded © 
message. 
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"Then the expert told me. how a message. is transmitted. 
He put a switch at one end of the transmitter and an antenna 
at the other end. The antenna was approximately 3-feet Jong. 
The antenna fitted into the transmitter and the transmitter went 

᾿ into an inside jacket pocket, The antenna went through the 
trousers, down the trouser leg, and. at the end of the antenna 
were a number of very small clothespins. He (the expert) took 
the very end clothespin and hooked the antenna to his sock. 
This held the antenna in a vertical pdsition and he was now. 
ready to.make a transmission. Then he took the receiver, inserted 
a battery, and connected an.antenna and switch; however, the 
switch in this case was not as long as one used in the transmitter. 
He put the receiver into my inside jacket pocket, and I inserted 
the antenna down through my. trousers. and hooked it to my sock, 
in a position in which it could be worn comfortably. He told 
me. to walk down. the corridor with this receiver, and at any time 
to press the button and not to worty about anything because that 
button would activate the receiver for a 15-minute period for 
reception of the transmission. He told me also that in pressing 
the switch, I should count one; two three (3 seconds). The. 
receiver is on for 15 minutes to receive a message. This. receiver 
can pick ὋΡ a niéssage for a distance as far as 100 meters and up. 
to threé stories high. He. advised me néver to be too close ἴο a 
wall, nor to, be on the opposite side of a-street- if there stiould 
be heavy traffic. He told me to keep away from an area crowded 
with cars and to stay away from other high-frequency inachire 5, 
such as X-rays; ete. He told me to keép at least four feet away 
from a wall. ; 

-. τὰ 

"My instructions were the following: Always press: 
the receiver button first, and in that 15-minute period, when 

τς ΟΠ spot my contact, 100 ~ 150 feet away, to indicate when ready 
by pressing. the button, At the same time, in that 15-minute - 
period, whenever the transmitter is. ready, press his button also 
for three full seconds. The transmitter starts by pressing the 
button, releasing in a period of ten seconds the entire message, 
which is 100 seconds long. The message ‘has now been transmitted 
from this transmitter into the receiver. Now the message is — 
completely erased from the transmitter. The receiver has picked 
up the message and it is now in the receiver. 

τσ 4 -ὴτ 
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teceiver and recorded ‘ori the installed recorder arid’ is available 

| "To hear the message Which I ‘received, I was to do 
the following: Take a recorder similar to the recorder uséd 
in the transmitter and insert it into the receiver in exactly 
the same manner in which it was inserted into the transmitter - 
using two guide pins and satie cannon-type connectors. First, 
I wind the recorder, keeping. button "R” pressed (spring is. 
wound and magnetic wire is erased)’, push back safety, then 
‘press "2" ‘button, and get same message, with slide lever in 
"vl position, 

- ἂν Ν᾿ 

, "The recorder is wound in the.-manner described previously 
and the slide lever is im the "Ὁ" position and the ear piece is 
installed, Td hear the transmitted message, the recorder is 
installed in.the receiver after ‘being.wound dg described in the 
“transmitter operation, “'Z" button is depréssed andthe slide 
lever is in the "V" position; and. I now heat tlie high-speed 

- ; xecording in the receiver played back through the installed 
recorder at the 100-second interval. 

“The: message described above is erased from. thé - 

for any number of playbacks. ᾿ Ν᾿ 

"After receiving this instruction for six hours, we 
then went.to work under actual conditions, We tried it in a very 
crowded park in Moscow; we tried it in stores; we tried it in, | 
the subway: of Moscow. (in different cars or at opposite ends' of the. — 
station); we tried it.at various hotels. We were successful 
practically in 811 cases, with two exceptions, " ες 

- "The person operating the transmitter can always tell. 
when the transmitter is operating dué to the fact that he can feel 
the spring motor (the vibration) opefating the recorder, 

᾿ς “With regard to the ‘two ‘unsuccessful occasions mentioned 
above,.at one time the recorder was not. tightly fitted -into the 
‘transmitter, the result. being a bad electrical .connection,. and. 
consequently no message was recorded in the self-contained recorder 
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"in the transmitter. On another occasion, I crossed a street 
where there was heavy traffic and. the. message came out very > 
-poorly. I was told that under adverse conditions, such -as 
heavy traffic, the distance factor is not ds. long as it would 
be in the country where the area would be more clear.. . 

᾿ _ "I was then show how to charge the batteries: -I 
| was given a’ volt meter, - By inserting the battery and pressing 
| the volt, meter, if the needle showed’ green the battery was: - 
| fully charged, and if it was discharged it would show red. This- 

volt meter was portable, just large enough. for the battery to 
fit into. I was told that it is always. best to test the batteries 
before working. - before making a transmission, or receiving. It 
is always best that the batteries be discharged an hour or. two 

. before charging then, (There is a chaYger, which is portable; 
which: can bé .adapted into any house, 220 or 10 volts; ‘In the 
U. S. I can adapt this charger to the 110 volt AC.) When 
charged, the batteries -should bé charged for from.5 to. 7 hours,, 
(Here I want to make a correction: These batteries, I was told. 

. by this expert, are good for from 7 to 14 years. They are usable 
᾿ for 300 operations, which means they are rechargeable for ᾿ 

approximately 300 timés.) | oe, 
Ξω “- 

1 o 

"It wag stressed that for optimum transmission or 
reception the ‘batteries should be at fuli strength. I was toid 
that when. I. should recéive my equipment, I would be given four 
sets’ of ‘batteries, together with a volt meter and a charger. 
I would also be given a set of tools, including a seréw driver, ἘΣ 
which would be used to. take off the face covers of either the 
recorder, transmitter or receivér. By ‘lifting off the face 
cover of the récorder, I can then change the magnetic wire, “Ν 
which is a very complicated and very precise procedure, practically 
requiring, the skill of a watchmaker in order to do it. ὁ ' 

screw, Lift out the ‘reel, tear off the wire (usually changed 
when broken). The wire is good for about 100 - 200 recordings, if handléd gently. . : 

"To change the teéls of this wire, unscrew the center. 
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"In the event the wire showld break, or 100 or more 
‘recordings have been made, the face plate to the recorder is 
removed, giving access to the mechanism underneath. A screw 
in the middle of the reel is removed and the old reel is now - 
removed. The new reel is now placed in position, the screw in 
the center ‘of the eel reinserted, and the wire is threaded 
_through the pulleys and across. the récorder head in a very 
‘delicate manner (which will be ‘déscribed later when such 
equipment is made available). 

"The following eqitipment will be given to me sometime 
in either September,. October or November “no exact date was set, 
“The equipment: will ‘be contained in a kit and in it, to the best 
of my knowledge, is the following: A receiver, a transmitter, 
a volt meter, a ‘battery charger, a converter (which is used for 
‘the conversion from 220 volts to 100 volts), a recorder, and 
cables, which cables would include cables for the receiver, 
cables for transmission, and a double cable - single switch, 
in which a transmission and a receiving can take place at the 
same time. Can also, use microphone and ear-piece with ables, 
(Double cable with single. switch for simultaneous transmission 
and ‘reception. ) ᾿ 

"I was given three 6-hour sessions on transmission and 
receiving, taking apart the equipment, “learning how to convert, — 
change and adapt. (You have a convertér, a charger and a tuner. ) 
The tuner, which is most important, is: an instrument which I use 
‘to align the receiver. I turn a certain part of the receiver to - 
its highest audible tone - highest frequency, to align my receiver, 
You, align only the receiver. This involves a frequency standard 
to align the receiver tio the proper frequency. This is done by 
monitoring. the receiver, connecting the frequency standard to the 
receiver, and adjusting the receiver to the highest audible 
frequency. ᾿ 

"THis is the kit which the expert brought in the last. 
day. On the previous three days he carried this equipment in 
his pocket, 

"I was given a test to see if I was 'on my own.! 
Actually, in my anxiety and in my exhaustion to get rid of this, 

~— 

ode 
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"I pressed them for only 18 hours. ‘They said that this course 
_ was 8. minimum of 25 hours, and I was given a 20-minute test 

on the final day ~ to transmit and to receive a message. I 
was left alone, only. the expert watched me. If I made a ΝΣ 
mistake, I was not told of it. This test. would determine whether 
another session would have to take place (if I did not pass). 
He told me that I passed my test with a-mark of 4. (Their 
markings are 1 to 5΄- 5 being the top mark,). 

_ . | “At this final session, in whith the test took place, 
KOLOBASHKIN was there; otherwise he was not there, I jokingly 

. Said to him, ‘Are you an expért on this, too?', and he said, 
'No, I know about it.' I said, 'Héck, if we would have had this, 
we would have saved a lot of talking in New York.' He said that. 
this was around only about a year or so. He said he kmows how 

to work it, but is riot an. expert, . 

‘did all thé translating. The expert did not know one word of 
English, : 

"Throughout the entire. instruction périod, Comrade X 

. "Let me remark again, in my observation of this expert, 
his actions:were strictly characteristic of one who operates 
secretly. Whenever he was not needed, he would quietly go away, 
He. would come back just as silently. He was cold and deliberate 
in his instructions. He -was very exact and précise in his actions. 

"(Note: Receiving. antenna and: transmitting antenna 
must be in the same plane. Both mist be either horizontal, or a 
vertical.) ΝΕ 

* 

“The transmitter, receiver, etc., were in gun metal | 
cases, of approximate size of pictures. I do not know wave Length. 
I was advised that to. get best Yesults in using microphone (about 
size of quarter) to hold diaphragm at a right angle and not 
directly in front of mouth, as breath presses against diaphragm.’ 

As the Bureau is aware, NY 694-S* has been ill for the 
past few days and is presently having X-rays; taken of ‘his urinary 
system. As soon as possible, interviews of the informant will be 
resumed, and the Bureau will be advised with réspect to further 
information concerning technical equipment: which the Russians intend 
to give him for use. in his apparatus, - 8 + 
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_ Three photographic copies of five drawings depicting 
the aforementioned transmitter, receiver and tecorder ate 
enclosed” herewith for the Bureati; one copy of the: photographs 
are ‘being enclosed for Chicago. 

The photograplis are described as follows: 

(1) Trangnitter 
(2) Receiver 
(3) Recorder (top view) - 

(4) -Recorder (bottom view) . ; 

(5) Battery tester - 

ta 

a 
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«. OPTIONAL FORM NO. 19 FY 50300105205 δ. 8 « MAY 1982 EDITION . 

a FBI (100-428091) DATE: 7/24/64 TO 

γέξκον (Wt SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 

SUBJECT: ( Croup) 

8 ~C 

ReBulet dated April 15, 1964, advising that CIA 
is interested in all material furnished by CG 5824-S* re- 
lating to the World Federation of Trade Unions (WFTU). 

τα rorid Trad herewith for the Bureau are two copies 

1964, 
of the orld Trade Union.Movement. Monthly, Review,‘ No. 6, 
June, ~ . . . 

REC- 63/00 “δῷ 29/— YO 7/ 

Η Bureau (Enc. EX 119 &. JUL 28 1964: 
1-Chicago. 

Ἐ::3:::: PO rere: 

WAB: MDW πος of 
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SUBJECT: 
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OPTIONAL. FORM t ΝΟ. 10 ὧν s010=106=05 

ῷϑα GEN, REG. NO, 27 Θ. Ό 

UN ITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

yf macro, a FBI (100-428091) DATE: 7/23/64 

SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 

4, 
50 
Is - 

ReBulet dated-April 15, 1964, advising that CIA 
has expressed interest in receiving all available informa- 
tion relating to the World Federation of Trade Unions. 

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau’ are two otostat 
copies each of the following items emanating from thexWorld | 

_Federation_of Trade 2 Unions. which‘ were furnished on July 6, 
1964, to SAs RICHARD Ἦν, HANSEN and WALTER A, BOYLE by 
CG 5824-S*: . 

") 
4 

1) Issue #9 of "Trade Union Press” 

2)" Issue #10 of "Trade Union Press" 

3) Circular #2/64 dated April 28, 1964, 
. entitled, "International Trade Union 

Committee for Solidarity with the 
Workers and People of South Vietnam" 

4) "Appeal for the Development of mass 
. actions..." dated April 21, 1964, 

issued by the Secretariat of the 
International Trade Union Committee 
of Solidarity with the Workers and 
People of South Vietnam 

5) “Statement on the Struggle Against 
. the Neo-Colonialist Scheme of Malaysia" 

dated April 25, 1964 

6) Press Communique #20/1964 dated March 
. 3, #1964 

9 j 
Bureau a te ens τοῦ / 60 - ἘΠ oF 2 . 

-Chicago. 
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1) “Press Conmini que #34/1964 “énted ari 
Se τε ΠῚ 20. 1964. 

.8)- Press: Gomminique #87/1964 dated bay ὃ, 
-- 1964 

9) = Press Communi gue #99/1964 Ἢ dated May 13, 
- 19640 

a _— 10) ‘Press Cotmni αι 39/1964 dated λον 15, 
“ἊΨ. oy 1964 . 

: “>. 11) Press Communique # fairies dated’ June 10, 
7 ἘΠ 1964 

. ᾿ 12) "Declaration ‘of the wr ‘on. the’ Present 
τς τ Situation in South Vietnam and-on the 
ecole, _.|. Thréats .of American Aggression Against. 
~ ' the: Democratic “Républic of Vietnam" 

dated. March 6, 1964 ᾿ - 
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I 
j Transmit -the following in 

CER in plain text or code) 
AIRTEL REGISTE ! 

Via : : ! 
(Priority or Method of Matting) ἦ 

"ἢ TO : ΡΙΒΕΟΙΌΒ, FBI (100-%28091) BY tke le 
"ἢ Cees <eeta base) “ρον 5 

Achaia, 
FROM : SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637). al 

SUBJECT: Cm “Res ER 
Is-c 

ReNY airtel 6/9/64 setting forth that while NY 694-S* 
was in Moscow in May 1964, he conferred with a Soviet whom he 
has designated as "Comrade X" and whom he considers to be a 
special comrade in charge of NY 694- Sits apparatus. 

Re NY airtel 7/1/64 setting forth ‘data concerning 
the special transmitter, receiver and recorder which the Soviets 
were furnishing NY 694=S* in September or October next, 

On 5/30/64, when NY 694-S* returned from Cuba to 
Moscow, he attended a three-day conference with Comrade X and an 
"electronics expert" who came to his; apartment on that date, 
On the third day of the conference they were joined by ALEKSEY | 
KOLOBASHKIN , who was ΝΥ 694-S*'s New York contact, - . 7 

| The three- -day conference consisted of a training ᾷ | 
} session for NY 694+S* in the; use of the new transmitter, 

receiver and recorder that Will be used in future meets. in’ “the 
apparatus. The entire discussion concerning the training with 
regard -to the transmitter, receiver and recorder was ὧν - 

Ki). Buréau (Enc, soy (ΑΜ) Ὁ ἀλφιλοῴοβρο ν Sau
d to Aas 

1 
1 

1 
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REG: 2 
JDO:ms JUL 29 1964 
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in referenced NY airtel, 7/1/64, which also furnished photographic 
copies of the equipment involved. In addition to this training, 
the conference also consisted of a setting up of new contacts and 
drops, which was also attended by KOLOBASHKIN. 

In connection with the setting up of new contacts and 
drops, the following was discusséd: 

All former contacts and drops between NY 694-~S* 
and the Soviets in New York as they existed before the informantts 
trip to Moscow were cancelled and from then on a system of new _ 
drops (sisters) and new contacts or personal meets (uncles) was 
set up, The new personal contacts to be utilized by NY 694-S* 
in his apparatus are to be called UNCLE ELLIOTT and UNCLE ELM 
and the drop is to be called MATILDA (additional drops will be designated by the Soviets in September), It was agreed that 
these drops and meets would no longer take place at 6:00 p.m, 
but vather 4°9:00 p.m., and that they will not take place 
exactly on the hour, It was agreed that personal meets or 
contacts would take place at 7:05 p.m. and that drops would take Place at 7:15 p.m, In addition, when drops were to be picked up. 
at 7:30 p.m. by the recipient, whoevér picks. up the drop is to 
acknowledge by telephone two hours later at 5:15 p.m. at telephone 
numbers in New York City which were agreed upon. 

For example, if NY 694-S* were to pick up a drop 
from the Soviets at 7:30 p.m. (which message had been placed by the Soviets at 7:15 pem.), NY 694~S* would then acknowledge 
picking up the drop at 9:15 p.m. that day by ringing GR 7-9449. 
three times, at which number no one would answer the phone. If the 
Soviets pick up a drop which was placed by NY 694-S*, they Likewise would acknowledge the receipt of the drop by ringing MU 4~8694 
three times, at 9:15 p.m., and phone will not be answered, 

It should be noted that the phone number GR 7-~9449 is listed \te a public telephone booth outside a parking lot on Sixth Avenue 
and Waverly Street, In this connection, it should be noted that 
NY 694-S* has asked the Russians by the MATILDA drop, on 7/2/64, 
to confirm and verify this phone number, which he had recalled 

om memory. It should also be noted that the phone number 
U 4-8694 is a public telephone booth in Grand Central Station, 

(See NY airtel 7/7/64.) - 
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The drop and the personal contacts to be utilized 
by NY 694-S* in the future are described as follows: 

MATILDA DROP 

This drop, which is the only one the Soviets 
have designated up to this time, is located in the 111th-113th 
Street Station of the BMT Subway (Jamaica Line)-in Queens, 
New York, The station runs east to Jamaica and west to 
Manhattan, ‘The east platform of the station where trains 
heading “for Manhattan stop has an éxit at the east end of 
the station and the west end of the station. The drop is 
located at the west end exit of the station at the top of 
the exit stairs on a girder on the left side going up. 

PERSONAL CONTACTS (Personal Meets) 

1. UNCLE ELLIOTT 

The area for this personal meeting rendezvous is ᾿ 
in the vicinity of the Avenue J Station of the BMT Subway 
‘(Brighton Line) in Brooklyn, New York. The meet is effected 
by proceeding from the station to "Cookie's Restaurant" right 
below the station stairs and walking from Cookie's Restaurant 
south to Avenue K, then west from 17th Street to 15th Stréet, 
then south to Avenue L, in which vicinity the contact will be 
made, 

2, UNCLE ELM 

The rendezvous for this personal contact is in 
the vicinity of the Wyckoff Station of the BMT subway 
(Myrtle Avenue Line), Ridgewood, Queens, New York. The 
rendezvous. is effected by exiting from the subway station and 
Starting from the Ridgewood Theater, in. close proximity of ᾿ 
the station, and from the Ridgewood Theater, which is located 
on a triangle corner, NY 694-S* is to walk south one block 
to Madison Street, then east on Madison to Undertone Avenue 
and west on Undertone to Woodbine Avenue, in which vicinity 
the meet will take place, 
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" NY 685-85 advised that with regard to arrangements 
for making future contacts. (personal meets) and drops, the following 
instructions were given him by the Soviets: 

The informant was to check up on the "Johnson 
‘Personal Messenger," which is a walky-talky ‘costing in the vicinity 
of $300.00. The Soviets assured him that this, walky-talky, in their 
Opinion, was fool-proof and accurate and that both KOLOBASHKIN and. 
Comrade X indicated that the Soviets had experimented with this 
walky-talky in New York prior to the informant's arrival in _ 
Moscow, and they had been very successful with it as. far south as 
10 blocks away from their UN Héadquarters on East 67th Street in 
New York City and as far ‘north as 9 blocks away. The Soviets ~ 
indicated that the most effective time for recéption on this 
walkytalky was determined to be during the morning hours, particularly 
around 9:00 a.m., and therefore it was agreed that in the future | 
(September or October) when they operate with this walky-talky,.. ~ 
the informant, on Tuesdays and Thursdays, if he wishes to contact 
the Soviets, will go in the yicinity of their headquarters (East - 
67th Street, NYC) by car with. this walky-talky and at 9:09 a.m. ον 
will press the transmitting button, creating a signal. No words 
Will be spoken, but merely a "hum' wikl ensue by pressing the 
transmitter button, The signal to be transmitted is four long .- 
dashes, which will indicate to the Soviets that NY 694-S* desires 
a personal meet that night. If a signal of two short dots, given 
three times, is réceived, this will indicate to the Soviets that 
NY 694-5" wishes to make a drop. The Soviets. will acknowledge at 
exactly 9:19 a.m, if they heard the signal with a similar signal 
used by NY 6944$%.. using the signal only once. The Soviets ὁ 
indicated that the..Johnson Personal. Messenger (walky-talky.) will 

’ be furnished t6 the informant in September or October, 1964, 

ΝΞ ΕΞ: In the event the Soviets wish to contact NY 695-88 ὅς 
the informant, on Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fridays, on his way to 
work, Will get off at the Wakl Street IRT Subway Station and. 
proceed to the southern énd’ of the downtown side platform, and 
using the underpass’ exit, there, will proceed down the underpass 
steps and on the last step to his vight going down, on the tile 
wall, will ΡῈ a single strip of black tape, indicating the Soviets 
wish to have a personal meét with him the following day. at 7:05 p.m. 
‘If two strips of black tape appear on the tile wall, this 
indicates that the Soviet& wish to have him pick up the drop on 
the following day at 7:15 p.m. As an alternative to this, the 
Soviets indicated that they can also contact him by padio. 

~ hos 
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NY 694=S* advised that it was also agreed with 
the Soviets that in the event NY 694-S* does not receive the full 
text of an important radio message on Tuesdays and Thursdays and 
washes to-have it repeated, NY 694~S* is to place a piece of black 
tape on the lamppost on the southeast corner of 5lst Street and 
Lexington Avenue in Manhattan, using the face of the lamppost 
which can be seen from the west side of the avenue when one walks 
ov drives by in a car, 

The informant stated that in all these meets and 
drops, one thing was made certain, and that was that in the event 
any drop or meet is agreed upon for a certain date, if either 
the Soviets or he fails to make that rendezvous, it was agreed 
that the same thing would be repeated the following week. 

; NY 694-S* advised that it was agreed with the 
Soviets that on 7/24/64, the informant was to receive $300,000,00 
if everything "goes all right," and that he would receive this 
moneyby going to the 7th floor of the Midland Trust Building on 
Washington and Liberty Streets in New York City and stand by the 
mén's washroom at 2:40 p.m. in the afternoon. While standing in 
front of the-ments room, he will be handed a black suitcase 
containing the money. ‘The informant, in turn, is to return the 
empty identical black suitease which he has maintained in his 
possession since the last transaction. It was indicated to the 
informant, however, that the informant's suitcase should be 
wrapped an brown paper, 

NY 694-S* advised that in addition to the above 
aprangements, the Soviets indicated they would also furnish him, 
in September or October, with two new types of containers, which 
will be utilized for transmitting microfilm messages, The 
containers are described as follows: 

1. KENT CIGARETTE CONTAINER 

This container is a box simulated as a cm 
container of Kent cigarettes, which isso constructed that 
it can contain two reels of 9 mm. undeveloped film. This _ 
container was to be utilized by a-courier (secondary channel)-, 
who will act as the recipient for any "lofig-winded" ideological 
political documents that are of lesser importance. The Ὁ 
container is so constructed that there is a chemical in the 

~§- 
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upper part of the case which can be released by the carrier. 
. to destroy the undeveloped film. if that becomes. necessary. 

Photographs of this container, Nos, 1 and 2, are enclosed, 

2. _CYLINDRICAL, TUBE CONTAINER 

ΝΣ This coritainer, containing a magnet attachment, 
' 28 to be utilized for the sister drops. The container. — 

also contains within it room for two reels. of 9..mm. . 
undeveloped film to bé transmitted. in the drops. It also 
contains chémicals which will automatically. destroy the film 

- if the cylinder 18 attempted to bé opened by one not familiar- 
~~ + With it. Photographs of this container, No. 3, are enclosed. 

ΝΞ - NY 694-S* advised that during this course of 
training and familiarization with the new drops aiid, contacts, he 
was under the impression that becauge of KOLOBASHKIN'S presence, _ 
the, latter. would still-be his. contact. in New. York, However, at the 
conclusion of this indoctrination; he was. told that KOLOBASHKIN 
would not be his contact and that the latter-was not going: back to 
New York. The Sovies informed the informant that his contacts in 
the future will be VALENTINE A.. ZAITSEV AND VLADIMIR A. CHUCHUKIN, 
whom he has been in contact! with in the past. The Soviets -stated 
that because of the "serious Situation" jin New York (Riesel article). 
it would be best that the informant work with ‘new people. 

~ NY 694-S* advised that béfore, leaving Moscow, he was, 

over to them all the notes that-he had taken during his training - 
period, with which request the informant complied. The informant 
Stated that as a result of this, the foregoing information was 
recalled by him from inemory and he believes that He has all the 
necessary facts concerning the various meets and drops. 

| ον In addition to the foregoing, thé Soviets. 
emphasized that NY 694-S*, in'all his operations, should utilize 
the utmost. precaution and indicated that ,.bécause of the Riesel 
articlé, they had to make these new arrangements for meéts and 
drops, and that sometime in. September- they will probably have " 
some additional dhops and meéting places. The Soviets also 
indicated to the informant that they will advise him in September 

. or October as to the various places where he may-pit in. operation 
the transmitter, receiver and recordér, which they will supply him, 
because ‘they are at the pYesent. time making tests -in New York to. 
determine which will be the best neighborhood to conduct these 

we 
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recordings. The Soviets also indicated that 
‘NY 698-§* FE ΙΣΊΣΣ See See = es 

additional black-gammas,.’ 
1 ἃ παρε παξῇ, ee et ἐν πι π 

- 

- NY .694-S* advised that with regard to his 
apparatus, the Soviets. indicated that NY 694~S* should Immediately 
aprange to place NY 4309-S* in a position where he will be close —~ 
to him and can be utilized more-fully in the apparatus in the - event anything happens to NY 694-~S*, The Soviets agreed that in 7 this latter emergency, NY 4309-5* can take oyer,. The Soviets indicated to the informant’ that he shoiilld stant training another reserve for. ᾿ NY’ 4309-S* in ¢ase anything happened to him,” 

- Soviets also advised NY 694-S* that with Ὁ regard tol Iehey would like: to meet with him and have . their people see him, providing no one else in the CPUSA. 46 815 IoTD with him, The Soviets agreed that they will not contact him - without advising NY 694+S* in advance, NY 694-S%* -wa: : . 
Opinion that apparéntly the Soviets had checked up o and had determined what role ‘he played in. his profession and ; 
seemed to be familiar and impressed with him. "Oe, ᾿ 
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τ pape 

1.- Mrs Branigan | PAC 
SUBJECT: ζο 1... 

1.- INTERNAL SECURITY ~ COMMUNIST 

This is to acquaint you, with a new system of’ signals, dr 
and meeting places which the Soviets are establishing in the Solo 2 
operation as a result of the revelations made by Victor Reisel in his 
news column concerning "Moscow gold” being funneled into the coffers 
of the Communist Party, .USA (CPUSA). 

' The attached airtel from New York dated,7/8/64 discloses. 
that while in Moscow. in June, 1964, NY 694-S* was advised by the 
Soviets: that because of the "serious relations" in New York City. 
brought about by the revelations in an article written by Victor Reisel, 
it was necessary to cancel all former signals, drops’ ‘and meeting places. 
In addition, the Soviets advised that it would be necessary to ‘assign 
new Soviet personnel.to-work with NY 694-S* in New York City. 

$300. The Soviets indicated. that. they have experimented with this 
device and found: “Lt: to ‘be capable of operating over a distance of 
ten blocks from theiz United Nations Headquarters in New Work City. 
They indicated thatthe most effective time for reception-is during 
the morning hours. Accordingly, NY 694-S* was instructed that;-when 
Ξ desirés to" arrange @ personal meet with his Soviet contact:; he is 

“ The Soviets yiul furnish NY 694-S* in the immediate future 
Ι ‘Johnson. Personat ‘Messenger which is a walky~talky costing qed 

to ‘go. on-either Tuesday. or Thursday to the vicinity of the Soviet 
United Nations Headquarters by car with the walky-talky At 9: 09 ams 
he will press.the transmitting button creating a signal. No words 
are to be spoken but a "hum't will ensue. If NY G94~SH, transmits 
Ee -long Washes: it will indicate that he desires a petsonal meéét that, 
night; IfZNY 694-S* transmits two short dots it wid indicate. he 
desires tocplace=material in. a drop, The Soviets will acknowledge 
at 9:19 aame if they receive NY 694~S*'s signal Bip pressing the: ay Hb 

7 | transmitting button on their Walky<talky once. gE a) 

| In the event ‘the Sov Sits Gish BES contact NY [90/7 a 

informant was instructéd that..on évexy’ Monday, Wednesday - L Setgy 
on his way to work in’ downtown'Néw York City, to get off§ 
Wall ‘Street subway station and. look, at a designated spot on the wall 
of the station for two- ‘strips of black tape, This will “Indicate, . Θ᾽ 
Soviets: wish to have him pick up material in Be STOR on the ‘follo ing. 
evening. Ἴξ' ἢ fe, ih 
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Memorandum to Mr. We. Ὁ... ‘Sullivan 
-RE: .SOLO a 
100-428091 

° 

New meeting places and drops have been established and 
||e32 be referred to by the code names “uncle" and "sister," 
ΠΣ When NY 694-S* clears a.drop at ἃ designated time, 

he will telephone two hours later to a public telephone booth in 
Grand Central Station and allow the phone to ring three times. The 
phone will not be answered but it will indicate to the Soviets that 
NY 694~S* has successfully cleared thé. drop. When the Soviets clear 
a drop, they will likewise use the samé system to. indicate to 
1 694-S* that they successfully cleared the drop, but will utilize 
a different public phone for this purpose. 

The Soviets also advised NY 694~S* that he will be 
᾿ furnished two new types of containers to be utilized in transmitting 

Cr med messages. ‘These are: (1) a container simulated as. a Kent 
[cigarette package which has a chemical in the package and can be 
released by the person carrying it to destroy the film if that 
becomes necessary; and (2) a cylindrical tube container which has a 
Magnet attachment and which also has chemicals that will automatically 
destroy the film if anyone. not familiar with the container endeavors 
to open it. In the attached airtel, NY 894-35} furnished detailed 
drawings of these two types of containers. 

In addition, the Soviets advised NY 694-S* that he would 
receive $300,000 on 7/24/64 if."all goes well." In this connection, 
NY 694~S* was ‘instructed to meet his: Soviet contact at a designated 
time and. place on the 7th floor of the Midland Trust Building where 
informant will exchange an empty suitcase with his Soviet contact 
for an identical Suitcase containing the $300,000, (When this 
transaction, takes place, it will bring to.a total’ of.over two million 
dollars which the Soviets have supplied to the CPUSA through the 
Solo apparatus operated by our informants.) 

7-7 

ACTION: 

Fox information, This memorandum.and its enclosure should 
be routed to the Laboratory for its study. AS soon as practical 
after NY 694~-S* receives the new technical equipment from the Soviets, 
Lt will be made available to the Laboratory, for its examination. 
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On 7/6/64, there was réceived at the VIVIAN ETHER. 
drop in New York City two letters to NY 694-S* from BEATRICE | 
JOHNSON, CPUSA representative in Cuba. The letters were in 
partial code and the plain texts of. the letters are as follows: A 

μονα βνήφοκ, aby a) 
‘June 10, 1964 } 

"Dear Jack: , 

tye have been worried about you. Aré you all right 
and have you found: Rosalind all right. it would bé godd to — © 
know. Ti ἊΝ ΕΞ - 

a eg LOO GAL OGL: “424 " "ὦ " be i have been chasing Ὁ ver’ since you | χτ 
" Left and with the help. of Calcines— | im shortly. 
in the meantime it would be good if. “you send, me 1. the name of 
the person who would: "θὰ .our contact in ἔδεε: New York UN Gubaii 
Mission, 2.. have you asked. if, Winston can make the July 26th . : 
delegation,-3. what. is definitely with the students. Meanwhile | ~~ 
‘those sttidents shave ‘been getting a’ ‘lot of publicity. ‘Have | 

- talked to many. about the Plenum in GPUSA. The news of the 
mae defeat of the Mc Carrap. Act suerte the arguments. . Gath mee eee ne - « Bureau (RM) . * ΓΝ is ΝΕ H- ἐς 4 
1. - Chictago- (134~46-Sub B): (ἀμ - ἘΜ) fo AZ CF. S 
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ἯΙ got some Old Workers from Moscow but I need the latest 
you promised I would give to the people:. Jesephine is still 
here and, I have not heard-from, Moscow. JI. hope this is 
settled soon. ) ΝΕ 

"Our American, group started working on the material 
from South-America and they are as happy as can be. Ada Dritsas - 
is reluctant to comé to the U.-S. My guess is she chould- be. 
told in no uncertain tems that she should leave. Send 
details about thé medicine parcels. 

| Meld cus there is nothing about. Brazil here but 
there is hope that Iwill, soon be able to talk about it soon. 

. I have sent to the Worker something of interest in this regard. 
as part o£ ἃ number of things. from, South America. Also 

—— something important about the Mexican elections. Let, him 
ει τ τὸν ask the Worker for copies. If he wants something else please 

7 “write to me. 

My, travels are being tackled by the Cuban Party. 
As to getting to Chile it 15. more difficult. It must be - 

‘done with another passport. Perhaps as an Argentine citizens 
. 1 will inform γοὶ as it shapes up. 

: - "I had a ‘talk with Alfred Stern arid Martha Dodd. | 
They are sympathetic to the Chinese but have a deép loyalty ΕΣ 
to the CPUSA. ‘hey were greatly interested. I should sée them . 
More often on very friendly terms. They insisted that I saw. — 

. Morris c. and 1 was in no position to” contradict them. — 
Anyway M. C. should. write to them as we agreed.. 

Beatrice’ 

- 
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over the place, shouting revolutionary statements. 

Ob 
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6/18/64 

"ear Jack: Ε | = | 

‘When you see Gus Hall-you can tell him that the 
students have arrived in full force and that the majority . 
are not like students. About ten of them are Victor 
Rabinowitz' boys who. are spreading. their affiliation all - 

Robert 
Williams ig pessi, busy among them slandering the CPUSA, 
and claiming that, somebody came to Cuba expressly to get. 
him off the radio. It is bad he knows about Cuban visit.  — 
However I have no idea who told him, but that's how it is here. 

"phe good American comrades ate also busy and are 
sure many of these students can be won over. When are the - 

youth from the CPUSA coming? The so-called students will be_ 
here around two months, What about July 26, who will come, 
or will anyone be able to do so? Please write immediately. 

"Tam still, chasing Df to arrange about 
the medical’ parcels and the Cuban UN Mission; Can you tell me 
something about the two. I can't get in touch with the doctor bs 
or with Castro but eventually it will be 0.K. . b7C 

leaving next 
abouther.. Yes, I can 

Tell Gus Hall to take 

1Δ11 is well wi 
week. Have you informed 
travel to Canada any tine necessary. 
it into consideration. . 

“Here is something new about the Chinese. Although 
it. is not big, it is something in the right direction. 

"Blas Roca, oux oldest friend, let the Chinese have it openly 

without Castro's knowledge. Also 1 had a long talk with one . 
of the leading Gubari party functionaries indicating that the 
Chinese are on the décline in many places. Otherwise things 
are quiet here. ι , ; 

. ~3- 

in his "castes tHoy,' and this could nevex have happened: 
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"T havé sent τὸ Bie florker' for the second time 
news items on Latin America and I hope that Gus Hall will 
see them arid that they can be used. I am hoping in the 

"next: few days to see someoiie from Brazil and 11]. inform 
Gug Hall accordingly. ἣ 

ny have heaid nothing aout the international conference . 
in East Germany, Have you any information and what, do you 
want mie to do regarding it. - 

“By the way, the Cuban new era is bearing some fruit. 
Gus Hall's: piece appeared in Hoy! and was much. discussed. 
L write reguldrly. E hope you had some rest and aré in good 
shape.. My love goes to you and very, best, to 811. 

"Beatrice Johnson'* 

The: Forégoing Letters were apparently sent by: BEATRICE 
JOMNSON. to LESLIE MORRIS, General, Sectetary of the Canadian CP, 
in Canada, who mailed them to the ETHER drop, with Toronto : 
postmark July 3, 1964. 

In comnection with the letter dated 6/10/1 64, 
NY 694«S* advised that on 7/8/64 he was sending ἃ Letter, by 
code, to ‘LESLIE MORRIS to notify BEATRICE JOHNSON that she ~ 

| should. seé CASTRO and 061} him that the person designated 
to contact the Cuban UN Mission in New York is to be ISIDORE | 

} NEEDLEMAN and that they should advige the person whom he should 
| (feontact there. (Utilization. of ISIDORE: NEEDLEMAN as, 4 “secondary 

channel" is. set forth in more detail in SOLO airtel of 6/26/ 64.) ἡ 
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TO : DIRECTOR, eer ((100-128091) 

FROM - SAC, NEW YORK [(200-134637) 

SUBJECT:SSOLO._- 
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On 7/24/64, NY 694-S advised SA ALEXANDER Cc. ™, 
BURLINSON that he placed undeveloped microfilmed messages ) 
at the Matilda drop on the evening of 7/23/64, and that, γι : 
in accordance with prearranged instructions, the cnformant fl 
was in the vicinity of the telephone booth at the Grand j 

a QR “TAs ᾿ς ΤῸ ς 
| SS 

A number of measages were transmitted to sl mot 
Soviets, some in cipher-code and others in partial code. 
The above messages are hereinafter set out in plain text 

-ooae 

1. A partially coded message from GUS HA 

"Po the CCCPSU 

"Tt Has always been my fondest wish to visit the ᾿ ΤΗΣ 
USSR, the first country of Socialism. My family too has Bl . 
also looked forward to such 8, visit with great happiness =" 
in their hearts. Despite the victory that many comrades ae eee 
again travel, it still prevents myself and others like 
myself who are on bail and facing trial. I shall not be able 
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| ¢0 travel until this case is either dropped by the . 
government or thé case won. Thank, you for your invitation 
that you extended to me and to my family. Thank you too 

for the beautiful gifts which you so graciously gave 
to me and to my family. It is with deep sorrow to inform 

‘you that our beloved Ben Davis is seriously ill with a ~ - 
malignant disease, We have employed the best of science 
and skill to ease his pain. We are most grievéd by 
this. -- I mention this to you so “that you should know. 

} But he, Ben, does not know the exact cause, nor that he 
| is cin such ἃ serious condition. Therefore, we carinot 
make this public. ° 

* "Gus Hall" . 

ΙΝ ᾿ “ΠΩ, A partially ἃ coded message as follows: “ 

᾿ “fo, make doubly ‘sive that Elizabeth Gurlevmiynn an | re 
yall ᾿ (waa be met at the airport, she will arrive August ; amie : 
¥ VA SU Flight (AEROFLOT 021, “time 7:25. ; 

“Elizabeth Flynn as I have stated is badly in need ae 
of rest, She has expréssed ὃ desire to perhaps: go to the s 

: lack Sea (Sochi) for such a rest. After her rest our 
doctors here suggest that she have hefijeyes treated and 
examined by ‘your Professor Pushkouskya Filetov in, Odessa. 
She was told that she may be Susceptible to glaucoma in her 
left eye. 

‘elizabeth plynn's birthday ‘As on. August [th - 
please act too on our béhaif on that day, and tell her 
also that we have not forgotten or ever will, It will ‘be 

her 74th year. ee πτπωα, 

"Morris Childs" 

3. A cipher-code message as follows 5.) 

"Regarding details Willia Lbhertson atrair which 
you requested, Elizabeth Fiynn has official information 
and upon. arrival in Moscow on August. Ast will so inform 
you. , 

; - Kaus Halu" 



us 
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ALO cipher-code message as. follows: 

"Regarding effect on security and our relations ~ 
we wish to inform you that William. Albertson in no way, 
and at no time, ever knew about our relations or personnel 

. in this work, or about international affairs, Albertson 
| was at all times a local district worker. Even lately- 

‘when elected to the CPUSA National Board, he has not 
participated in, or attended, one meeting. At no time in 
all these years did Albertson know Jack Brooks or of his 
existence. oo 

"aus Hali" 

5. A éipher~code message as follows: 

“We thank you for your generous gift of money to 
Henry Winston, and I thank you personally, but weagain 
urge that such matters go through official channels. Such 
things cannot be handled in ἃ personal manner by giving 
direct to individual no matter who he or she is, because 
danger to security. We are sure you understand. We ' 
respectfully remind you of our communication dated July 2nd, 
This is especially important because of the Albertson 
affair and. the beginning of the tourist season, 

"Morris Childs - Gus Hall" - 

6. A partially coded message as follous: 

"Our National Committee just concluded very important. and most. enthusiastic - meeting. Endorsed action of New 
York District expulsion of Albertson. Within days you 
will receive most important political remarks of Gus Hall. 
Elizabeth Flynn, is prepared to talk to you about this meetin when in Moscow, . - - 

"Morris Childs" 
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7. A partially coded message as follows: 

| "Pleasé delete from National Committee list 
jj Albertson as a GPUSA member and as a member of the National 

|| Committee and of the National Board," | 

8. A partially coded message as, follows: 

. “We wish to ¢all your attention to the following -ἰ 
that Sharp of Cross-Currents Publications, in addition 
bo the publication of material by Cross-Currents which 

_ is registered with the US Government under the Foreign 
Agents Registration Act, also publishes an item “known as 
International Arts and Sefences', The FBI and the government πος Rt 

department involved are now after Sharp to register the 
. (International Arts and Sciences’ under foreign Agents + ῃ rite τ ry 

Registration Act and Sharp refuses to do this. ἰ 

᾿ "Hyman Lumer reported the: above to me and noted 
that although Sharp is supposed to be a good friend of ours 
and also is supposed to be a member of our Party, he emp'Loys 

. three members of the Milton Rosen group. We, our Party, 
have talked to Sharp about these people who ave with Miltoi 
Rosen, but he reportedly refused: to do anything about them 

"Our Party is in agreement with Sharp's views 
regarding the registration of ‘International Arts and 
Sciences!. To avoid such registration our Party would : 
like to. see Sharp get rid of Cross-Currents and is in favor 
of a "sale', .This méans that our Party can take over , 
Cross-Currents, and we are thinking of putting a good. Party 
member into it to run it. -Our Party will work with Sharp: 
to make such a 'sale'., It would be good if Sharp knew 
if you had an interest in such 'salé! and would help us 
in this matter. Please advise your actions on this." 

' ΦῺΘ above message was transmitted to the Soviets 
at. the request of cG@ 5824-S, who had received information 

- §- 
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regarding the above matter from Hyman Lumer when ‘the 
latter was recently in Chicago. This information has. 
ΠΗ furnished previously to the Bureau, by the chicago 

68. 

9. A partially coded message as follows? 

Rm the CGCPSU Ψ 

. Zo Kant and Jessica¥Smith will leave for Mose 
on or before Aue “pléasé have visas for ‘them 
ae the Washington, D. G. Embassy so that there may be no 
delays. 

"Our Party and myself consider Abt to be the - 
best legal constitutional attorney in the USA. He has géuen 
to us his devotion and Loyalty for 20 years,. and is a an 
staunch and loyal fighter. 

“While in Moscow I think your central Committee 
should arrange a few lectures to your legal. institutions 
on the subject of 'Pproblems of Fighting for Democracy 
in the USA' ~ in this field he is the most authoritative 
and most versed, both legally and ‘politically. He, Abt, 
told me he will be more than glad to speak or lecture ᾿ 
if he is invited to. do so. But please, when making such 
arrangements, do-not have 1t interfere with his rest. 
He is tired and is badly in nééd of rest and a change _ 
since it is he who carried the banner of legal victories 
such as no other person has.eyer in the history of thie 
USA. Tell him that this wish of rest is on my behalf 
when you see him so that, he will know I am concerned abous 
his health. ἵὕ répeat - have his visa ready and meet him. 
when he and his wife arrive there. She is accompanying him), 
for a rest. This was a request that she made. 

“gus Hall" 

10. A partially coded message as follows: 

5. 
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. "Phank you for the visa for Elizabeth Flynn. our 
comrade Lem Harris went to your Washington, D.C, Embassy 
to get it. When there he spoke, with the counselor. 

: ready and visas for - 
»ready. Please 

Jessica Smith and also for Esther Jackson and the | 
Freedomways Delegation if and when you as per agreement 
will invite them. ᾿ 

. u not answer yet regardin 
whether she can travel together with 

- mand be your guest, Please tet us know about the above 
as soon as possible." 

᾿ 

11, A partially coded message as follows: 

"To COCPSU 

“Please consider my request that_tem’Harris 
be granted “his wish that he visit collective fhrms and’ 
such institutions also, whichever cadre he would like to 

. talk with and. See. 

‘comrade Harris is a most active comrade and 
loyal, and one of the most sacrificing comrades, In his zea 
he volunteered to pay for his fare and for his wife's, 
But he complicated. matters by going through the 'Intourist'. 
Please help in every way you can. I will be most appreciative. 
&S8 you kriow comrade Harris has ‘been a farm expert for many 
years, and would very much like to visit the collective 
farms and personhel s6 as to write a book. Hel ip him An. 
every way ou can so that he will be able to make his 
trip a fruitful one. His wife has been working with retard a 
children and is an expert in that field. Since he is limitéa 
on funds, it would be a great help to help him in any way tnat 
you can, He is also a good friend of Art Shields, whom he 

Iba: 
should see, and of course, time ‘should be made available so - te 
that. he may see and visit: his. who is at 

3 the University. I send to you With a letter in which 

~6 
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comrade Harris lists his requests. 

"He will arrive in Moscow about b Atiguist 9th. 
So far he has no visad Please grant them. 

"Gus Hala" _ » 

The following is the note from Len Howris referred 
to in the above message: 

4 

' “New York 
| σιν 8,. ΤῊΝ ; 

᾿ ' "Having γθοθάνθά our passports and filled oud i 

| request forms for visas, I would like to list the > places of sg 
special interest to us: ᾿ ΤᾺ 

"My particular interest is agrigulture and am. 
hopeful of visiting several sovhozes and collective farms, 
Possibly a circle tour: 

= 
t 

“Volgagrad and its Tractor works ; 
"Rostov and its Farm Implement Factory; 
“verblud Sovhoz, formerly called Sovhoz #2, where . 

1 worked during its first harvest in 1929; 
"Kpasnodar area farms; 
"perhaps a day or two at Sochi or Gagri:’ where Τ 

| vacatioried in 1930; | 
“comiunar Farm TmpLement works. in Zaparoje,. 

where I helped assemble the first combine ever 
manufactured in the Soviet Union; 

_ “Parms in the Zaparoje or Dneiperpetrosk aréa,. 

"In Moseor I would life to make the, acquaihtance of 
rofessor E.F. Wazkov of Moscow University, 

ay “an agricul ture Storian. He translated 
(eye a book called Agricultural Regions in the U.8. 

ε by Prof. Gilbert, Fite of. the University of 
Oklahoma. But mainly, Prof, Yazgkov is preparing - 
a book on the U.S, *Farn Revolt in the Midwest Ὁ 

~ T > 
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in the 1930's. TI was one of the participants 
in that revolt arid could be sort of an original 
source for him. _ af 

Ce ae ᾿ 

“My wife, Louispfiarss, is a teacher in the 
New York State public schbol system of children with mental 
handicaps. Her interest in Moscow and in the course of 
our tour will be ' 

"Institutions for child care 
including day nursuries and lower grades 
of school if in session; - 

"Institutions. for Handicapped children; 
"Perhaps see something of the work of Professor ΕῚ * 

- A.R.Luria in this field. 

"/s/ Lement Harris 

% ᾿ “Rement Harris" 

L. 12. ,A partially coded message as follows: 

Ould you please inform the Gzechoslovakian friend ~ 
δι xvwangerin may be coming soon. He is just waiting 

' Lor some δὲ onal documents. He desires to know if they 
have any more concrete instructions and if they will have 
visas for him at the Eitbassy here. 

᾿ "Morris childs" 

“The above message was transmitted to the Soviets "+ at, the request of σα 5824-s, 

13. <A partially coded message as follows: 

"Please! You do. not acknowledge the many questions 
that I have asked you! Please do! Do you hear my three 
rings at GR 7-94499 0.K, for August 5th - sarie place, 
same time, 

“Jack Brooks" 

-8. 
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The above refers to NY 694-8 inquiring whether 
the Soviets are receiving ὦ telephonic signal from him 
and advising that it is agreeable to the CPUSA that 
the Soviets deliver flunds to the CPUSA, through NY 694-S 
on. August 5, 1964, at the Midland Bank Building in NYC. 

14. A partially coded message as follows: 

"pPlease} Urgent - today, February 23rd, did not . 
get your radio message. ~ Static heavy ~ please répeat entire ἢ 
‘Yadio message. Note I put black tape on 51st Street and | 
‘Lexington Avenue -lamppost for that reason. . "ΟΝ 

»ὴς 

- “Jack Brooks" 17 
τς | κί. 

The above message is to notify the Soviets that 
NY 694-§ is aware of the fact that the Soviets transmitted 
ἃ message to him via radio on February 23rd, which by 
reason of atmospheric cenditions the informant was not 
able to. reveive. He is indicating that the message be 

repeated, ~~ : | 

15. A partially coded message as follows: 

| "Sister Matilda is again next. Unele EIHot 
is next." a 

Sister Matilda above refers to a drop. Uncle 
Elliot refers to-a personal contact. 

πε 
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